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Zusammenfassung
Diese Arbeit behandelt das Dual Control Problem fur nichtlineare modellpradiktive
Regelung (Nonlinear Model Predictive Control, kurz NMPC) aus der Perspektive der
optimalen Versuchsplanung (Optimal Experimental Design, kurz OED).
In den letzten Jahren stellt die Steuerung unsicherer Prozesse Mathematiker vor
groe Herausforderungen, bietet aber auch Chancen. Obwohl das Prinzip der dynami-
schen Programmierung gelten konnte, ist seine Anwendbarkeit auf sehr einfache Falle
beschrankt. Dies erfordert das Studium von Approximationsmethoden sowie ezienter
Echtzeit-Algorithmen.
In dieser Arbeit untersuchen wir Optimalsteuerungsprobleme mit unsicheren Para-
metern und Zustanden und stellen neue auf Dual Control basierende Methoden vor.
Wir fuhren zunachst eine Sensitivitatsanalyse durch, um die Auswirkung der Unsicher-
heit auf die Gute der Steuerung zu bewerten. Ausgehend von der Analyse des Zusam-
menspiels zwischen der Optimalsteuerungsaufgabe und der Aufgabe des Informations-
gewinns schlagen wir neue Ansatze im NMPC-Kontext mithilfe von OED vor. Hierzu
prasentieren wir den statistischen Hintergrund und probabilistische Schranken fur die
eigentliche Controller-Performance bezuglich der ursprunglichen Zielfunktion. Damit
fullen wir eine Lucke in der Literatur.
Wenn NMPC den Prozess im Laufe der Zeit steuert und das Schatzverfahren lauft,
ist es von Interesse, die Konvergenzeigenschaften und das asymptotische Verhalten zu
verstehen. Wir widmen der Untersuchung einiger Eigenschaften von Least-Squares (LS)-
Schatzern ein Kapitel. Es wird gezeigt, dass das Schatzproblem in manchen Fallen
schlecht gestellt ist. Dies fuhrt zu Divergenz. Jedoch kann Konvergenz bei Verwen-
dung einer sequentiellen LS-Methode beibehalten werden. Ein Konvergenzresultat wird
hergeleitet.
Andererseits haben wir beobachtet, dass die Konvergenz der Parameterschatzung in
einigen Prozessen irrelevant werden kann, wenn die wichtigen Zustande stabil sind. Dies
motiviert unsere Untersuchung der Teilstabilitat fur NMPC, die mehrere Grundergeb-
nisse der klassischen Stabilitatsanalyse fur NMPC erweitert.
Eine weitere Motivationsquelle dieser Arbeit ist die Untersuchung der nichtlinearen
optimalen Versuchsplanung. Weil optimale Designs fur bestimmte Werte der Parame-
ter berechnet werden, deren wahre Werte aber nicht bekannt sind, ist es wichtig, die
Optimalitat der Designs zu beurteilen sowie Verfahren zu nden, um die wahren Pa-
rameterwerte zu erreichen. Dies motiviert die Erforschung von sequentiellem OED im
Rahmen des Dual Control. Hierzu formulieren wir das sequentielle OED Problem, so-
dass das Prinzip der dynamischen Programmierung anwendbar ist. Wir beweisen einige
Resultate uber Designs mit endlichen Tragern und bauen so eine Brucke zwischen kon-
tinuierlichen Designs und diskreten Designs.
Die Methoden wurden im Rahmen dieser Arbeit implementiert. Wir illustrieren die
erzielten Ergebnisse, indem wir die Aufgaben behandeln, die von klassischen Beispielen
aus der Literatur bis hin zu praktischen Anwendungen in der Fahrzeugsteuerung und in
der chemischen Verfahrenstechnik reichen.
Abstract
In this thesis we treat the problem of Dual Control for Nonlinear Model Predictive
Control (NMPC) from a perspective of Optimal Experimental Design (OED).
Controlling uncertain processes poses great challenges as well as oers opportunities
for mathematicians in recent years. While the Dynamic Programming principle might
hold, its applicability is limited to a few very simple cases. This calls for the study of
approximation methods and real-time algorithms.
In this work we study optimal control problems with uncertain parameters and states
and develop new methods based on Dual Control. We rst carry out a sensitivity analysis
to assess the eect of uncertainty on the control performance. By analyzing the interplay
between the performance control task and the information gain task, we propose novel
approaches to the Dual Control problem in the context of NMPC with the help of OED.
Furthermore, we present the statistical background and probabilistic bounds for the
realized controller performance with respect to the original objective. Therefore, we
essentially ll a gap in the literature.
As NMPC drives the process in the course of time and the estimation procedure runs,
it is of interest to understand the convergence properties and the asymptotic properties
of the parameter and state estimates. We devote one chapter to the investigation of
asymptotic properties of the Least Squares (LS) estimates, showing that in some cases
the estimation problem is ill-posed leading to divergence. With the use of a sequential
LS method, however, convergence can be retained. A convergence result is established.
On the other hand, we observe that for some processes, if the states of interest are
stable, the convergence of parameter estimates may become irrelevant. This motivates
our study on partial stability for NMPC which extends the classical stability analysis
of NMPC by several fundamental results, including general stability results without
terminal costs or terminal constraints.
Another source of motivation for this thesis is the study of nonlinear Optimal Ex-
perimental Design. Since optimal designs are computed for specic values of parameters
but the true ones are unknown, it is important to assess the optimality of designs as well
as to nd a way to reach the true parameters. This motivates our study on sequential
OED in the framework of Dual Control. For this purpose, we reformulate the problem
of sequential OED to make it applicable for the Dynamic Programming principle. We
also build a bridge between continuous designs and discrete designs by presenting several
results on nite support for continuous OED.
The methods have been implemented and we illustrate the obtained results by ex-
amples ranging from classics to practical applications in vehicle control and chemical
engineering.
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Introduction
Control of uncertain processes has spread over many mathematical research areas in re-
cent years and has found remarkable applications in chemical engineering, vehicle control,
robotics, etc. Having feedback in nature, Nonlinear Model Predictive Control (NMPC)
stands out as a popular and ecient control methodology to deal with uncertainty (see
e.g., Grune and Pannek [36], Rawlings and Mayne [71], Camacho and Bordons [16]).
Nominal NMPC, in which the Certainty Equivalence principle is implicitly assumed to
hold, considers the estimates of parameters and states as if they were the true values.
Corrections and adjustments are made at each NMPC step with the help of an estima-
tion procedure such as extended Kalman lters (EKF) or Moving Horizon Estimation
(MHE) (see Rawlings and Mayne [71]). Nominal NMPC performs well in many but not
all cases. Nonrobust behavior of control and estimation can happen, even instability and
infeasibility might occur. Also severe loss of optimality is often the case. This is because
nominal NMPC ignores the discrepancy between the estimates and the true values and
leaves out the possibility to increase the accuracy of the future estimates. The future
estimates when new measurements arrive may not be reliable enough, resulting in a
big mismatch between prediction and reality. It is therefore of interest in both theory
and practice to surmount the weaknesses of nominal NMPC and develop more powerful
control methods.
Dual Control refers to strategies that balance control and estimation. The concept
of Dual Control rst appeared in the 1960s with the pioneering work of Feldbaum [26].
Further analysis and clarication have been carried out, for example in Astrom [4],
Wittenmark [86], Filatov and Unbehauen [27]. The problem of Dual Control was ap-
proached by stochastic Dynamic Programming. However, this approach has experienced
impediments in practical applications due to the "curse of dimensionality" and com-
plications in computing conditional expectations. This calls for reformulations and ap-
proximation methods. Certainty Equivalence control, also known as nominal control,
provides a handy approximation method. Relying on the Certainty Equivalence princi-
ple, however, it ignores the uncertainties in the current estimates, and hence may not be
desirable. Dual NMPC is an improved variant of NMPC that strikes a balance between
the goal of control and the goal of estimation. It takes the inexactness of the current
estimates and the possibility of enhancing their accuracy into account when solving an
Optimal Control Problem (OCP) at each step. With more accurate estimates, better
control actions can be obtained in the future, leading to a good overall performance.
In the literature, Dual Control is often tackled heuristically. The objective func-
tion is penalized by some scalarization of the covariance matrix with some weight, see
Wittenmark [86], Filatov and Unbehauen [27]. The use of OED has not been thor-
oughly explored. Numerical methods have not been developed adequately, especially
for nonlinear processes modeled by systems of dierential equations. Moreover, NMPC
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is a natural framework for Dual Control but the combination has not been investi-
gated comprehensively. Very recent studies explored the use of OED. For example,
Heirung et al. [37] constructed an approximation method for linear input-output mod-
els; Lucia and Paulen [58] presented an approach to Dual Control for robust NMPC
based on scenario trees, in which parameters are supposed to assume only a nite num-
ber of values. The computational eorts for such approaches are tremendous. Above all
there is still a big gap in the literature on the theoretical background of approximation
methods for Dual Control. As a consequence, the applicability of Dual Control in real-life
applications still needs to be justied. Therefore, our goal is to oer a more rigorous and
viable treatment of Dual Control for complex processes together with ecient real-time
numerical methods.
Contributions of the thesis
In this thesis, we treat OCPs under uncertainty using an NMPC strategy. From the OED
point of view, we underline the two tasks that the control should care about: performance
control task and information gain task. The former aims to operate the process feasibly
and in an optimal way specied by the objective function. The latter aims to gain
information about the process in order to get reliable estimates. By analyzing the
relationship between the two tasks, we gain insights into the behavior of nominal NMPC,
explaining why it works well in some cases and why it yields unsatisfactory results in
other cases. We then propose novel Dual Control approaches in the context of NMPC.
The covariance matrix of the future estimates is weighted by the sensitivities of the
optimal nominal objective value with respect to uncertain parameters and states. This
quantity can be interpreted as the predictive variance of the optimal nominal objective
value. By reducing this variance, we can improve the accuracy of the future estimates of
parameters and states and increase the probability of state constraint fulllment. On the
one hand, our methods are supported by stochastic optimization. On the other hand, it
aims to balance the performance control task and the information gain task. Moreover,
we provide the statistical background for our approaches and probabilistic bounds for
the controller performance with respect to the original objective, which are missing in
the literature. As soon as the parameter estimates are good enough, i.e., the covariance
matrix is small or the parameters have little inuence on the objective function, i.e., the
sensitivity is weak, the dual eect would be small. We can adaptively switch to nominal
NMPC in order to save computational eorts. The weaknesses of nominal NMPC and
the potential of dual NMPC are illustrated by a collection of examples in vehicle control
and chemical engineering. Furthermore, this thesis investigates some interesting issues
related to NMPC such as sequential OED, convergence of least squares (LS) estimates,
partial stability for NMPC, providing insights into controlling uncertain processes. A
summary of the main contributions of the thesis is as follows.
 New approaches to dual NMPC based on OED and sensitivity analysis are pro-
posed together with the theoretical background. Corresponding numerical methods
are developed and implemented. The resulting software runs fast and yields con-
sistent results on various test problems as well as complex processes in chemical
engineering.
 A comprehensive study of the interplay between the performance control task and
the information gain task for controlling uncertain processes illustrates concrete
3cases when they are conicting and when they align.
 A study on partial stability of NMPC together with new results that extend clas-
sical results in the stability theory of nominal NMPC are given. Most notably, we
establish partial stability of NMPC without using terminal constraints and ter-
minal costs. This is the state-of-the-art setup for NMPC stability analysis. It is
also shown that for some processes, some states are asymptotically stable and have
little eect on the objective function. For such processes, nominal NMPC often
performs well.
 An analysis of some asymptotic properties of the LS estimates in connection with
MHE is carried out. It is shown that the LS objective function for large sample sizes
may be nearly independent of the estimated parameters, making the LS problem
ill-posed. To overcome this diculty, we propose a sequential LS strategy and
establish convergence results.
 An investigation of OED for nonlinear systems in the continuous case is carried
out. We prove that every design is equivalent to a design with nite support.
Moreover for optimal designs, sharp upper and lower bounds for the number of
support points are provided.
 A formulation of sequential OED for nonlinear systems is proposed and solved by
Dual Control.
Thesis overview
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 1 presents a general introduction to NMPC
with highlights on the Certainty Equivalence principle and Dual Control for NMPC.
Chapter 2 gives a problem-solving-oriented introduction to OCPs including the Pontrya-
gin Minimum Principle (PMP) and the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman Equation (HJBE). We
carry out a comprehensive sensitivity analysis of OCPs under uncertainty based on both
PMP and HJBE, revealing their similarities and dierences. Asymptotic properties of
the LS estimators and convergence analysis of sequential LS are presented in Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 deals with nonlinear OED in the continuous case. Dual Control begins in
Chapter 5 with an introduction to the theory, its connection with NMPC and a solution
to sequential OED based on Dual Control. Chapter 6 is devoted to new approaches to
dual NMPC based on OED. We propose corresponding algorithms together with nu-
merical methods. Chapter 8 illustrates the behavior of dual NMPC in a collection of
examples. There we give a thorough assessment of the performance of dual NMPC and
nominal NMPC. Furthermore, the interplay between performance control and informa-
tion gain is elucidated. It is observed that dual NMPC performs better and more robust
than nominal NMPC and has potential in controlling processes with limited number of
sensors. We also point out that for some parameters, nominal NMPC can perform well
for estimating them, dispensing the need for Dual Control. Chapter 7 sheds light on
this behavior in which partial stability for NMPC is studied. Two appendices deliver
proofs of some theoretical results, including the derivation of HJBE, Kalman lter and
some properties of linear estimation. We conclude the thesis with an outlook on future
research.
4 Introduction
A part of the thesis results has been published or submitted for publication. The con-
tents of Chapter 4 are based on La et al. [55]. The material of Section 6.4 and Chapter 8
can be found in La et al. [53, 54]. Chapter 7 presents the results of La et al. [52].
For convenience, we introduce the notation that we use throughout this thesis. If A
is a symmetric matrix of dimension n n then the notation A  0 (respectively, A  0)
means that A is positive denite (respectively, positive semidenite). Similarly, for
symmetric matrices A; B 2 Rnn, A  B (respectively, A  B) means that A B  0
(respectively, A B  0). The identity matrix of dimension nn is denoted by In. For
a random vector X, we denote by EX the expectation and by Cov(X) the covariance of
X. Furthermore, the notation N (x0; R), where x0 2 Rn and R 2 Rnn, R  0, stands
for the Gaussian distribution with mean x0 and covariance matrix R. By X  N (x0; R)
we understand that X is a random vector having distribution N (x0; R). Finally, we
denote by R+ the set of all nonnegative real numbers.
Chapter 1
Preliminaries
1.1 Optimal Control Problems under uncertainty
Optimal control has enjoyed exciting developments since the 1950s. With advances
in both theory and numerical methods, optimal control has become more and more
widespread in various areas of application such as chemical engineering, automobile,
robotics, aerospace, etc. From a theoretical point of view, it is an extension of the
variational calculus initiated by Euler and Lagrange. The corner stones include the
Bellman Dynamic Programming Principle together with the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman
Equation (HJBE) and the Pontryagin Minimum Principle (PMP). Furthermore, Kalman
made seminal contributions to both the theory and computational methods for optimal
control and parameter and state estimation, among which are the use of the state-space
method, the linear quadratic regulator (LQR) and the Kalman lter.
Typically, an optimal control problem (OCP) comprises three components:
 A process to be controlled, which is usually modeled by a system of ordinary
dierential equations (ODEs), dierential algebraic equations (DAEs), partial dif-
ferential equations (PDEs) or dierence equations.
 An objective function or performance index. It may be an economic goal or a
deviation from set-points when doing tracking.
 A set of constraints including boundary conditions, constraints on states and con-
trols. They can be safety requirements, positiveness of physical quantities, etc.
A rather general form of an OCP is
min
u();x();tf
(x(tf )) +
Z tf
t0
L(t; x(t); u(t))dt (1.1)
subject to
_x(t) = f(t; x(t); u(t); p); t 2 [t0; tf ]; (1.2)
x(t0) = x0; (1.3)
u(t) 2 U; t 2 [t0; tf ]; (1.4)
	(tf ; x(tf )) = 0; (1.5)
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where x 2 Rnx is the vector of states, u the vector of controls. The set U  Rnu , assumed
to be closed, is used to enforce control constraints. Furthermore, 	 : R  Rnx ! Rn	
expresses terminal constraints
We note that p 2 Rnp models constant parameters. In real applications, the true
values of p may not be available beforehand. Also there can be disturbances on the right-
hand side due to imperfect models. This thesis mainly considers unknown constant
parameters and uncertain initial states as uncertainties in the process. However, for
linear systems such as Linear Quadratic Gaussian presented in Chapters 5{6, we are able
to treat disturbances on the right hand side. Furthermore we pursue a soft constraint
approach to deal with constraints, including path constraints and terminal constraints.
Hence path constraints, and sometimes terminal constraints are absent from the problem
formulation. In addition, when the parameters p are considered to be known, we will
omit p for brevity. This omission also applies when we view parameters as auxiliary
states for a concise presentation.
Though the nal time tf is allowed to vary, OCP (1.1){(1.5) can be transformed
into an OCP with xed nal time. This makes numerical integration of the ODEs for
numerically solving OCPs possible.
Let  2 [t0; tf ] and x0 2 Rnx . For given p; u(), we assume that the solution of
the initial value problem (IVP) (1.2) with the initial condition x() = x0 exists and is
unique, and denote it by x(t; ; x0; u(); p).
Discrete time problems are of interest in their own right, which are treated parallel
with the continuous-time counterpart in Chapters 2, 5, 6. To point out the connection,
we show how to transform the continuous time OCP (1.1){(1.5) into a discrete time
one. Consider a sampling grid t0 < t1 < t2 < ::: < tN = tf . The control u() is
often parametrized on this grid in form u(t) = 'k(t; uk) for t 2 [tk; tk+1), where uk 2
U  Ru and 'k : R  Ru ! U can be constant, linear or quadratic in t. For k  0,
we dene xk+1 = x(tk+1; tk; xk; 'k(; uk); p) and fk : Rn  U ! Rn by fk(xk; uk) =
x(tk+1; tk; xk; 'k(; uk); p). Furthermore, we set
FN (xN ) = (xN ); Lk(xk; uk) =
Z tk+1
tk
L(t; x(t); u(t))dt
with x(t) = x(t; tk; xk; 'k(; uk); p). We then arrive at the discrete time OCP
min
u0;:::;uN 1
FN (xN ) +
N 1X
k=0
Lk(xk; uk) (1.6)
subject to
xk+1 = fk(xk; uk); k = 0; 1; 2; :::; N   1 (1.7)
with x0 given. Moreover the terminal constraint (1.5) can be included in the form
	(tN ; xN ) = 0.
Parallel with theoretical investigation, numerical methods for OCPs have been stud-
ied extensively. We can name two prominent approaches: indirect methods and direct
methods. Indirect methods rst derive optimality conditions using theoretical princi-
ples like PMP, HJBE, and then compute the optimal controls and corresponding states
numerically by some discretization scheme. Direct methods rst discretize controls and
states, transform the problem into nonlinear programs, then use state-of-the-art nu-
merical methods to solve the discretized problem. Among popular numerical methods,
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multiple shooting together with well-developed supplementary techniques has proved to
be ecient and successful in industrial applications, see Section 1.8.
Increasing complexity of nonlinear modeling, demands on computational speed for
large scale problems and online operation, the wish for improving productivity and the
need to ensure safe operation pose great challenges for researchers in the eld. Moreover,
uncertainties that are often present in real processes need to be coped with eciently.
Here arises the problem of estimation and the problem of the relationship between the
quality of estimates and the control performance. This initiates the concept of Dual
Control which constitutes the main subject of this thesis, see Section 1.10.
1.2 Parameter and state estimation
Often in real-life applications, the parameters of the process are not known exactly
and need to be estimated. Moreover the states cannot be fully measured nor measured
with perfect accuracy. It is therefore essential to estimate the current states and pa-
rameters in order to validate the model and control the process. In connection with
OCP (1.1){(1.5), we consider a measurement function  : RRnx ! Rny together with
noisy measurements y(t) 2 Rny , i.e.,
y(t) = (t; x(t; t0; x0; u(); p)) + "(t)
where "(t) are the measurement noise, often assumed to be independent white noise. In
reality, it is often the case that measurements are obtained by sampling at discrete time
points, say t1; t2; ::: with
y(ti) = (ti; x(ti; t0; x0; u(); p)) + "(ti); i = 1; 2; :::;
where "(ti)  N (0; Ri). For brevity, we set
xi = x(ti; t0; x0; u; p); yi = y(ti); i = 1; 2; :::;
and keep in mind that they all depend on (x0; p). With u given, based on N measure-
ments, the parameters and the initial states are estimated by minimizing some criterion
function
min
x0; p
Q(x0; p)
subject to (1.2){(1.3). A typical criterion function is the least squares (LS) function
Q(x0; p) =
1
2
NX
i=1
(yi   (ti; xi))TR 1i (yi   (ti; xi)): (1.8)
If an a priori estimate 0 of 0 = (x0; p) together with a nonsingular initial covariance
matrix 0 are available, we can use the regularized LS function
Q(x0; p) =
1
2
(0   0)T 10 (0   0) +
1
2
NX
i=1
(yi   (ti; xi))TR 1i (yi   (ti; xi)): (1.9)
The statistical background of the LS method, including its connection with maximum
likelihood estimation, will be presented in Chapter 3. Ecient numerical methods for
this kind of estimation problems have become mature techniques. In this connection, the
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Gauss-Newton method combined with multiple shooting has proved to be ecient (see
Section 1.8). Despite advances, many challenges still prevail like problems of massive
data, real-time requirements, local minima. Besides that, quantifying the accuracy of
the estimates is of primary importance. This can be approached by computing their
covariance matrices and condence regions. These involve calculating the derivatives of
solutions of ODEs with respect to initial states and parameters, which can be expen-
sive. Fast numerical methods, especially in the context of online estimation, need to be
developed to deal with those challenges.
1.3 Gauss-Newton method for parameter estimation
The constrained Gauss-Newton method, or Gauss-Newton (GN) method for short, is
a powerful and perhaps the most popular method for solving parameter estimation
problems numerically. It has been studied extensively in the works of Bock [11] and
Schloder [78]. One of the favorable properties of the GN method argued by the authors
is that, upon convergence, the solution is stable under variations of noise. Moreover, the
GN method makes up the fundamentals of nonlinear OED. Let us here sketch the basics
of the GN method. Without loss of generality, assume in (1.8) that for i = 1; 2; :::; N ,
Ri = Iny . Set
F1(v) = (yi   (ti; xi))Ni=1; v = (x0; p)
The parameter estimation problem can be rewritten in the form
min
v2Rnv
1
2
kF1(v)k22; (1.10)
s.t. F2(v) = 0;
where F1(v) 2 RN , F2(v) 2 RN2 (N2  nv). For simplicity, we consider constraints only
in the form of equalities, expressed by F2. In the case of inequality constraints, one can
use an active set method and locally treat the problem as a problem with only equality
constraints. Henceforth we denote by J1; J2 the Jacobian matrix of F1; F2, respectively.
GN algorithm: Starting with an estimate v0, for k = 0; 1; 2; :::
1. Solve the linearized problem
min
vk
1
2
kJ1(vk)vk + F1(vk)k22; (1.11)
J2(vk)vk + F2(vk) = 0:
2. Compute the new iterate
vk+1 = vk +vk:
3. If vk+1 satises some termination criterion, stop the algorithm and the solution is
v^ = vk+1. If not, continue with 1.
A possible termination criterion is kvkk  tol with a tolerance tol > 0 (Schloder [78]).
Suppose that the CQ (constraint qualication) and PD (positive deniteness) hold, i.e.,
 (CQ). Rank J2(v) = N2.
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 (PD). Rank

J1(v)
J2(v)

= nv
for all v 2 Rnv . Then the solution of (1.11) admits an explicit form
vk =  
 
IN 0
J1(vk)TJ1(vk) JT2 (vk)
J2(vk) 0
 1
JT1 (vk) 0
0 IN2

F1(vk)
F2(vk)

=  J+(vk)

F1(vk)
F2(vk)

where
J+(vk) =
 
IN 0
JT1 (vk)J1(vk) JT2 (vk)
J2(vk) 0
 1
JT1 (vk) 0
0 IN2

:
The matrix J+(vk) is called a generalized inverse of the matrix

J1(vk)
J2(vk)

: A linear
approximation of the covariance matrix of the solution v of (1.10) can be computed by
C =
 
IN 0
JT1 J1 JT2
J2 0
 1
JT1 J1 0
0 IN2

JT1 J1 J
T
2
J2 0
 T IN
0

:
where F1; F2; J1; J2 are evaluated at v
. In case there is no constraint, C reduces to
C = (JT1 J1)
 1.
The covariance matrix plays an important role in assessing the quality of parameter
estimates. To make it clear, we consider the concept of condence region (see Rice [73]).
Take 0    1. Regarding the problem of estimating the parameters v 2 Rnv , a
(100)% condence region is a random region in Rnv depending on measurements with
the following property: If we form many regions based on random measurements, then
on average (100)% of these regions will contain the true parameters. It is shown in
Bock [11] and Korkel [46] that a linear approximation of a (100)% condence region,
denoted by GL(; v^), satises
GL(; v^)  [v^1   1; v^1 + 1] ::: [v^nv   nv ; v^nv + nv ]:
where v^ is the solution provided by the GN algorithm and i = ()
p
Cii. Here () is
the 2-distribution with (nv  N2) degrees of freedom and C is evaluated at v^. Hence,
the covariance matrix is a statistical quantity allowing us to assess the accuracy of the
estimates. OED aims to reduce this covariance matrix in a suitable sense, see Chapter 4.
In reality, especially in the context of NMPC, measurements are collected in a long
period and often are increasing in number over time. A natural question arises: what are
the asymptotic properties of the estimates? There are results on this topic which claim
that the estimates are consistent and approach a normal distribution, see Chapter 3.
Sucient conditions for such results sometimes do not hold. It is therefore of interest to
investigate the asymptotic properties in this case. On the other hand, as the sample sizes
grow, the estimation problem may become ill-posed. This leads to numerical diculties
which need to be tackled. These issues are addressed in Chapter 3.
1.4 Optimal Experimental Design
By utilizing the description of noise, we can investigate statistical properties of the esti-
mates of parameters such as covariances, condence regions. A small condence region
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is an indicator of good quality and reliability of estimates. It is desirable to obtain es-
timates with condence regions as small as possible. The delicacy here is that, without
knowing realizations of measurements and solving the estimation problem beforehand,
we can still approximate the statistical properties of estimates. In view of the Gauss-
Newton method for parameter estimation, the covariance matrix of the estimates does
not depend on concrete values of measurements, but depends on controls and time points
to measure. By skillfully choosing controls and measuring times, which are called experi-
mental conditions, we can drastically reduce the covariance of the estimates and therefore
obtain small condence regions. The reliability of the estimates is improved. OED aims
to minimize some scalar functionK (C) acting on the set of possible covariance matrices.
Several well-known ones are
KD(C) = (det(C))
1
nv (D-criterion);
KA(C) =
1
nv
Trace(C) (A-criterion);
KM (C) = maxf
p
Cii; i = 1; 2; :::; nvg (M-criterion):
In this thesis, we are also interested in the G-criterion,
KG(C) = g
TCg (G-criterion)
for some g 2 Rnv . The idea is that we pay attention to particular directions or particular
combinations of the parameters. It will be seen in Chapter 6 that in role of g, the
sensitivity of the optimal nominal objective value of OCPs with respect to unknown
parameters and initial states is useful for Dual Control.
OED for linear models has been studied thoroughly in the literature, see for example
Pukelsheim [69]. In spite of that, there are many diculties in the nonlinear case. For
the rst one, the computational eort is demanding. The covariance matrix involves the
derivatives of the measurement function with respect to parameters. In models based on
nonlinear dierential equations, it can be hard and expensive to compute those deriva-
tives. Korkel [46] presents advanced numerical methods for nonlinear OED together with
a sophisticated software implementation, which has been employed successfully in indus-
trial applications. Another essential diculty of nonlinear OED is that the covariance
matrix depends on specic values of the parameters. The results obtained by solving an
OED problem is optimal for the current estimates, not for the true parameters. Some
strategies to overcome this diculty are studied, for example, sequential OED (Korkel
et al. [47]), robust OED (Korkel [46], Korkel et al. [48]). We note that it is possible to
formulate the problem of sequential OED as a stochastic OCP and handle it with Dual
Control techniques, see Chapter 5. Moreover in Chapter 4, we present several interesting
results on nite support designs in order to exhibit the connection between continuous
designs and sampling designs.
1.5 Nonlinear Model Predictive Control and Moving Hori-
zon Estimation
Nonlinear Model Predictive Control (NMPC) is a popular strategy to implement feed-
back control for nonlinear systems. Often there are unknown parameters and distur-
bances in the process to be controlled. We want to know the parameters and the states
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at the current time on the one hand, and to compute control actions in a feedback form
on the other hand. For this purpose, we measure the states or a part of the states of the
system, called outputs, at discrete time points, called sampling instants. Using those
measurements, we estimate the parameters and the states at the current time and use
them for prediction to compute control actions. See Chapter 7 for a concrete NMPC
setup. The NMPC procedure can be described along Figure 1.1 as follows.
At time tn, the estimates of the states xn, and of the unknown parameters p are
available. Using the model, we can predict the states of the process on the time horizon
[tn; tn+N ]. We solve an OCP by discretizing the controls u, e.g., piecewise constant,
on a uniform grid tn < tn+1 < ::: < tn+N and receive an optimal control sequence
(u0; u1; :::; uN 1). Only the rst few elements of this control sequence are applied to the
system, say, (u0; u1; :::; uNc 1) (1  Nc < N). Depending on the arrangement of sensors,
the outputs at some time points in (tn; tn+Nc ] are obtained, denoted by yn1 ; :::; ynm .
Using the latest Ne measurements, we estimate the states xn+Nc at tn+Nc as well as
the parameters. We then repeat the procedure with the next horizon [tn+Nc ; tn+Nc+N ].
Figure 1.1 illustrates a special NMPC scheme where measurement times are exactly on
the grid.
In this work, we call N , Nc, Ne the prediction horizon, control horizon and estimation
horizon, respectively. Since the time intervals for estimation are shifted at each step
and because we require the number of measurements not to exceed Ne, this estimation
strategy is calledmoving horizon estimation (MHE). Likewise the process is controlled on
moving horizons. NMPC is therefore called moving horizon control or receding horizon
control. There is also an NMPC strategy on a xed interval called batch NMPC where
the horizons are contracted or shrunk. We will apply a batch NMPC for time optimal
control in Chapter 8.
NMPC is not feedback control in the original meaning, however. At time tn, for in-
stance, the control action u0 can be considered as feedback to xn but then in (tn; tn+1],
..., (tn+Nc 1; tn+Nc) the control is of open loop. This is an intrinsic property of the
computer-controlled systems due to their digital nature. On the other hand, the de-
lay caused by computational time of solving OCP and MHE may be signicant. For
successful implementation of NMPC in practice, it is decisive to develop fast solvers or
to handle delays. Among the most striking results in this direction are the real-time
iterations (Diehl [19]), advanced-step NMPC (Bock et al. [12], Zavala and Biegler [87]),
multilevel iterations (Albersmeyer et al. [2], Kirches et al. [45]). See Section 1.9 for
more details.
1.6 Control, estimation and the separation principle
At each NMPC step, the states and parameters have to be estimated. An OCP is solved
based on these estimates. Since estimation problems and OCPs follow one after another
and since the estimates are not exact, the following questions arise naturally:
 Should the OCP take into account the uncertainties in the estimates resulting from
the previous estimation problem or just consider those estimates as true values?
 From the viewpoint of OED, the control has an impact on the uncertainties of the
estimates. Should the controls attempt to improve the quality of the estimates
while minimizing the objective function specied by the OCP?
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Figure 1.1: An NMPC scheme on receding horizons. At the current time tn, with the
estimate of the state xn, an OCP is solved on the horizon [tn; tn+N ] in order to obtain a
control sequence (u0; u1; :::; uN 1). The elements u

0; :::; u

Nc 1 are applied to the system.
The outputs at tn+1; :::; tn+Nc are measured and the states at tn+Nc are estimated based
on the latest Ne measurements on [tn+Nc Ne ; tn+Nc ]. The procedure is then repeated on
the shifted horizon [tn+Nc ; tn+Nc+N ]
For the rst question, if we consider the estimates, which we call nominal values, as the
true values, we thus implicitly make use of the Certainty Equivalence principle (see the
next section). This strategy is regarded as nominal NMPC. On the other hand, if we
treat estimates as random variables, we are to use methods from stochastic optimization.
A solution to this problem is often too complicated and too expensive to be obtained
in closed form. Some types of approximation that utilize the covariance matrix of the
estimates need to be employed.
For the second question, the controller undertakes two tasks: performance control and
information gain. The separation principle refers to the independence of the two tasks.
This means that the optimal controller can be decomposed into two separate parts: An
estimator, which gives the estimates of states and parameters; and an actuator, which
computes control inputs based on those estimates, see Bertsekas [10]. The separation
principle is valid for a limited number of cases such as Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG).
In general, especially for nonlinear systems, it does not hold. To some degree, optimality
of performance control is lost in the eort of estimating. In return, if we soon get good
estimates of states and parameters, the control actions in the future is likely to be
improved, leading to a better overall performance.
Nominal NMPC has proved its simplicity and eectiveness in practice. This is in
part because the performance control task and the information gain task often go in the
same direction. However, this is not always the case. There are situations in which the
two tasks are conicting. Nominal NMPC can result in infeasibility and nonrobustness
in practical applications. We will illustrate these issues by concrete examples in Chapter
8. Success in justifying their relationship and making a suitable balance are important
for improving the performance of NMPC. This is the main idea of Dual Control that
will be claried in Section 1.10 and Chapters 5{6.
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1.7 Certainty Equivalence principle
The Certainty Equivalence principle stands for the interchangeability of taking mini-
mization and taking expectation.
For convenience, we recall the concept of conditional expectations, see for example,
Durrett [22]. Suppose that X : 
 ! Rn and Y : 
 ! Rm are two random vectors
(RVs) dened on the probability space (
;P), where P is the corresponding probability
measure. Furthermore, let fXY (x; y) be their joint probability density function (pdf)
and fX(x); fY (y) their marginal pdfs. The conditional expectation of X given Y = y is
denoted by E

XjY = y and has the pdf given by fXjY (xjy) = fXY (x;y)fY (y) if fY (y) 6= 0 and
0 otherwise. If () is a function of X, then the conditional expectation of (X) given
Y = y can be computed as follows
E

(X)
 Y = y = Z
Rn
(x)fXjY (xjy)dx:
Obviously, h(y) = E

(X)
 Y = y induces a RV h(Y ), denoted by E (X)  Y . For
its expectation, the following identities hold (see e.g., Durrett [22])
E(h(Y )) =
Z
Rm
h(y)fY (y)dy =
Z
Rm
Z
Rn
(x)fXjY (xjy)fY (y)dxdy
=
Z
Rn
(x)
Z
Rm
fXjY (xjy)fY (y)dy

dx
=
Z
Rn
(x)
Z
Rm
fXY (x; y)dy

dx =
Z
Rn
(x)fX(x)dx
= E((X)):
In addition to the random vector X, suppose that ' : Rn  U ! R is a real valued
function, where U is subset of Rnu . The question of interest is whether the following two
problems
min
u
E'(X;u) and Emin
u
'(X;u)
are equivalent. We would like to have controls u in feedback form given by the control
policy  = (X) that is a function mapping Rn into U. Under certain conditions, the
Certainty Equivalence principle holds, see Astrom [4, Chapter 8]. In fact, suppose that
for each z 2 Rn, there exists a u = (z) 2 U, not necessarily unique, such that
'(z; (z)) = min
u2U
'(z; u):
Then for any control policy (X), and any ! 2 
 we have
'(X(!); (X(!)))  '(X(!); (X(!))):
It follows that
E'(X;(X))  E'(X;(X)):
This inequality holds for any (X), hence
min
(X)
E'(X;(X))  E'(X;(X)):
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On the other hand, since (X) is a control policy, the reverse inequality is also valid.
Thus we have proved
min
(X)
E'(X;(X)) = E'(X;(X)) = Emin
(X)
'(X;(X)): (1.12)
A common case in practice is when the states X are not completely accessible.
Instead only measurements Y which are an ny dimensional random vector are available.
The minimization problem is formulated as min(Y ) E(X;Y; u) where  : RnRnyU!
R is a function to be minimized and the expectation is evaluated with respect to all
random vectors involved. Control policies are functions that map Rny into U, i.e.,
u = (Y ). For each y 2 Rny , u 2 U, consider the conditional expectation `(y; u) =
E

(X;Y; u)
Y = y and suppose that there exists (y) = argminw2U `(y; w). Similar
arguments as in the proof of (1.12) show that
min
(Y )
E(X;Y; (Y )) = E`(Y; (Y )) = Emin
(Y )
E

(X;Y; (Y ))
 Y  : (1.13)
As a special case, let '(z; u) be a quadratic function of z and u with a symmetric
positive denite Hessian matrix R with respect to u,
'(z; u) = uTRu+ 2uTKz + zTQz; R  0:
Since (z) =  R 1Kz uniquely minimizes ' with respect to u, the Certainty Equiv-
alence principle (1.12) is valid for this case. This is the background for the Linear
Quadratic Gaussian (LQG), a fundamental problem in stochastic control theory. In
this case, both the separation principle and the certainty equivalence principle hold (see
Astrom [4], Bertsekas [10]). At each step, the Kalman lter yields the best estimate of
states. The Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) uses this estimate to compute optimal
control. We will present an accessible derivation of LQR in Chapter 5.
1.8 Direct Multiple Shooting method
Multiple Shooting (MS) has originated from eorts to solve boundary value problems (see
Osborne [65]). Instead of solving a system of ODEs on the whole interval and matching
boundary conditions at the starting point and the end point like single shooting, MS
introduces a grid consisting of intermediate points between the starting point and the
end point and impose equality constraints to enforce the continuity of the trajectories
(see Stoer and Burlisch [82], Bock and Plitt [13]). Nowadays, multiple shooting refers to
direct MS applied to solve OCPs. Regarding OCP (1.1){(1.5) with tf xed, we consider
the grid t0 < t1 < t2::: < tN = tf . Suppose that the controls are piecewise constant, i.e.,
u(t) = ui 2 Rnu ; t 2 [ti; ti+1):
We introduce new variables si 2 Rnx that represent the values of the states at ti. OCP
(1.1){(1.5) can be formulated in discretized form as follows
min
ui;si
(sN ) +
N 1X
i=0
Li(si; ui) (1.14)
subject to
si+1 = x(ti+1; ti; si; ui; p); i = 0; 1; :::; N   1; (1.15)
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s0 = x0; (1.16)
ui 2 U; i = 0; 1; :::; N   1: (1.17)
	(tN ; sN ) = 0; (1.18)
Here as in Section 1.1, the notation x(t; ti; si; ui; p) stands for the solution of the IVP (1.2)
with x(ti) = si and u(t)  ui for t 2 [ti; ti+1). Furthermore we set
Li(si; ui) =
Z ti+1
ti
L(t; x(t); u(t))dt
with x(t) = x(t; ti; si; ui; p) and u(t)  ui for t 2 [ti; ti+1). Constraints (1.15) are called
matching conditions. See Figure 1.2 for a visualization of a direct multiple shooting
scheme. We remark that path constraints in MS require special treatments that are
presented in Potschka [67].
We have introduced additional variables si together with corresponding matching
constraints. This results in a large but well structured nonlinear program. Ecient
methods for dealing with this type of large nonlinear program such as condensing tech-
niques, internal numerical dierentiation have been developed and gained remarkable
success. The advantages of direct MS over single shooting are therefore tremendous, see
Bock and Plitt [13], Schloder [78]. They include the reduction of nonlinearity (because
ODEs are solved in much shorter intervals), broader ranges of local convergence. MS is
also applicable to parameter estimation, see Bock [11], Schloder [78]. In this case it has
an additional benet by making use of the measurements for initializing intermediate
values of the optimal solution.
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Figure 1.2: This gure illustrates a direct multiple shooting scheme. At initialization
(left), the trajectory is only piecewise continuous due to the mismatch of the solution of
the ODEs on an interval and the next interval. After fullling the matching conditions,
the trajectory becomes continuous (right).
1.9 Real-Time NMPC
In conventional NMPC schemes, we assume that OCPs and Moving Horizon Estimation
(MHE) problems can be solved instantly and that the computed control sequence and
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the estimated states and parameters are applied to the process immediately. In practice,
however, there are always delays. This can be elucidated as follows. At time tn, the
initial states that we have obtained by carrying out MHE may not be the estimated
states at tn, rather at some time point earlier, namely tn MHE. We then solve an OCP
which takes an amount of time OCP to complete. The resulting optimal control sequence
is applied to the system at time tn+OCP with the initial states x(tn+OCP) instead of tn
and xn. The more computational time spent on solving MHE and OCP, the longer is the
delay. This delay certainly makes the optimal control sequence no longer optimal, i.e.,
sub-optimal, and even worse, can result in infeasibility and instability. In order to fully
explore the advantages of NMPC, strategies to reduce delays or handle delays must be
studied and implemented. This initiates the concept of real-time iterations or real-time
NMPC which has received intensive research in recent years, Diehl [19], Diehl et al. [21].
Often a few iterations can yield good approximation of the optimal solution. Hence
instead of iterating until convergence, it is reasonable to let the solver carry out only a
few iterations which satisfy certain properties such as reduction of the objective function.
Also between consecutive OCPs, there is a close relationship. Not only their structure
and their data but also their solutions are likely to be similar. There is a good chance
to make use of the computed solution of an OCP to initialize the next OCP. This could
immediately ensure feasibility and good approximation of its optimal solution. The
initialization technique includes
 Warm-start strategy: The whole computed control sequence u0; u1; :::; uN 1 be-
comes the initialization for the next OCP.
 Shift strategy: The next OCP is initialized by (u1; :::; uN 1; uN 1).
On the other hand, for an OCP, only the initial state x0 is unknown. An approximated
solution of an OCP can be obtained in two phases: preparation phase and feedback
phase. In the preparation phase, by using the initial value embedding strategy, we treat
x0 as a parameter and add a linear constraint s0 x0 = 0 to the constraints of the OCP.
The computation of linear constraints and approximation of quantities based on previous
states can be done prior to the knowledge of x0. In the feedback phase, when x0 is known,
we substitute x0 into the computed quantities and can obtain a new iteration instantly.
In a recently developed procedure called multilevel iterations, one can choose several
options at a particular OCP like retaining, updating in part or completely updating
the data of the previous OCP. See Bock et al. [12], Diehl [19], Albersmeyer et al. [2],
Kirches et al. [45] and Frasch et al. [30] for details. It is also possible to choose the
iteration types adaptively, based on some measures on the deviation of the current OCP
and the next OCP.
1.10 Dual Control for NMPC
NMPC combined with Moving Horizon Estimation (MHE) is one of the promising ways
to deal with uncertainties and hence to control uncertain systems. The estimation proce-
dure helps to improve knowledge about the system and converge to the true parameters.
If the estimates become more and more accurate, better control actions in the future
can be obtained. At the same time, OED has proven to be useful and eective for en-
hancing the accuracy of the estimates before measurements are actually taken. OED is
also of vital importance in the face of a limited number of costly measurements, which
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is often the case in practice. There are two aspects that the controls should take into
account. The rst one is to optimize the original objective function while satisfying the
constraints. We call it the performance control task. The second one is to get infor-
mation about the process in order to get better estimates when new measurements are
available. We call it the information gain task. By gaining more information and obtain-
ing good estimates of parameters and states on time, control actions tend to be better
in the future. This leads to an improvement of the overall performance. The two tasks
are sometimes conicting, sometimes they support each other. In general, the interplay
between them is complicated. It is benecial to understand their relationship and strike
a balance. This is the key idea of Dual Control. In the context of NMPC, at each step,
the original OCP should be modied to incorporate future information. In fact, the
problem of Dual Control was considered by Feldbaum [26] in the 1960s in the context
of signal processing. The stochastic equations for the optimal solutions based on nested
conditional expectations exist, Feldbaum [26], Astrom [4], Bertsekas [10], but are too
intricate to be solved eciently. In fact, the classical approaches to Dual Control have
faced hindrance in practical applications, presumably because of the curse of dimension-
ality and diculties in computing conditional expectations. This calls for approximation
together with advanced numerical methods to cope with complexity. Chapter 5 will give
a comprehensive introduction to Dual Control together with a survey on recent devel-
opments. In Chapter 6 we will present new approaches to Dual Control based on OED
together with the statistical background.
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Chapter 2
Sensitivity Analysis of Optimal
Control Problems
2.1 Introduction
Two milestones of the optimal control theory are the Pontryagin Minimum Principle
(PMP) and the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman Equation (HJBE). Both are used to charac-
terize optimal solutions of Optimal Control Problems (OCPs). While the PMP considers
how variations of the controls aect the objective function, the HJBE keeps track of the
behavior of the optimal objective value as the problem parameters such as initial states,
initial time, constant parameters vary. Those dierent views lead to signicantly distin-
guishing features which can be summarized as follows.
 PMP provides necessary conditions. The optimal control is obtained as a function
of time.
 HJBE provides sucient conditions. The value function is assumed to be dieren-
tiable. The optimal control is given in feedback form.
We introduce in this chapter a rather general form of the PMP and the HJBE which
ts our framework. Based on that, extensions and generalizations can be derived with
minor eorts. After stating the main theorems, we present several illustrative examples
that provide analytic solutions to the numerical examples in Chapter 8. We then carry
out a sensitivity analysis of OCPs, mainly with respect to initial states and constant
parameters. This analysis is useful for understanding the eect of uncertainties on OCPs,
suggesting methods to improve control performance. We consider OCP (1.1){(1.5),
which we recall here for ease of reference.
min
u();x();tf
J = (x(tf )) +
Z tf
t0
L(t; x(t); u(t))dt (2.1)
_x(t) = f(t; x(t); u(t)); t 2 [t0; tf ]; (2.2)
x(t0) = x0; (2.3)
u(t) 2 U  Rnu ; t 2 [t0; tf ]; (2.4)
	(tf ; x(tf )) = 0 2 Rn	 : (2.5)
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Note that we xed initial time t0 and allow nal time tf to vary. By a feasible nal
time, we understand a time tf such that there exists a piecewise continuous function
u : [t0; tf ] ! U for which conditions (2.2){(2.5) are fullled. In this case, u( ) is also
called a feasible control without explicitly mentioning tf . Note that we have omitted
parameters p for brevity, assuming that they are given.
2.2 Pontryagin Minimum Principle and the necessary con-
ditions
The Pontryagin Minimum Principle (PMP) (also called maximum principle) was conjec-
tured by Pontryagin around 1955. The rigorous proof of the PMP was given by Boltjan-
skii in 1958 (see Zeidler [88]). We assume that all functions L; f;;	 have continuous
rst-order partial derivatives with respect to all arguments. Dene the Hamiltonian of
the system as a function H : R Rnx  Rnu  Rnx  R! R with
H(t; x; u; ; 0) = 0L(t; x; u) + 
T f(t; x; u):
Theorem 2.1. (Zeidler [88, p. 424]) If u(t); x(t); tf solve OCP (2.1){(2.5), then there
exist a constant 0  0, a constant vector  2 Rn	 and a continuously dierentiable
vector function (t) 2 Rn, not all zero, such that
H(t; x(t); u(t); (t); 0) = min
w2U
H(t; x(t); w; (t); 0) (2.6)
for t0  t  tf at which u is continuous, where (t) satises the adjoint equation
_(t) =  HTx (t; x(t); u(t); (t); 0) (2.7)
with the end time conditions
(tf ) = 0
T
x (x
(tf )) + 	Tx (tf ; x
(tf )): (2.8)
Furthermore, there exists a dierentiable function p0(t) : [t0; tf ] ! R such that at all
continuity points t of u(t), it holds that
p0(t) =  H(t; x(t); u(t); (t); 0);
_p0(t) =  Ht(t; x(t); u(t); (t); 0); p0(tf ) = 	Tt (tf ; x(tf )): (2.9)
Remark 2.1. The degenerate case occurs when 0 = 0. In this case, the optimality
conditions are independent of the integral to be minimized. On the contrary, if 0 > 0,
by setting ~L( ) = 0L( ), one can choose 0 = 1, without loss of generality. Then
the optimal solutions will depend on the objective function, which is physically more
reasonable. In applying the PMP, it is wise to try 0 = 1 rst. Hence, from now on, we
always take 0 = 1 and remove it from the Hamiltonian.
If there are no constraints on the control, i.e., U = Rnu , (2.6) is equivalent to
Hu(t; x
(t); u(t); (t)) = 0
or equivalently
Lu(t; x
(t); u(t)) + T (t)fu(t; x(t); u(t)) = 0: (2.10)
This is also valid if the minimum of H with respect to u lies in the interior of U.
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Remark 2.2. The PMP supplies a set of necessary conditions, which an optimal control
if existing has to satisfy. It may happen that there are several u( ) fullling the PMP, but
some of them are solutions while the others are not or even none of them, simply because
the OCP has no solutions. A strategy to solve an OCP is to use the PMP to determine
candidates of solutions and then prove the existence of solutions or directly show that a
candidate is actually a solution. Example 2.1 provides a detailed illustration. We note
that sucient conditions for solutions of OCPs will be presented later in Section 2.3.
Example 2.1. Consider the following OCP
min J(u) =
Z tf
0

u2
2
  x

dt (2.11)
subject to
_x(t) = u; x(0) = 0:
The Hamiltonian of the system is
H(t; x; u; ) =
u2
2
  x+ u
Since there is no constraint on u, H is minimized with respect to u if and only if
Hu(t; x; u; ) = u +  = 0. If follows that u =  . Furthermore, the adjoint equa-
tion has the form _(t) =  Hx = 1. Therefore
(t) = t+ a; u(t) =  t  a
where a = (0). We easily get x(t) =   t
2
2
 at. In addition, (2.8) yields (tf ) = tf+a =
0. Hence a =  tf .
Consider now the case when the nal time tf is free. It follows from (2.9) that
(tf + a)
2
2
+
 
t2f
2
+ atf
!
  (tf + a)2 = 0:
We obtain a2 = 2 and then a = p2. Because  a = tf  0, the only set of functions
satisfying the PMP corresponds to a =  p2. OCP (2.11) does not possess any solution,
however. In fact, with the control ~u  b > 0, x(t) = bt and the objective function is
J(~u) =
Z tf
0

b2
2
  bt

=
b2tf
2
  bt
2
f
2
which tends to  1 as tf !1.
On the other hand, suppose that tf is xed and positive, for example tf = 1. Thus
a =  1. The control u(t) =  t + 1 fullls the PMP. If we are able to prove the
existence of a solution, we can conclude that u(t) is the unique optimal control. This
can be done straightforwardly. Indeed, let uh(t) = u
(t) + h(t) be an arbitrary feasible
control. Writing x(t) =
R t
0 u()d , we obtain
J(uh)  J(u) =
Z 1
0

(u(t) + h(t))2   u(t)
2
 
Z t
0
 
u() + h()  u()d dt
=
Z 1
0
h2(t)
2
dt+
Z 1
0
u(t)h(t)dt 
Z 1
0
Z t
0
h()ddt:
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Applying integration by parts, we haveZ 1
0
u(t)h(t)dt =
Z 1
0
(1  t)h(t)dt =
Z 1
0
(1  t)d
Z t
0
h()d

=(1  t)
Z t
0
h()d
1
0
 
Z 1
0
Z t
0
h()dd(1  t)
=
Z 1
0
Z t
0
h()ddt:
Therefore
J(uh)  J(u) =
Z 1
0
h2(t)
2
dt:
Hence J(uh)  J(u) and J(uh) = J(u) if and only if h(t)  0 or uh(t)  u(t). As a
result, u(t) is the unique solution of the OCP at hand.
The next two examples are of practical interest for which detailed explanations of
physical quantities will be given in Chapter 8.
Example 2.2. Consider a modied version of the rocket car problem
min
u();x();tf
tf
subject to 8><>:
_x1(t) = x2(t);
_x2(t) = au1(t)  bu2(t);
x1(0) = 0; x2(0) = 0;
(2.12)
where tf is a terminal time such that
x1(tf ) = 1; x2(tf ) = 0:
The controls are subject to constraints
0  u1(t); u2(t)  2 for all 0  t  tf :
Here a and b are positive parameters. The objective function can be written as
J =
Z tf
0
1dt:
Thus the Hamiltonian takes the form
H(t; x; u; ) = 1 + 1x2 + 2(au1   bu2):
The adjoint equations are (
_1(t) =  Hx1 = 0;
_2(t) =  Hx2 =  1(t);
with the boundary conditions 1(tf ) = 1; 2(tf ) = 2: The solutions of the adjoint
system are easily obtained as (
1(t) = 1;
2(t) = 2   1(t  tf ):
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Setting  = 2   1(t  tf ) and substituting 1(t) and 2(t) into H, we get
H(t; x; u; ) = 1 + 1x2 + (au1   bu2) = 1 + 1x2 + au1   bu2:
Since H is linear in u1 and u2, it is simple to see that
min
0u1;u21
H(t; x; u; ) =
(
1 + 1x2 + 2a if  < 0
1 + 1x2   2b if   0;
and the minimum is attained only if u1; u2 2 f0; 2g. One can deduce that there is a time
tc < tf , at which  = 0, such that an optimal control satises
u1(t) = 2; u2(t) = 0 if t < tc;
u1(t) = 0; u2(t) = 2 if t  tc:
In other words, the optimal controls are of bang-bang type. We can now compute the
optimal solution eortlessly. We have for t 2 [0; tc), _x2(t) = 2a. Hence
x2(t) = 2at; x1(t) = at
2:
For t 2 [tc; tf ], _x2(t) =  2b implies that
x2(t) = 2atc   2b(t  tc);
x1(t) = at
2
c + 2atc(t  tc)  b(t  tc)2:
Setting x2(tf ) = 0 and x1(tf ) = 1 we obtain
tc
tf
=
b
a+ b
; tf =
r
a+ b
ab
:
This solution is intuitively reasonable. If the ability to brake is high, i.e., b large, the car
can accelerate in a long time, leading to reduction of the total time to reach the target.
Finally, we would like to determine the adjoint variables. Using (2.9) we get 2 = 1=b.
Setting  = 0 at t = tc we obtain 1 = 2=(tc   tf ) =  (a+ b)=(abtf ).
Example 2.3. Consider a problem of moon-landing (Evans [25])
min
u();x();tf
 x3(tf ) (2.13)
subject to 8>>><>>>:
_x1(t) = x2(t)
_x2(t) =  g + u(t)
x3(t)
_x3(t) =  ku(t);
with the initial and terminal conditions
x1(0) = h0; x2(0) = 0; x3(0) = m0; x1(tf ) = 0; x2(tf ) = 0:
There are also constraints on the control, namely 0  u  uM . Here x1(t) represents the
altitude, x2(t) the velocity and x3(t) the mass of the lander. Furthermore, g; k; uM ; h0;m0
are positive constants whose physical meaning is explained in Section 8.2.
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We are to show by means of the PMP that the optimal control is of bang-bang type.
In fact, we have (x) =  x3; L( ) = 0; 	(x) = (x1; x2)T . Hence the Hamiltonian reads
as
H(t; x; u; ) = 1x2 + 2( g + u=x3)  3ku:
The adjoint equation takes the form8>>><>>>:
_1(t) =  Hx1 = 0
_2(t) =  Hx2 =  1(t)
_3(t) =  Hx3 =
u(t)
x23(t)
2(t):
One can easily nd that
1(t)  a; 2(t) = b  at; _3(t) = u(t)(b  at)=x23(t);
for some constants a; b. Partially substituting those expressions into H yields
H(t; x(t); u(t); (t)) = ax2(t)  g2(t) + u(t)

2(t)
x3(t)
  k3(t)

:
Because H is linear in u, the minimum of H with respect to u depends on the sign of
A(t) = 2(t)=x3(t)  k3(t). Taking the derivative of A(t) with respect to t we obtain
_A(t) =
_2(t)
x3(t)
  2(t) _x3(t)
x23(t)
  k _3(t)
=   a
x3(t)
+ 2(t)
ku(t)
x23(t)
  k u(t)
x23(t)
2(t) =   a
x3(t)
:
Since x3(t) represents the mass of the lander, it must be always positive. We deduce that
_A(t) does not change sign on [0; tf ]. As a consequence, A(t) is monotone. Therefore,
there exists tc, 0  tc  tf such that A(t)  0 when 0  t  tc and A(t)  0 when
tc  t  tf (the reverse case leads to no solution). It follows from the linearity of H in
u that the minimization of H corresponds to u(t) = 0 if 0  t  tc and u(t) = uM if
tc < t  tf . Once we know that an optimal control is of bang-bang type, we can derive
a system of nonlinear equations to nd tc and tf . Since the computation by hand is
technical and is not essential, we do not go into details further. Numerical results are
presented in Section 8.2.
2.3 Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman Equations and the sucient
conditions
In contrast to the PMP in which the eect of the variation of control on the objective
function is considered, the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman Equations (HJBE) monitor the
variation of the initial values and the initial time. The nal time tf is assumed to be
xed. In view of OCP (2.1){(2.5), suppose that V (t; x) is a function from [t0; tf )  Rn
into R that satises the HJBE
 Vt(t; x) = min
w2U
n
L(t; x; w) + Vx(t; x)f(t; x; w)
o
; (2.14)
subject to the boundary condition
V (tf ; x) = (x) for all x 2

x 2 Rnx  	(tf ; x) = 0	: (2.15)
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Theorem 2.2. (Zeidler [88, p. 85]) Assume that there exists a once continuously dier-
entiable function V (t; x) satisfying (2.14){(2.15). If one can nd a feasible control u( )
and the corresponding trajectory x( ) such that for all t at which u( ) is continuous,
it holds that
u(t) 2 argminw2U
n
L(t; x(t); w) + Vx(t; x(t))f(t; x(t); w)
o
; (2.16)
then u( ) solves OCP (2.1){(2.5) with V (t0; x0) as the optimal value.
Remark 2.3. The u() obtained from (2.16) has the form of a function of (t; x(t)).
That means it denes a feedback law: The control action at a particular time is deter-
mined for the states of the system at that time. This is in sharp contrast to the PMP
where the control is determined as a function of time and for the states only at the ini-
tial time. In feedback form, the control is able to react to changes in the system due to
disturbances and various uncertainties which are often present in real-life processes.
Remark 2.4. If solutions of an OCP exist, one can dene the value function V (t; x)
which is the optimal value of the OCP corresponding to the initial time t and the initial
conditions x(t) = x. This value function, however, may not satisfy the HJBE. The
problem is that V (t; x) may lack smoothness, especially for OCPs with constraints, as
demonstrated in the following example.
Example 2.4.
min
u();x()
x(1)
subject to (
_x(t) = x(t)u(t); t 2 [0; 1];
x(t0) = x0;
 1  u(t)  1 for 0  t  1:
Here 0  t0  1 is an initial time.
Obviously, x(t) = x0 exp
R t
t0
u()d . Thus the value function has the form
V (t0; x0) =
8><>:
x0 exp( 1 + t0) if x0 > 0;
x0 exp(1  t0) if x0 < 0;
0 if x0 = 0:
We have
lim
x0!0+
V (t0; x0)  V (t0; 0)
x0
= e 1+t0 ;
lim
x0!0 
V (t0; x0)  V (t0; 0)
x0
= e1 t0 :
Therefore V (t0; x0) is not dierentiable at (t0; 0) for any t0 6= 1.
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Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation for the discrete case. Discrete-time systems
account for an integral part of this work, not only because they are of interest in their own
right but also because they represent sampling of continuous-time systems, as explained
in Section 1.1. Consider a discrete-time system of the form
xk+1 = fk(xk; uk); k = 0; 1; 2; ::: (2.17)
where xk 2 Rn; uk 2 Rnu and x0 is given. The goal is to minimize with respect to
u = (u0; u1; :::; uN 1),
JN (x0; u) = FN (xN ) +
N 1X
k=0
Lk(xk; uk)
subject to (2.17). We introduce the value function
V (k; x) = inf
uk;uk+1;:::;uN 1
(
FN (xN ) +
N 1X
i=k
Li(xi; ui)
)
; k = 0; 1; :::; N;
with xk = x, xi+1 = fi(xi; ui); i = k; k + 1; :::; N   1. The HJBE takes the form
V (k; x) = inf
uk
n
Lk(x; uk) + V (k + 1; fk(x; uk))
o
; k = N   1; N   2; :::; 0 (2.18)
with VN (x) = FN (x). We can solve (2.18) backwards in k running from N   1 to 0 to
obtain uk in form of functions of x and then get xk forward from (2.17). The optimal
value is V (0; x0).
One of the remarkable applications of the HJBE is the linear quadratic regulator
(LQR), in which the system is linear and the cost functions are quadratic, i.e.,
xk+1 = Akxk +Bkuk;
JN (x0; u) = x
T
NQNxN +
N 1X
k=0

xTkQkxk + u
T
kRkuk

;
where Qk  0; Rk  0. The conditions Rk  0 ensure that the cost function JN is
strictly convex with respect to u. Applying the HJBE and squares completion, we can
prove by reverse induction that the value function is quadratic, concretely
V (k; x) = xTSkx; SN = QN ;
together with a recursive formula for Sk. In fact, it follows from (2.18) that
V (k; xk) =min
uk
n
xTkQk(Akxk +Bkuk) + u
T
kRkuk + V (k + 1; Akxk +Bkuk)
o
=min
uk
n
uTk (Rk +B
T
k Sk+1Bk)uk + 2u
T
kB
T
k Sk+1Akxk + x
T
k (Qk +A
T
k Sk+1Ak)xk
o
The minimum is attained at
uk =  (Rk +BTk Sk+1Bk) 1BTk Sk+1Akxk;
and the minimal value is V (k; xk) = x
T
k Skxk where
Sk = Qk +A
T
k Sk+1Ak  ATk Sk+1Bk(Rk +BTk Sk+1Bk) 1BTk Sk+1Ak:
Those follow from an elementary lemma on the minimization of quadratic functions,
min
w

wTRw + 2wTHx+ xTQx
	
= xT (Q HTR 1H)x; (2.19)
where R  0. The minimum is attained at w =  R 1Hx:
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2.4 Sensitivity analysis of OCPs
2.4.1 OCPs under uncertainty
In this section, we derive sensitivity formulas for OCPs without constraints. Concretely,
we consider OCP (2.1){(2.3) and deal with parameters p explicitly, i.e.,
min
u;x
J(x; u) = (x(tf )) +
Z tf
t0
L(t; x(t); u(t))dt; (2.20)
subject to (
_x(t) = f(t; x(t); u(t); p); t 2 [t0; tf ];
x(t0) = x0;
(2.21)
We assume that x0 is uncertain and generally, x0 depends on p, i.e., x0 = x0(p). Note
that for a concrete OCP, we x the parameters at their nominal values p = p0.
2.4.2 Sensitivity analysis of OCPs in the framework of PMP
If the parameters are unknown, it is desirable to know how much the optimal values or
the solutions change when the parameters vary. In this section we are interested in local
sensitivity of the optimal value, which is explored by its derivatives with respect to the
parameters. To this end, let J(p) denote the optimal value of (2.20) corresponding to
p. Our goal is to calculate the derivative dJ

dp (p).
For simplicity of notation, we often omit arguments of functions without causing any
misunderstanding. Let p be xed and x(); u() solve OCP (2.20)-(2.21). The adjoint
equations according to (2.7) read as(
_T (t) =  T (t)fx(t; x; u; p)  Lx(t; x; u); t 2 (0; tf )
(tf ) = 
T
x (x
(tf )):
Since there are no constraints, it follows from (2.10) that
T fu + Lu = 0:
We suppose that x(); u(); () as well as the optimal value J(p) are dierentiable
with respect to p. The derivative dJ

dp (p) is closely related to the Lagrange multipliers as
shown in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. The following equality is valid
dJ
dp
(p) = T (t0)
@x(t0)
@p
+
Z tf
t0
T (t)
@f
@p
(t; x(t); u(t); p)dt:
Proof. By the denition of J(p), we have
dJ
dp
(p) =
@
@x
(x(tf ))
@x(tf )
@p
+
Z tf
t0

@L
@x
@x
@p
+
@L
@u
@u
@p

dt
= T (tf )
@x(tf )
@p
+
Z tf
t0

@L
@x
@x
@p
+
@L
@u
@u
@p

dt: (2.22)
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On the other hand
T (tf )
@x(tf )
@p
=T (t0)
@x(t0)
@p
+
Z tf
t0
d
dt

T (t)
@x
@p
(t)

dt
=T (t0)
@x(t0)
@p
+
Z tf
t0
_T (t)
@x
@p
(t)dt+
Z tf
t0
T (t)
@ _x
@p
(t)dt
=T (t0)
@x(t0)
@p
+
Z tf
t0
_T (t)
@x
@p
(t)dt
+
Z tf
t0
T (t)

@f
@x
@x
@p
+
@f
@p
+
@f
@u
@u
@p

dt:
Substituting the last equation into (2.22), we obtain
dJ
dp
(p) =T (t0)
@x(t0)
@p
+
Z tf
t0

_T (t) +
@L
@x
+ T (t)
@f
@x

@x
@p
dt
+
Z tf
t0

T (t)
@f
@u
+
@L
@u

@u
@p
dt+
Z tf
t0
T (t)
@f
@p
dt
=T (t0)
@x(t0)
@p
+
Z tf
t0
T (t)
@f
@p
(x(t); u(t); p)dt
since
_T (t) +
@L
@x
+ T (t)
@f
@x
= 0; T (t)
@f
@u
+
@L
@u
= 0:
The proof is complete.
Remark 2.5. In a special case when x(t0) = p and f does not depend explicitly on p,
i.e., fp = 0, we have
dJ
dp
(p) = T (t0)
@x(t0)
@p
= T (t0):
In solving OCPs numerically, we often deal with nonlinear programs (NLPs) of the
form (
min  (x)
s.t g(x; p) = 0:
(2.23)
where x 2 RN , p 2 Rnp , and g : RN  Rnp ! Rng . Assume that optimal value  (p)
and the solution x(p) are dierentiable with respect to p.
Lemma 2.2. Let (p) be the corresponding Lagrange multiplier of (2.23), then
d 
dp
(p) =  T (p)@g
@p
(x(p); p):
Proof. The Lagrange function reads as
L(x; p; ) =  (x)  T (p)g(x; p):
According to the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) optimality conditions
@ 
@x
(x(p)) = T (p)
@g
@x
(x(p); p):
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Multiplying both sides of this equality with
@x
@p
(p), we obtain
@ 
@x
(x(p))
@x
@p
(p) = T (p)
@g
@x
(x(p); p)
@x
@p
(p):
On the other hand, dierentiating the side condition g(x; p) = 0 with respect to p yields
@g
@x
(x(p); p)
@x
@p
(p) +
@g
@p
(x(p); (p)) = 0:
Combining the last three equalities we obtain
d 
dp
(p) =
@ 
@x
(x(p))
@x
@p
(p) =  T (p)@g
@p
(x(p); p):
This completes the proof.
Remark 2.6. Lemma 2.2 can be generalized to NLPs with inequality constraints. The
idea is to make use of complementarity conditions and treat the nonlinear program at
hand locally as ones with only equality constraints.
Remark 2.7. From a computational point of view, it might be convenient to calculate
d 
dp
(p0) in the nonlinear program (2.23) as follows
 Introduce new variables p and additional constraints p  p0 = 0
 Solve the modied nonlinear program
 Then d 

dp
(p0) is equal to the Lagrange multiplier with respect to the constraint
p  p0 = 0.
We will pursue this strategy in the numerical implementation of Dual Control meth-
ods presented in Chapter 6.
2.4.3 Sensitivity analysis in the framework of HJBE
The HJBE is concerned with the derivatives of the value function V (t; x) which are
helpful for sensitivity analysis of OCPs with respect to the initial time and the initial
values. Using the envelope theorem, Appendix A, one can prove that if solutions of OCP
(2.1){(2.4) exist, and if the value function satises the HJBE, then the adjoint variables
(t) in the PMP possess an interesting property:
T (t0) = Vx(t0; x0);
(cf. Bertsekas [10]). To prove that, let us rst recall the HJBE
 Vt(t; x) = min
w2U
n
L(t; x; w) + Vx(t; x)f(t; x; w)
o
; (2.24)
Denote by u0 = u0(t; x) a minimizer of the minimization problem in (2.24). We do not
require the uniqueness of solutions. It follows from Theorem A.1, Appendix A that
 Vtx(t; x) = Lx(t; x; u0) + Vx(t; x)fx(t; x; u0) + Vxx(t; x)f(t; x; u0);
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and
 Vtt(t; x) = Lt(t; x; u0) + Vx(t; x)ft(t; x; u0) + Vtx(t; x)f(t; x; u0):
We consider these equalities along solutions x(t); u(t) of the OCP. It holds that
d
dt
Vx(t; x
(t)) =Vxx(t; x(t)) _x(t) + Vtx(t; x(t))
=Vxx(t; x
(t))f(t; x(t); u(t)) + Vtx(t; x(t))
=Vxx(t; x
(t))f(t; x(t); u(t)) 
h
Lx(t; x
(t); u(t))
+ Vx(t; x
(t))fx(t; x(t); u(t)) + Vxx(t; x(t))f(t; x(t); u(t))
i
=  Lx(t; x(t); u(t))  Vx(t; x(t))fx(t; x(t); u(t)):
and
d
dt
Vt(t; x
(t)) =Vtx(t; x(t)) _x(t) + Vtt(t; x(t))
=Vtx(t; x
(t))f(t; x(t); u(t)) + Vtt(t; x(t))
=Vtx(t; x
(t))f(t; x(t); u(t)) 
h
Lt(t; x
(t); u(t))
+ Vx(t; x
(t))ft(t; x(t); u(t)) + Vtx(t; x(t))f(t; x(t); u(t))
i
=  Lt(t; x(t); u(t))  Vx(t; x(t))ft(t; x(t); u(t)):
for all t 2 (t0; tf ). By setting (t) = (Vx(t; x(t)))T and p0(t) = Vt(t; x(t)), we can
simplify these expressions above as
_T (t) =  Lx(t; x(t); u(t))  T (t)fx(t; x(t); u(t));
_p0(t) =  Lt(t; x(t); u(t))  T (t)ft(t; x(t); u(t)):
We thus obtain the adjoint equations as in the PMP. The boundary conditions for (t)
may be derived using Lemma A.1, Appendix A. In fact, since V (tf ; x) = (x) for all
x 2 K = x j 	(tf ; x) = 0	, there exists  2 Rn	 such that
Vx(tf ; x) = x(x) + 
T	x(tf ; x); x 2 K:
Therefore
T (tf ) = x(x
(tf )) + T	x(tf ; x(tf )):
At t = 0, we have
Vx(t0; x0) = 
T (t0);
which is the derivative of the optimal value with respect to the initial values x0. This
was previously shown in the context of the PMP by Remark 2.5. Thus we have one more
way to derive the sensitivity of OCPs.
Chapter 3
Asymptotic Properties of
Nonlinear Least Squares
Estimates
The least squares estimator for multivariate nonlinear regression with independent, iden-
tically distributed data is well-known to be consistent under the condition of uniform
observability and to be asymptotically normally distributed. For dynamic systems, the
condition of uniform observability may not hold and we show that, for large sample
sizes, the estimation problem may become ill-posed, leading to inconsistency of the least
squares estimator. However, the sequential least squares method when combined with
regularization can retain convergence and a well-behaved asymptotic distribution, and
these results are illustrated by several examples. We generalize to the estimation of pa-
rameters in dynamic systems the Cramer-Rao and Bhattacharya inequalities. Further,
we provide an algorithm for applying the sequential least squares strategy, and we prove
a local convergence result for the algorithm.
3.1 Introduction
In the statistics literature, the method of maximum likelihood estimation is widely ap-
plied because of its attractive theoretical properties. When measurements are obtained
from independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variables, the consistency and
asymptotic normality of maximum likelihood estimators hold under general conditions.
Suppose that the common probability density function of these random variables is
f(x; p), where x 2 Rn is an observed value of the underlying multivariate random vector
and p 2 Rnp is an unknown parameter. Denote also by p the true value of the parameter
p. An estimator p^NMLE which is based on a random sample of size N and which maximizes
the likelihood function is called a maximum likelihood estimator (MLE). Under certain
regularity conditions on f(x; p), it is well-known that p^NMLE satises the properties of:
 Strong consistency: p^NMLE a.s  ! p almost surely (a.s.), and therefore also satis-
es Consistency: p^NMLE
P ! p in probability as N !1.
 Asymptotic normality: pN(p^NMLE   p) d ! N (0; C), i.e., convergence in dis-
tribution to N (0; C), a multivariate normal distribution with mean vector 0 and
an appropriately chosen covariance matrix C.
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Moreover, Cov(p^NMLE   p) converges to the inverse of the Fisher information matrix,
proving that the MLE is asymptotically optimal (Bahadur [6]).
In the case of Gaussian noise, the least squares (LS) estimator and the MLE coincide
(see Section 3.2), and this raises the issue of the asymptotic properties of LS estimators in
general. Indeed, the consistency and asymptotic normality of LS estimators hold under
general assumptions on the distribution of the data, and no Gaussian assumptions are
needed; see Ivanov [39, 40], Jennrich [43], and Prakasa Rao [70].
The results stated for the above static case are relatively straightforward because
measurements are uniformly informative. That is, each measurement provides the same
amount of information as measured by the information matrix dened in Section 3.2;
this leads to a build-up of information, and results in convergence of the estimator.
In the case of nonstationary processes, the asymptotic behavior of the parameter
estimators can be dierent. In this setting, low signal-to-noise ratio or information die-
o may cause theoretical and computational diculties. These problems may also result
in a loss of consistency, as demonstrated by the following example.
Example 3.1. Consider the regression model,
yt =
p
t
+ "t; t = 1; 2; : : : (3.1)
where the random variables yt and the constant p are scalars, and the "t are mutually
independent, random variables with mean 0 and variance 1. For this model p^NLS, the
least squares estimator of p, has an explicit form. Dening S2N =
PN
t=1 t
 2, we have
p^NLS = S
 2
N
NX
t=1
yt
t
:
Further, Var(p^NLS) = S
 2
N ; and since limN!1 S
 2
N = 6=
2 > 0 then p^NLS is not consistent.
Depending on the distributional characteristics of the noise variables "t, we can also
ascertain the asymptotic properties of p^NLS. For example, if the "t are all Gaussian white
noise then we can show that (p^NLS   p) d ! N (0; 6=2).
On the other hand, if the "t are non-Gaussian then the limiting distribution, if it
exists, generally is more complicated; for instance, if the "t are uniformly distributed
then p^NLS   p is not asymptotically Gaussian. These examples indicate also that the
asymptotic behavior of least squares estimators in the case of inconsistency depends on
the distribution of the noise variables. We shall provide in Example 3.2 further details
for this case and relate more general formulations of the regression model (3.1) to the
subject of random walks with variable-length step-sizes.
Because the system in Example 3.1 is linear in p, the estimator for each sample size
is unique and has an explicit form. In contrast, nonlinear models are well-known to
exhibit numerous theoretical and numerical diculties. For instance, the solution may
have no closed form; or it may not be unique, in which case the existence of local optima
may complicate the relationship between computed solutions and the distribution of the
noise errors; cf. Seber and Wild [79, Chapter 3].
We shall, by analyzing the least squares objective function, explain the ill-posedness
of the least squares estimation problem when the sample size is large. It is shown that,
for some models, the least squares estimator is not consistent, and the least squares
objective function for large sample sizes is asymptotically independent of the parameters.
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Conventional numerical methods can lead to non-convergence of estimates even when
theoretical results prove consistency. To resolve these diculties, we propose a sequential
least squares method which processes data stepwise in moving time intervals. This
sequential methods helps to ensure convergence of the computed estimates in the case
of consistency. Moreover, in cases which lack consistency, the sequential least squares
methods is powerful enough to provide computed estimates that are well-distributed
around the true value of the parameters.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we generalize the well-known
Cramer-Rao and Bhattacharya inequalities to dynamic systems. Section 3.3 summarizes
some results in the literature on the consistency of least squares estimators and ana-
lyzes for some crucial examples the asymptotic properties of least squares estimators by
means of the behavior of the corresponding least squares objective functions. Section
3.4 introduces the sequential least squares method, describes the results of simulations
for some illustrative numerical examples, and provides a brief comment on Gauss' work
on the discovery of a celestial object, Ceres, and the connections between his work and
least squares estimation and the sequential least squares method. Finally, in Section 3.5,
we provide an algorithm for applying the sequential least squares strategy, and establish
a local convergence result for the algorithm.
3.2 Maximum likelihood and least squares estimation for
dynamic systems
The system under consideration is described by the statistical regression model
yt = h(xt; p) + "t; t = 1; 2; : : : (3.2)
where the xt 2 Rn are called the regression variables; p 2 Rnp are the unknown parame-
ters; the data yt 2 Rm are noisy measurements; the unobservable random noise variables
"t 2 Rm; and h(xt; p) 2 Rm is the regression function.
We assume that p 2 , a compact subset of Rnp ; that the regression function h(xt; p)
is continuous in xt and continuously dierentiable with respect to p; and that the "t are
i.i.d. and have nite second moments. For brevity, we use throughout the paper the
notation
ht(p)  h(xt; p):
Model (3.2) can be regarded as an output model for a time-varying system with states
x(t) = xt depending on unknown parameters p. In order to estimate p, we collect
measurements at the sampling time points t on the regression function ht(p), recording
the measurements yt which have been masked by the noise "t.
Suppose that we have measurements y1; : : : ; yN which are realizations of independent
random variables Y1; : : : ; YN . Our task is to use these measurements to estimate p by
means of the model (3.2).
Let yN = (y1; : : : ; yN ) 2 RmN , the space of m  N matrices, and let Y N =
(Y1; : : : ; YN ). If each Yt has the density function ft(yt; p) then the density function
of Y N is given by
f(yN ; p) =
NY
t=1
ft(yt; p): (3.3)
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In particular, if each "t  N (0; Rt) where Rt  0, then
f(yN ; p) =
1
(2)mN=2
NQ
t=1
(detRt)1=2
exp
h
  12
NX
t=1
 
yt   ht(p)
T
R 1t
 
yt   ht(p)
i
: (3.4)
In what follows we make the assumption that f() is regular enough such that the
interchangeability of integration and dierentiation is applicable. Similar to the theory
of estimation for static processes, we obtain the following results.
Lemma 3.1. Under the assumption that the observations Yt, t = 1; 2; : : : are mutually
independent,
E
 @
@p
log f(Y N ; p)

= 0:
Proof. Using the density function (3.3), we obtain
E
 @
@p
log f(Y N ; p)

=
Z
RmN
f(yN ; p)
 @
@p
log f(yN ; p)

dyN
=
Z
RmN
@
@p
f(yN ; p) dyN
=
@
@p
Z
RmN
f(yN ; p) dyN =
@
@p
(1) = 0;
which completes the proof.
Dene the p 1 column vector
B(yN ; p) =
@
@p
log f(yN ; p);
and the p p matrix
MN (p) = E
 
B(Y N ; p)BT (Y N ; p)

=
Z
RmN
B(yN ; p)BT (yN ; p)f(yN ; p) dyN :
In the static case, the matrix MN (p) is the well-known (Fisher) information matrix.
Lemma 3.2. The information matrix is given by
MN (p) =  E
h @
@p
 @
@p
T
log f(Y N ; p)
i
:
The proof of this identity is obtained by dierentiating both sides of the equality of
Lemma 3.1. As usual, an estimator p^N  p^N (Y N ) is said to be unbiased if E(p^N ) = p
for all p, and then its covariance matrix is Cov(p^N ) := E
 
p^N (Y N )  p p^N (Y N )  pT .
Lemma 3.3. (Generalized Cramer-Rao inequality) Suppose that the information ma-
trix MN (p) is nonsingular. For any unbiased estimator p^
N (Y N ) of p, there holds the
inequality
Cov(p^N ) M 1N (p): (3.5)
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Proof. By the unbiasedness of p^N ,Z
RmN
p^N (yN )f(yN ; p) dyN  E(p^N ) = p:
Dierentiating this equality with respect to p we obtainZ
RmN
p^N (yN )

@
@p
f(yN ; p)

dyN = Im;
equivalently, Z
RmN
p^N (yN )

@
@p
log f(yN ; p)

f(yN ; p) dyN = Im:
Dene d(yN ) = f(yN ; p) dyN , which is a probability measure on RmN . SinceZ
RmN
B(yN ; p) d(yN ) = 0
then it follows that Z
RmN
(p^N   p)BT (yN ; p) d(yN ) = Im:
For brevity, set A(yN ) = p^N  p and B(yN ) = B(yN ; p). To complete the proof, we need
to show that if
R
RmN A(y)B
T (y) d(y) = Im and
R
RmN B(y)B
T (y) d(y) is nonsingular
then Z
RmN
A(y)AT (y) d(y) 
Z
RmN
B(y)BT (y) d(y)
 1
:
This result follows from the more general lemma given below.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that A(y) and B(y) are real-valued matrix functions from a mea-
surable space (
; ) to RmN such that
R

B(y)B
T (y) d(y) is nonsingular. Then,Z


A(y)AT (y) d(y)

Z


A(y)BT (y) d(y)
Z


B(y)BT (y) d(y)
 1Z


B(y)AT (y) d(y)

:
Proof. For every y 2 
,
A(y)AT (y) A(y)BT (y)
B(y)AT (y) B(y)BT (y)



A(y)
B(y)
 
AT (y) BT (y)
  0:
Integrating this inequality over 
, we deduce thatR

A(y)A
T (y) d(y)
R

A(y)B
T (y) d(y)R

B(y)A
T (y) d(y)
R

B(y)B
T (y) d(y)


Z



A(y)AT (y) A(y)BT (y)
B(y)AT (y) B(y)BT (y)

d(y)  0:
Applying the Schur complement lemma yields the desired conclusion.
In the classical static case, Lemma 3.3 is generalized by the Bhattacharya inequality
(see Bahadur [6, Chapter 4]). We now extend this inequality to the nonstatic setting.
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Lemma 3.5. (Generalized Bhattacharya inequality) Suppose that the function g(p) is
twice continuously dierentiable in p, and let MN (p) be nonsingular. Denote by Jg(p)
the Jacobian of g with respect to p. For any unbiased estimator ^(Y N ) of g(p), there
holds the inequality,
Cov
 
^(Y N )
  Jg(p)M 1N (p)Jg(p)T : (3.6)
The proof of this result is obtained similarly to the proof of Lemma 3.3. We now
consider a special but common case in which the measurement errors are assumed to be
white noise, i.e., "t  N (0; Rt), where Rt  0 for all t. The density function of Y N is
given in (3.4), and it follows that the log-likelihood function is
lN (y
N ; p) =  1
2
NX
t=1
log((2)m det(Rt))  1
2
NX
t=1
(yt   ht(p))TR 1t (yt   ht(p));
and also that
B(yN ; p) =
@T
@p
lN (y
N ; p)
=
NX
t=1
@ht(p)
@p
T
R 1t (yt   ht(p):
Note that E(Ys   hs(p))(Yt   ht(p))T = stRt, where st denotes Kronecker's delta; i.e.,
st = 1 if s = t and st = 0, otherwise. The information matrix therefore takes the form,
MN (p) = E
 
B(Y N ; p)BT (Y N ; p)

=
NX
t=1
@ht(p)
@p
T
R 1t
@ht(p)
@p
:
We dene the least squares objective function,
LN (y
N ; p) =
1
2N
NX
t=1
(yt   ht(p))TR 1t (yt   ht(p)):
Consequently, we see that the MLEs coincide with the least squares estimators.
If the regression function ht(p) is linear in p and the noise is white then the MLE
is unbiased and satises the equality in Lemma 3.3. In general, however, it is dicult
to determine whether an MLE or least squares estimator is unbiased or achieves the
Cramer-Rao lower bound. Results in the cases of static parameter estimation state
that under certain conditions, the MLE is asymptotically unbiased and asymptotically
optimal in the sense that its covariance matrix converges to the Cramer-Rao lower bound
as N !1.
On the other hand, the inverse of the information matrix can be interpreted as a linear
approximation of the covariance matrix of the solution to the problem of minimizing the
least squares function; cf., Bock [11], Korkel [46]. This is the standpoint for the use of
the MLE and the least squares estimators in practice. Moreover, this approximation has
served as the basis for the construction of optimal experimental designs which have been
successfully applied to chemical processes (Korkel [46]).
The following lemma provides a useful necessary condition, in terms of the informa-
tion matrix, for the consistency of an estimator.
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Lemma 3.6. Let p^N be a sequence of unbiased estimators of p 2 . If
lim sup
N!1
min
~p2
kM 1N (~p)k > 0; (3.7)
where k  k is any matrix norm, then p^N is not consistent.
Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that p^N is consistent. Then Cov(p^N ), the covariance
matrix of the estimator, satises
lim
N!1
kCov(p^N )k = 0:
By Lemma 3.3,
Cov(p^N )  min
~p2
M 1N (~p):
Then it follows that
lim sup
N!1
min
~p2
M 1N (~p) = 0;
which contradicts (3.7). The proof is complete.
3.3 Asymptotic behavior of the least squares estimators
In the case of nitely many measurements, it may be dicult to determine the statistical
properties of an estimator. As the number of measurements increases, however, it is
natural to hope that the sequence of estimators will converge to the true value of the
parameter and also converge in distribution. This question can be answered satisfactorily
in the case of static models with i.i.d. measurements. In this case the MLEs, and
therefore the least squares estimators in the case of white noise, are asymptotically
unbiased and asymptotically optimal with respect to the Cramer-Rao inequality.
Let us now consider model (3.2). Since xt varies with t, measurements yt are not
i.i.d. While, loosely speaking, the information in the static case is constant and increases
when new measurements are obtained, the information in the nonstatic case might die
o or decay gradually with time. These issues were investigated intensively both in the
statistical and control theory literature, and several general results are available.
Under the condition of uniform observability, which we give in (3.8) below, the least
squares estimators are convergent in probability and even almost surely (a.e.) with
specied rates of convergence (linear or exponential). Moreover, the distribution of these
estimators can be asymptotically normal even if the measurement noise is not Gaussian.
Assuming, without loss of generality, that measurements are scalar, we consider the
function
N (p1; p2) =
1
2N
NX
t=1
 
ht(p1)  ht(p2)
2
:
Denote by p^N the least squares estimator of the parameter p based on N measurements.
Theorem 3.1. (Ivanov [39, 40]) Suppose that there exist 1; 2 > 0 such that
1jp1   p2j2  N (p1; p2)  2jp1   p2j2 (3.8)
for all p1; p2 2  and N > 0. Then there exists a constant c > 0 such that for all
suciently large N and all " > 0,
P(
p
N(p^N   p) > ") < c
"2
:
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Moreover, we have an exponential rate of convergence in this context if the noise
distributions are Gaussian. We remark that the condition (3.8) is very strong in the
sense that it does not hold for Examples 3.3 and 3.4.
Theorem 3.2. (Prakasa Rao [70]) Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 hold and
that the noise "t are Gaussian. Then there exist positive constants b1 and b2 such that,
for all suciently large N and all " > 0,
P
 p
N(p^N   p) > " < b2e b1"2 :
If p^N is consistent then the normality of
p
N(p^N   p) is derived from the Taylor
expansion and certain Central Limit Theorems; see Ivanov [39, 40].
In controlling dynamic systems, it is desirable that the states quickly settle and
approach an equilibrium point at a high rate. This will result in die-o of the signal
and, as a consequence, lack of observability. In such a case, condition (3.8) in Theorem
3.1 fails to hold and the estimator generally will be neither convergent nor consistent. We
will investigate in the sequel whether it is possible to quantify the asymptotic behavior
of a sequence of estimators in such cases and whether the sequence converges to an
estimator that is unbiased and has a normal distribution.
We study, rst, the behavior of the least squares function. Without loss of generality
we assume that the errors "t  N (0; Im). Then,
LN (y
N ; p) =
1
2N
NX
t=1
(yt   ht(p))T (yt   ht(p))
  1
N
NX
t=1
(yt   ht(p))T (ht(p)  ht(p))
+
1
2N
NX
i=1
(ht(p)  ht(p))T (ht(p)  ht(p)):
Substituting for yt in terms of "t in these sums, we obtain
LN (y
N ; p) =
1
2N
NX
t=1
"Tt "t  
1
N
NX
t=1
(ht(p)  ht(p))T "t
+
1
2N
NX
t=1
(ht(p)  ht(p))T (ht(p)  ht(p));
(3.9)
and the rst term in this expression represents the main contribution of the noise to the
least squares function.
By Kolmogorov's Strong Law of Large Numbers (cf., Chung [18, Chapter 5]),
1
N
NX
t=1
(ht(p)  ht(p))T "t ! 0 a.s; (3.10)
and
1
N
NX
t=1
"Tt "t ! m a.s: (3.11)
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If we assume that ht(p) decays in the sense that maxp2 jht(p)j ! 0 as t!1, then the
third term in (3.9) is of the form N 1
PN
t=1 aN , with aN = (ht(p)   ht(p))T (ht(p)  
ht(p
). By the Stolz{Cesaro Theorem [75, p. 80, Exercise 3.14], N 1
PN
t=1 aN ! 0
a.s., so we obtain limN!1 LN (yN ; p) = m, a.s., hence the least squares function is
asymptotically independent of p.
In this case, the problem of minimizing LN (y
N ; p) with suciently large N is ill-
posed in two senses. First, the solution to the least squares minimization problem is
not unique. Second, in solving iteratively for p, the linearized approximation at the kth
iteration has the form Akp^k = bk for some matrix Ak and some vector bk; the least
squares solution is p^k = (A
T
kAk)
 1ATk bk, however the condition number of A
T
kAk is large
([79, Chapter 3], [83]). Therefore, from a computational point of view, we cannot expect
that the least squares estimator will be consistent or will converge in distribution to a
well-dened distribution.
Example 3.2. As a generalization of Example 3.1, consider the problem of least squares
estimation for the regression model,
yt = ctp+ "t; t = 1; 2; : : : (3.12)
where the regression coecients ct are constants and the errors "t are i.i.d with zero
mean. Let S2N =
PN
t=1 c
2
t ; then the least squares estimator of p based on measurements
y1; : : : ; yN is p^
N
LS = S
 2
N
PN
t=1 ctyt. Substituting for yt in terms of "t we obtain
p^NLS   p = S 2N
NX
t=1
ct"t:
Suppose that "t are i.i.d with zero mean and variance 
2,  > 0. Then, E(p^NLS   p) = 0;
i.e., p^NLS is an unbiased estimator of p. The variance of the error estimate is
Var (p^NLS   p) = S 2N 2: (3.13)
Consider the case in which limN!1 S2N =1. By (3.13), Var(p^NLS)! 0, so p^NLS ! p,
a.s.; i.e., consistency holds. Furthermore, on applying the Lyapunov Central Limit
Theorem, we obtain
SN (p^
N
LS   p) d ! N (0; 2):
Suppose now that limN!1 SN = S < 1. In this case, since the variance of the
error estimate (3.13) does not converge to 0, we lack consistency. Nevertheless, it can
be shown (see [64]) that the limiting distribution of the random variable
YN = S
2
N (p^
N
LS   p) =
NX
t=1
ct"t (3.14)
exists as N !1, and we denote by Y the underlying limiting random variable.
Consider the case in which "t  N (0; 2). Then Y  N (0; 2S2), so
S(p^NLS   p) d ! N (0; 2):
Another case which has profound links to the theory of random walks is the situation
in which "t is uniformly distributed on the set f 1; 1g, i.e., each "t is a unit random
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walk. In this case, it follows from (3.14) that YN is the displacement from the origin of
the random walker after N steps, where the step at time t is of length jctj. Since the
characteristic functions of all ct"t are cos(ct) (see Chung [18]) and "t are independent,
the characteristic function of YN is
N () =
NY
t=1
cos(ct):
For particular values of ct, we can obtain an explicit formula for limN!1N () as N
tends to innity; see [64]. In such cases, we will obtain the limiting distribution of Yn.
For example, if ct = 2
 t then Yn ! U( 1; 1), the uniform distribution on ( 1; 1); and
if ct = 2
(2 t)=2, then Yn converges to a triangular distribution. In either of these two
cases, Y has a symmetric distribution because "t does, but Y is not normal.
We now consider some examples of scalar models for which the measurement noise
"t is assumed to be distributed as N (0; 1).
Example 3.3. Consider the exponential decay regression model,
yt = 10 exp( tp) + "t; t = 1; 2; : : : ;
where the unknown parameter p 2 , a compact set in R+; this model was considered
in [59] and [79, pp. 7-9].
The information matrix based on N measurements is
MN (p) = 100
NX
t=1
t2 exp ( 2tp):
Noting that
MN (p) = 25
 @
@p
2 
1 +
NX
t=1
exp( 2tp)
!
= 25
 @
@p
2 1  exp( 2Np)
1  exp( 2p) ;
where the sum is evaluated by virtue of being a geometric series, it follows that
lim
N!1
MN (p) = 25
 @
@p
2 1
1  exp( 2p)
= 100 exp( 2p)(1 + exp( 2p))(1  exp(2p)) 3;
therefore, limN!1MN (p) < 1 for every p 2 . Also, it follows from the Cramer-Rao
inequality (3.5) that
Var(p^N )  1
MN (p)
for any unbiased estimator p^N of p. Consequently, p^N does not converge to the true
parameter p. On the other hand, since limt!1 exp( tp) = 0 uniformly for p 2  then
the least squares function is asymptotically independent of p.
We note that we can also apply the Bhattacharya inequality to functions of p^N to
obtain similar results for estimating g(p) for large classes of functions g.
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Example 3.4. Consider the damped sinusoidal regression model,
yt =
10 sin(tp)
t
+ "t; t = 1; 2; : : : ; (3.15)
where  is a closed interval of the form [a; b], where a and b are given constants. We
assume that 0 < a < b < =2, so that the function sin p is injective on . The model
(3.15) arises in the regularization of inverse problems [24, pp. 4{6].
For this example, the information matrix is
MN (p) = 100
NX
t=1
cos2(tp):
Applying the trigonometric identity, cos2(tp) = 12(1 + cos(2tp)), and the well-known
formula,
NX
t=1
cos(t) =
sin((2N + 1)=2)  sin(=2)
2 sin(=2)
; (3.16)
we obtain
MN (p) = 50
NX
t=1
(1 + cos(2tp)) = 50
h
N +
sin((2N + 1)p)
2 sin(p)
  1
2
i
:
Therefore MN (p)  50N , and hence MN (p) ! 1, as N ! 1. Note that Lemma 3.6
provides no information about this case because the condition that MN (p) ! 1 as
N ! 1 is only a necessary condition for consistency. Moreover, since 10 sin(tp)=t ! 0
as t!1, this example shares with the previous example the issue that the least squares
function is asymptotically independent of p.
The next example is more subtle, and it requires a correspondingly more detailed
analysis. Kundu [51] treated a similar example and gave a proof of the strong consistency
of the least squares estimator, and we will obtain an alternative proof of that result.
Example 3.5. Consider the undamped sinusoidal regression model,
yt = 10 sin(tp) + "t; t = 1; 2; : : :
where p 2  = [a; b] as in Example 3.4. In this model, the signal does not decay; i.e,
h(t; p) = 10 sin(tp) does not converge to 0 as t!1. Also, the corresponding information
matrix is
MN (p) = 100
NX
t=1
t2 cos2(tp):
By comparison with the information matrix in Example 3.4, we nd that MN (p) ! 1
as N !1.
Applying (3.9), (3.10), and (3.11), we nd that the least squares function satises
LN (y
N ; p)
100
 1
2
+
1
2N
NX
t=1
(cos(tp)  cos(tp))2:
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Expanding the squared term in the sum and changing the squared cosine terms to the
cosine of double angles, we obtain
LN (y
N ; p)
100
 1
2
+
1
2N
NX
t=1
h1 + cos(2tp)
2
+
1 + cos(2tp)
2
  cos(t(p+ p))  cos(t(p  p))
i
= 1 +
1
4N
NX
t=1
 
cos(2tp) + cos(2tp)

  1
2N
NX
t=1

cos(t(p+ p))  cos(t(p  p))
Applying the identity (3.16) we deduce that, for xed p 6= p,
LN (y
N ; p)
100
 1 + sin((2N + 1)tp)  sin(p)
8N sin(p)
+
sin((2N + 1)tp)  sin(p)
8N sin(p)
  sin((2N + 1)t(p+ p
)=2)  sin((p+ p)=2)
4N sin((p+ p)=2)
  sin((2N + 1)t(p  p
)=2)  sin((p  p)=2)
4N sin((p  p)=2) :
Hence, limN!1 LN (yN ; p) = 100, a.s. However, LN (yN ; p) = 50 for all nite N ;
therefore, the limit function L(p) = limN!1 LN (yN ; p) exists but is not continuous. In
particular, the results in [43] which require the continuity of L are not applicable.
To establish the consistency of the least squares estimator for this model, we start
with the observation that p is the unique minimizer of L(p). Letting (
;P) be the
probability space on which Yk are dened, we set
B =

! 2 
 j 8 " > 0; 9N0 > 0; 8N > N0;
LN (yN ; p)  L(p) < " 8 p 2 	 : (3.17)
Since LN (y
N ; p) ! L(p), a.s., uniformly with respect to p, we have P(B) = 1. For any
! 2 B, let " = 1 and choose a corresponding N0 in (3.17). For N > N0, if p^N 6= p,
then LN (y
N ; p^N ) = 100. However, LN (y
N ; p) = 50, which contradicts the minimality
of p^N (!). Therefore, p^N (!) = p, i.e., as n ! 1, p^N (!) ! p for all ! 2 B. Because
P(B) = 1 then it follows that p^N converges to p almost surely.
Remark 3.1. We proved earlier the consistency of the least squares estimators for
Example 3.2. However, as the sample sizeN increases, the least squares function becomes
ill-posed and it may have many local optima, causing diculties in solving the estimation
problem numerically. These issues will be illustrated in Section 3.4.
3.4 Numerical considerations
3.4.1 Sequential least squares strategy
To establish the asymptotic properties of the least squares estimator, it is assumed
that the least squares minimization problem can be solved exactly for each random
sample, i.e., the solution obtained is the global minimizer of the least squares function.
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However, one diculty here is that numerical software often nds local solutions to the
minimization problem. On the other hand, in Examples 3.3 and 3.4, the least squares
functions for large samples are nearly constant, so the parameter estimation problem
can become ill-posed and the numerical algorithms can terminate far from the desired
solution. However, by implementing the sequential LS, we can obtain convergence of the
resulting estimates to the true parameter values as the sample size increases.
The Sequential LS: Choose k > 0, the increment number of new measurements.
 Step 1: Start from N0 measurements, at least equal to the number of parameters.
Compute the estimate p^N0 and an estimate of its covariance CN0 .
 Step 2: Collect k new measurements. Solve the regularized least squares problem,
min
p
h
LN0+k(y
N0+k; p) +
1
2
(p  p^N0)TC 1N0 (p  p^N0)
i
;
to obtain p^N0+k and CN0+k.
 Step 3: Set N0  N0 + k. Stop if no new measurements are available. Otherwise,
return to step 2.
Consider numerical algorithms to solve the parameter estimation problem, for ex-
ample the Gauss-Newton method. Near the least squares solution p^N , by linearization,
the iterations are approximately normally distributed around p^N ; see Bock [11], Korkel
[46], Schloder [78]. As the sample size is small, estimates may already be close to the
true value p. When p^N is already inside a suitably small region around p, adding new
measurements will help bring the estimates closer and closer to the true value. As a
result, the estimates will converge to a well-dened distribution.
If the information matrix tends to innity, the variance decreases to 0; so, as in
Examples 3.4 and 3.5, we have consistency. The Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) and
its variants may also be applicable, see [57, 80], but they have the usual drawback of
EKF that they may not converge for strongly nonlinear systems (see [33]). If one does
not use sequential least squares together with some regularization then, for large N
and depending on the choice of the initial iteration point, p^N can be far from the true
parameter. Rigorous proofs of these results will be an objective of future research. As a
rst step toward those results, we provide in Section 3.5 an algorithm to implement the
sequential LS strategy and we prove a local convergence result for the algorithm.
3.4.2 Numerical examples
The simulation below is done in MATLAB with lsqnonlin with the trust region reective
method as a solver for the least squares problem. We consider Example 3.4. Take the
true value p = 1:0 and the initial guess p0 = 0:5. We run 500 estimation problems,
each with N = 100 measurements at t = 1; : : : ; 100. Measurements are generated by
adding standard white noise to ht(p
) with the function randn. By the traditional LS, we
mean that the least squares function is formed by all N measurements. We estimate the
parameter p by the traditional least squares and sequential LS. The means and standard
deviations of the estimates are then computed. The results of simulations for Example
3.4 are displayed in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. For the sequential least squares with increment
k = 5, we have
p^s = 0:9949 0:0969;
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k = 100 k = 5
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Figure 3.1: Boxplots of least squares estimates for Example 3.4. The traditional least
squares procedure (k = 100) leads to estimates trapped around the initial guess and
failing to converge to the true value. Estimates produced by the sequential least squares
method (k = 5) show a trend of convergence to the true value of the parameter and with
a well-dened distribution.
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Figure 3.2: This diagram provides a histogram of estimates derived by the sequential
least squares method. The histogram exhibits the normality of the estimates.
while for the traditional LS,
p^ = 0:5239 0:0696:
In the boxplots, the central box spans the quartiles 25%; 50%; 75% consecutively up-
ward. The line in the box marks the median. Data more than 1:5 times of box length
from the median are plotted individually as possible outliers, marked by + signs. See
Moore and McCabe [63] for more detail on boxplots.
The normality of the estimates is evident from Figure 3.2, and a 2-square goodness-
of-t test for normality provided further conrmation of the normal distribution of the
estimates. Moreover, similar results were obtained for Example 3.5.
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Remark 3.2. Gauss and the sequential LS
The idea of sequential least squares seems to be natural in practice, especially when
measurements are recorded in a long period. Instead of waiting to have a full set of
measurements, we use available measurements to get rough approximations. Additional
new data will improve our estimates.
We remark that the sequential least squares method can be traced back to Gauss,
when he studied astronomy more than 200 years ago. Gauss, in his work Theoria mo-
tus corporum coelestium in sectionibusconicis Solem ambientium, described his two-step
method for determining the orbit of a celestial body, Ceres, from actual observations.
The rst was to obtain an approximate solution using an initial, small number of obser-
vations; and the second step was to improve the result from the rst step with the help
of additional observational data. We refer to Buhler [15, Chapter 8] for a comprehensive
account of the history of Gauss' calculation of the orbit of Ceres.
3.5 Convergence of a Gauss-Newton method for sequential
least squares problems
In this section, we provide an algorithm for applying the sequential least squares strategy,
and we prove a local convergence result for the algorithm.
Consider the problem of estimating the parameter p in the model,
yt = ht(p) + "t; t = 1; 2; ::: (3.18)
where p 2 , a compact subset of Rnp ; ht :  ! R are measurement functions, t =
1; : : : ; N ; y1; : : : ; yN 2 R is a sample of noisy measurements with independent identically
distributed Gaussian noise "t  N (0; 1), t = 1; : : : ; N . Then the well-known least squares
method for parameter estimation is to calculate
min
p2
LN (p); (3.19)
the minimum of the least squares function
LN (p) =
1
2N
NX
t=1
 
yt   ht(p)
2
:
We shall make the following assumptions:
(H1) There exists for each N a global minimizer, pN 2 , of (3.19).
(H2) The sequence LN (p) converges uniformly on  to a function L(p).
Because of the uniform convergence, (H2) implies that L(p) is continuous on .
Proposition 3.1. Suppose that p 2  is an accumulation point of the sequence (pN ).
Then p is a minimizer of the function L() on . Furthermore, if L() has a unique
minimizer p then limN!1 pN = p
.
Proof. Since p is an accumulation point of the sequence (pN ) then by passing to a
subsequence we may assume, without loss of generality, that
lim
N!1
pN = p: (3.20)
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Moreover, since  is compact and L() is continuous on , there exists ~p 2  such that
L(~p) = minp2 L(p).
We need to show that L(p) = L(~p), and we proceed by contradiction. Suppose that
L(p) > L(~p), and set  = (L(p) L(~p))=4. Then there exists a neighborhood U of p such
that L(p) > L(p)    for all p 2 U . Since (3.20) holds then there exists N0 such that
pN 2 U for all N  N0.
By the uniform convergence of LN to L, there exists N1 > N0 such that jLN (p)  
L(p)j <  for all p 2 U and N  N1. Consequently, by the denition of , we have
LN1(~p) < L(~p) +  < L(p)  3 < L(pN1)  2 < LN1(pN1)  :
However, this contradicts the assumption that pN1 is a minimizer of LN1 on . Hence
the rst part of the proposition is proved.
For the second part we suppose, to the contrary, that pN 6! p as N ! 1. Then
there exists 1 > 0 and a subsequence (p

Nm
) of (pN ) such that kpNm   pk > 1 for all
Nm. Since  is compact and (p

Nm
)  , there exists a subsequence, also denoted by
(pNm) which converges to a minimizer of L(p). Since p
 is the unique minimizer of L(p),
then it must hold that limNm!1 pNm = p
. This results in a contradiction and hence
completes the proof.
In view of Proposition 3.1, we now assume that
(H3) L(p) possesses a unique minimizer p in .
We remark that the hypotheses (H1)-(H3) are basic in the literature on the theoretical
convergence properties of the least squares, see e.g., [39, 40, 43]. We now devise an
iterative procedure, the Gauss-Newton method, which converges to p in this case. We
set
FN (p) =
 
yt   ht(p)
N
t=1
2 RN ;
JN (p) =
@
@p
FN (p) 2 RNp; (3.21)
and
MN (p) =
1
N
JTN (p)JN (p): (3.22)
Because LN (p) attains its minimum at p

N , there holds
1
N
JTN (p

N )FN (p

N ) =
@
@p
LN (p)

p=pN
= 0:
We assume that there exist N0  p and a neighborhood U of p such that JN (p) has full
rank for all p 2 U and N  N0. Consequently, MN (p) is nonsingular for all p 2 U and
N  N0.
We now choose a small tolerance, tol > 0 and consider the following scheme for
approximating p:
1. Starting at N = N0, we initiate the iterative procedure at pN0 .
2. The iterative step:
pN+1 = pN   1
N
M 1N (pN )J
T
N (pN )FN (pN ): (3.23)
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3. If jjpN+1   pN jj < tol, stop. Else set N ! N + 1 and return to 2.
In the following we will show that if pN0 is suciently close to p
 then limN!1 pN = p.
For this purpose, we impose the following assumptions, cf. Bock [11]:
(H4) There exists  2 [0; 1) such that, for all N  N0 and p 2 , 1NM 1N (p)  JTN (p)  JTN (pN )FN (pN )
   kp  pNk :
(H5) There exists ! 2 (0;1) such that for all N  N0, p 2 , and 0  t  1,
1
N
M 1N (p)JTN (p)  JTN (p)  JN (pN + t(p  pN )) (p  pN )  !t kp  pNk2 :
We now prove the following result.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that (H1){(H5) hold. If the initial iteration point pN0 is chosen
such that
!
pN0   pN0+  < 1
and pN+1   pN < (1  )22! for all N  N0;
then pN ! p as N !1.
Proof. By (3.23), we have
pN+1   pN = pN   pN  
1
N
M 1N (pN )J
T
N (pN )FN (pN )
=M 1N (pN )
n
MN (pN )(pN   pN )
  1
N
 
JTN (pN )FN (pN )  JTN (pN )FN (pN )
o
:
Substituting for the innerMN (pN ) term using (3.22), and adding and subtracting a term
inside the braces, we obtain
pN+1   pN =
1
N
M 1N (pN )
n
   JTN (pN )  JTN (pN )FN (pN )
+ JTN (pN )JN (pN )(pN   pN )  JTN (pN )
 
FN (pN )  FN (pN )
o
=   1
N
M 1N (pN )
 
JTN (pN )  JTN (pN )

FN (p

N )
+
1
N
M 1N (pN )J
T
N (pN )

JN (pN )(pN   pN ) 
 
FN (pN )  FN (pN )

: (3.24)
By (3.21),
FN (pN )  FN (pN ) =
Z 1
0
JN (p

N + t(pN   pN ))(pN   pN )dt;
substituting this expression into (3.24) we obtain
pN+1   pN =  
1
N
M 1N (pN )(J
T
N (pN )  JTN (pN ))FN (pN )
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+
Z 1
0
1
N
M 1N (pN )J
T
N (pN )
n
JN (pN )  JN (pN + t(pN   pN ))
o
(pN   pN )dt:
Now we apply the hypotheses (H4)-(H5) to derive the inequalities
kpN+1   pNk   kpN   pNk+
Z 1
0
!t kpN   pNk2 dt
  kpN   pNk+
!
2
kpN   pNk2 :
It follows thatpN+1   pN+1   kpN   pNk+ !2 kpN   pNk2 + pN+1   pN : (3.25)
Set vN = kpN   pNk, wN =
pN+1   pN and  = !=2. From the hypotheses, we
deduce that wN < (1  )2=4 for all N  N0 and vN0 < (1  )=2. Applying Lemma
3.7 below, we deduce that vN ! 0 as N !1. By Proposition 3.1, pN ! p, therefore,
pN ! p as N !1.
Lemma 3.7. Suppose that nonnegative sequences (vn) and (wn), n = 0; 1; 2; : : :, satisfy
limn!1wn = 0 and
vn+1  v2n + vn + wn (3.26)
for constants  > 0 and 0   < 1. If wn < (1  )2=4 and v0 < (1  )=2 for all n,
then limn!1 vn = 0.
Proof. By (3.26), we have
v1  

1  
2
2
+ 

1  
2

+
(1  )2
4
=
1  
2
:
Continuing this way, it is straightforward to prove by induction that vn < (1   )=2
for all n  0, i.e., vn +  < (1 + )=2. As a consequence, it follows from (3.26) that
vn+1  (vn + )vn + wn  vn + wn (3.27)
for all n  0, where  = (1 + )=2 2 [1=2; 1).
For  > 0, choose N0 so that 0  wn < (1   )=2 for all n  N0. Also choose N1
such that n < =(1  ) for all n  N1. By repeatedly applying (3.27), we obtain for
n > N0 +N1,
vn  n N0vN0 + n N0 1wN0 + n N0 2wN0+1 +   + 0wn 1
 
1  
1  
2
+

2
(1  )(n N0 1 +   +  + 1)
=

2
+

2
(1  )1  
n N0
1   < :
Therefore, vn ! 0 as n!1.
Chapter 4
Finite Support for Optimal
Experimental Designs
In the continuous case, Optimal Experimental Design (OED) deals with designs that
are described by probability distributions or samples over the experimental domain. An
optimal design may correspond to a distribution having nite or innite support or being
continuous. In this chapter, the structure of optimal samples for experimental designs
is elucidated. It is shown that any design is in fact equivalent to a design with a nite
number of support points. The lower bound and upper bound of this number, especially
for optimal designs, are given and examples indicate their sharpness. Moreover, we
propose an algorithm to construct optimal designs which have nite support. Several
applications to OED for dynamic systems with inputs are also discussed.
4.1 Introduction
Consider the dynamic process modeled by an initial value problem (IVP) with inputs(
_x(t) = f(t; x(t); u(t); p); t 2 [t0; tf ];
x(t0) = x0(p);
(4.1)
where x(t) 2 Rnx are the states, u(t) 2 U  Rnu are the inputs and p 2 Rk are unknown
parameters. In order to get data to estimate p, we consider a measurement function
^(). The measurements y^(t) 2 Rny are usually corrupted by noise "^(t)
y^(t) = ^(x(t; t0; x0(p); u(); p); p) + "^(t):
The quality of estimates is often expressed in terms of the covariance matrix of the
estimated parameters. Optimal Experimental Design (OED) aims to minimize some
optimality criterion acting on this covariance matrix by appropriately choosing the ex-
perimental conditions such as the inputs u and the time points t at which y^ is evaluated.
The widely studied case in the literature is discrete designs where the set of com-
peting designs consists of discrete probability distributions over a discrete experimental
domain. In spite of this convention, it is still desirable to have freedom in choosing
sampling points. We thus enlarge the set of competing designs to all general probability
distributions which are called continuous designs. The following questions arise natu-
rally. Firstly, do there exist better designs in this case compared with the discrete case?
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Secondly, what is the most parsimonious way of describing the optimal designs? These
problems were occasionally mentioned in the literature, starting in Pukelsheim [69],
Pazman [66]. They considered the discrete case and discussed the question of minimal
number of support points for optimal designs. Our objective is to give a comprehensive
investigation of this issue. We treat the problem for the continuous case in full generality
using tools from Functional Analysis and Convex Analysis. It is then shown that any
design is equivalent to a discrete design with nitely many support points. The upper
bound and lower bound for the support size for the optimal designs are established.
Obtained results are illustrated by examples, involving also dynamic processes.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 formulates the problem of continuous
OED. In Sections 4.3-4.4, we show that any continuous designs can be reduced to discrete
designs with nite support and give the bounds on the size of support for optimal designs.
Applications for initial value problems (IVPs) with inputs are delivered in Section 4.5.
Section 4.6 proposes a problem setting to construct the discrete optimal designs. The
chapter concludes with examples on the sharpness of the bounds given in Section 4.4
and OED for dynamic systems.
4.2 Formulation of the continuous optimal experimental
design problem
In the following, we consider a generic nonlinear model
y(q) = (q; p) + "(q); (4.2)
with q 2 Q, where Q is a compact set in R (or Rm) called experimental domain; p 2
Rk are unknown parameters; () is the measurement function; y(q) 2 Rny are noisy
measurements, and "(q) 2 Rny are random errors satisfying 1
E("(q)) = 0; E("(q1)"(q2)) = q1q2Iny : (4.3)
where q1q2 = 1 if q1 = q2 and 0 otherwise; Iny is the identity matrix of size ny.
Remark 4.1. In connection with IVP (4.1), suppose that we use a discretization of the
inputs u on the grid t0 < t1 < t2 < ::: < tN = tf , e.g., u(t) = ui 2 Rnu ; ti  t < ti+1 for
i = 0; 1; :::; N  1. We can write q = (t; u0; u1; :::; uN 1) 2 RNnu+1 and consider y^; ^ and
"^ as functions of q. Furthermore we could consider ^ as a function of (t; p) and write
t = q. By those ways we arrive at special cases of model (4.2).
By an (experimental) design on Q, we understand a probability distribution  on Q.
We make the assumption that  is dierentiable with respect to p and z is continuous
in q, where we denote
z(q) =
@
@p
(q; p); g(q) = z(q)T z(q):
Note that z() and g() depend on p, but since p is xed for considered designs, we omit
p in their arguments for brevity. Now suppose that  is a Borel measure. This ensures
1It should be E("(q1)"(q2)) = q1q22(q1), in which (q1) is a diagonal matrix representing the
standard deviation of noise in the measurements. However, by suitable scaling, we can assume without
loss of generality that (q1) = Iny .
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the existence of the following integral
M() =M(; p) =
Z
Q

@
@p
(q; p)
T @
@p
(q; p)

d(q): (4.4)
For a xed p, the information matrix corresponding to a design  is dened by M(; p).
It is easy to verify that M() is symmetric, positive semidenite. So we can consider
M() as elements of the Euclidean space X = Rk(k+1)=2. Furthermore, we recall the
following property of integrals, see Rudin [76]: For an arbitrary probability measure 
on Q and any continuous linear functional  in X, it holds that

Z
Q
g(q)d

=
Z
Q
g(q)d(q); (4.5)
A nite support design on Q is a discrete distribution  on Q such that
supp() = fq 2 Q j (q) > 0g consists of nitely many points qi;
X
qi2supp()
(qi) = 1:
In this case, (qi) is called the weight at qi. The information matrix then can be written
as
M() =M(; p) =
X
qi2supp()
(qi)

@
@p
(qi; p)
T @
@p
(qi; p)

:
The inverse of M , in case it exists,
C() = C(; p) =M 1(; p);
is called variance-covariance or simply covariance matrix.
To assess the quality of designs, we dene scalar functions K (C) acting on the set
of possible covariance matrices. Some well-known ones are
KD(C) = (det(C))
1
k (D-criterion); KA(C) =
1
k
Trace(C) (A-criterion):
OED for a xed p aims to minimize one of these functionals over all designs  of interest.
Remark 4.2. In case M is singular with a specic choice of , we simply set K = 1
without changing the result of the optimization problem. From now on, the notation K
is generically used for KD or KA.
Several questions arise. How many measurements do we need at least to identify
p? Can we achieve (optimal) designs by discrete designs, especially designs with nite
support? And if so, how can we choose support points to construct optimal designs?
Those will be treated in the following sections.
4.3 Reduction to nite support designs
For a set E  Rn, the convex hull of E, denoted by conv(E), is the set of all convex
combinations of the points in E, i.e.,
conv(E) =
(
x 2 Rn
 9m  1; xi 2 E; i  0; i = 1; :::;m; mX
i=1
i = 1; x =
mX
i=1
ixi
)
:
To make our exposition self-contained, we present here some standard results of Convex
Analysis which can be found in Rockafellar and Wets [74], Rudin [76].
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Lemma 4.1. (Rudin [76, p. 72]) If E  Rn; x 2 conv(E); then x lies in the convex hull
of some subset of E which contains at most n+ 1 points.
Proof. We will show that if k > n and x is represented by k + 1 points in E, then only
k points are needed. The desired conclusion follows by induction. Suppose that
x =
k+1X
i=1
ixi; xi 2 E;
where i > 0;
k+1P
i=1
i = 1. Consider the linear mapping L : Rk+1  ! Rn+1 dened by
L(a1; a2; :::; ak+1) =
 
k+1X
i=1
aixi;
k+1X
i=1
ai
!
:
Since k > n, the null-space of L must be nonzero. Hence there exist a1; :::; ak+1, at least
one of which is greater than 0 such that
k+1X
i=1
aixi = 0;
k+1X
i=1
ai = 0:
Set
t = min
i
fi=ai; ai > 0g > 0:
Then i   tai  0 for all i and i   tai = 0 for at least one i. Moreover
x =
k+1X
i=1
ixi   t
k+1X
i=1
aixi =
k+1X
i=1
(i   tai)xi:
This completes the proof.
Lemma 4.2. (Rudin [76, p. 73]) If K is a compact set in Rn then so is conv(K).
Proof. Let S be the unit simplex in Rn+1, i.e.,
S =
(
 2 Rn+1;
n+1X
i=1
i = 1; i  0
)
:
It follows from Lemma 4.1 that x 2 conv(K) if and only if there are xi 2 K, i =
1; 2; :::; n+ 1 and  = (1; 2; :::; n+1) 2 S such that
x = 1x1 + 2x2 + :::+ n+1xn+1:
Dene the mapping L : S Kn+1  ! Rn by
L(; x1; x2; :::; xn+1) = 1x1 + 2x2 + :::+ n+1xn+1:
Obviously, L is continuous and conv(K) = L(SKn+1). Therefore, conv(K) is compact,
since both S and K are compact.
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Lemma 4.3. (A separation theorem, Rockafellar and Wets [74, p. 63]) Let K be a
closed convex set in Rn, u 62 K. Then there exist a 2 Rn and  2 R such that
aTu >  > aTx; 8x 2 K:
Proof. It is well-known that there exists a unique z 2 K such that
ku  zk = d(u;K) = inffku  xk; x 2 Kg > 0;
and
(u  z; x  z)  0; for all x 2 K:
(k  k is the Euclidean norm, (; ) denotes the scalar product). We have
0  (u  z; x  z) = (u  z; u  z)  (u  z; u  x):
Set a = u  z. If follows that
aTu  aTx  ku  zk2 > ku  zk2=2 > 0:
The desired conclusion follows after setting  = aTu  ku zk22 .
We are now in the position to state the core result of this section. Recall that k is
the dimension of the parameters p and g(q) : Q  ! X, X = Rk(k+1)=2 is a continuous
mapping. Since Q is compact, g(Q) is compact. By Lemma 4.2, its convex hull H =
conv(g(Q)) is also compact.
Theorem 4.1. The value of the integral
R
Q g(q)d lies in H. As a result, any information
matrix can be constructed from at most k(k+1)2 + 1 points q 2 Q.
Proof. Set m =
R
Q g(q)d(q). Suppose on the contrary that m 62 H. Since H is closed
and convex, there exist by Lemma 4.3 a 2 X; 2 R such that
aTm >  > aTx; for all x 2 H:
In particular, aTm >  > aT g(q) for all q 2 Q. Because  is a measure induced by a
probability distribution on Q, it follows that
aTm = aTm
Z
Q
1d(q) =
Z
Q
aTmd(q) >
Z
Q
aT g(q)d(q) = aT
Z
Q
g(q)d(q) = aTm
because of property (4.5). Consequently, aTm > aTm, which is a contradiction. This
proves the rst statement. The second one readily follows from Lemma 4.1.
4.4 Size of support for optimal designs
For a subset E of Rn, the dimension of E, denoted by dim(E), is dened to be the
smallest nonnegative integer d such that up to an ane transformation E  Rd.
Suppose that  is an optimal design and M() is the corresponding information
matrix. Thanks to Theorem 4.1, it is possible to choose  to be a discrete design with
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at most k(k+1)2 + 1 support points q 2 Q. Let ` be the smallest number of points in Q
needed to construct M .
M() =
X`
i=1
iz(qi)z(qi)
T ; qi 2 Q:
Using arguments on the rank of a matrix, it is simple to show that ` 
h
k
ny
i
; where [ ]
denotes the integer part of a real number. This yields the lower bound for `.
To obtain the upper bound, we need the following lemma which is often referred to
as Caratheodory's theorem of Convex Analysis.
Lemma 4.4. (Rockafellar and Wets [74, p. 55]) If x lies in the convex hull of a set
E  Rn, then x lies in the convex hull of some subset of E that contains at most n+ 1
points. Furthermore, if x 2 conv(E) and x 2 @ conv(E) - the boundary of conv(E), x
can be represented as a convex combination of at most n points in E.
Proof. The rst part is exactly Lemma 4.1. We prove the second statement. Suppose
that x 2 conv(E)\ @ conv(E). By the rst part, there are x1; x2; :::; xn+1 2 E such that
x =
n+1X
i=1
ixi; i  0;
n+1X
i=1
i = 1:
Since x 2 @ conv(E), there must be some i = 0 (otherwise, if all i > 0, x would be in
the interior of conv(E)). As the result, we need no more than n points of E to represent
x. The proof is complete.
Lemma 4.5. Suppose M() is an arbitrary information matrix which is nonsingular.
Then there exists an information matrix M() such that the number of support points
of  is less than or equal to k(k+1)=2 and for the corresponding covariance matrices, it
holds that
K (C())  K (C()):
Proof. Recall that H = conv(g(Q)). Set h = dim(H). If h < k(k+1)2 , then by Lemma
4.4, M() can be represented as a convex combination of at most (h+1) points of g(Q).
We can choose M() as M() itself. Now consider the case h = k(k + 1)=2. Since H is
convex, its interior in Rk(k+1)=2 is nonempty. Dene
 = maxf  0; M() 2 Hg:
Since M() 2 H,   1. Also by the fact that H is compact,  < 1. There exists a
design  such that M() = M(). We easily deduce that C() = C() and
K (C()) =
K (C())

 K (C()):
The denition of  ensures that M() lies on the boundary of H. By Lemma 4.4,
M() can be constructed by at most k(k + 1)=2 points of g(Q). This yields the desired
conclusion.
In summary, we have established the bounds of support sizes for optimal designs.
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Theorem 4.2. For any optimal design , there exist ` points q1; q2; :::; q` in Q and
positive real numbers 1; 2; :::; ` summing up to 1 such that
M() =
X`
i=1
iz(qi)z(qi)
T ; `  k(k + 1)
2
:
Furthermore, if the information matrix M() is nonsingular, ` 
h
k
ny
i
.
4.5 Applications to OED for IVPs with inputs
In carrying out OED for the IVP (4.1), not only the time points at which measurements
are performed but also inputs are chosen in order to gain as much as possible information.
Thus OED for such systems can be considered as an optimal control problem (OCP),
see also Sager [77]. Now we dene the information matrix as a function of controls u()
and probability distribution  on [t0; tf ], i.e.,
M(; u()) =
Z tf
t0

@^
@p
(x(t; t0; x0; u(); p); p)
T @^
@p
(x(t; t0; x0; u(); p); p)

d(t):
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 are applicable. For any  and u(), there exists a nite support
design  on [t0; tf ] such that M(; u()) = M(; u()). Moreover, if , u() and the
corresponding trajectories x() as well as the information matrix M solve the OED
problem, then there are ` time points t1; t2; :::; t` 2 [t0; tf ], `  k(k+1)2 and ` positive
numbers 1; :::; ` summing up to 1 such that
M =
X`
i=1
i

@^
@p
(x(ti; t0; x0; u(); p); p)
T @^
@p
(x(ti; t0; x0; u(); p); p)

:
4.6 Constructing optimal designs with nite support
The following scheme based on Theorem 4.2 can be used to compute the optimal design
with nite support:
 Set up the optimization problem: The variables comprise n = k(k+1)2 support points
q1; q2; :::; qn 2 Q and corresponding weights 1; 2; :::; n 2 [0; 1]. The covariance
matrix depends on these variables, C = C(q1; q2; :::; qn; 1; 2; :::; n). With a chosen
criterion, the optimization problem reads as
min
q1;:::;qn;1;:::;n
K (C) (4.6)
subject to qi 2 Q; i 2 [0; 1]; i = 1; 2; :::; n,
nP
i=1
i = 1 and possibly further
constraints on the experimental conditions.
 Solve the constrained optimization problem: Sequential quadratic programming
(SQP) based methods have proven to be ecient for this kind of problems, see
e.g., Korkel [46], Gill et al. [32].
Thus we are able to locate optimal support points instead of relying on preselection.
Note that problem (4.6) is not convex in general and can have local minima.
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4.7 Examples
Example 4.1. Take Q = [0; 1], k = 2 and z(q) =
(
(2q 1)T if 0  q < 1=2;
(1 2  2q)T if 1=2  q  1:
We then have g(q) =

4q2 2q
2q 1

if 0  q < 1=2 and g(q) =

1 2  2q
2  2q 4(1  q)2

if 1=2  q  1 where g(q) = z(q)z(q)T . Since k = 2, in view of Theorem 4.2, the
information matrix M() corresponding to an optimal design can be constructed from
3 points q1; q2; q3 2 Q. It is now easy to show by direct calculations that the optimal
support points are contained in f0; 1=2; 1g. So M() has the form
M() = 1g(0) + 2g(1=2) + 3g(1); 0  i  1;
3X
i=1
i = 1:
Consider the A-criterion. We have
M() =

2 + 3 2
2 1 + 2

; C() =
1
(2 + 3)(1 + 2)  22

1 + 2  2
 2 2 + 3

:
Trace(C()) =
1 + 2
(2 + 3)(1 + 2)  22
 4(1 + 2)
(1 + 2)2   422
;
since (2+3)(1+2)  (1+2)
2
4 . By simple calculations we nd that Trace(C()) attains
its minimum if and only if 2 =
2
p
3 3
3 ; 1 = 3 =
3 p3
3 . The unique optimal design
needs exactly 3 support points. Compare also the result in [69, pp. 191-193].
Example 4.2. We consider a Lotka-Volterra model given by8><>:
_x1(t) = p1x1(t)  p2x1(t)x2(t);
_x1(t) =  p3x1(t) + p4x1(t)x2(t); t 2 [0; 20];
x1(0) = 100; x2(0) = 100;
(4.7)
where x1(t); x2(t) represent the prey and predator populations at time t. The parameters
are p = (p1; p2; p3; p4) 2 R4. We use 1(x) = x1; 2(x) = x2 as measurement functions.
In the computation below, we choose the following setting for measurements: For even
time point index i, 1 is applied and for odd one i, 2 is applied.
Consider OED for estimating the parameters at p = (0:5; 0:01; 0:5; 0:02). Due to
Theorem 4.2, an optimal design needs at most 10 time points. So we apply the problem
setup in Section 4.6 with the A criterion and initialization
q0 = (3; 5; 7; 9; 11; 13; 15; 17; 18; 19); 0 = (0i); 0i = 0:1 for i = 1; 2; :::; 10:
The optimal solution after removing nearly zero weights (smaller than 10 16) is
q1;6;8;9 = (4:42; 13:80; 17:58; 18:10); 

1;6;8;9 = (0:28; 0:49; 0:10; 0:13):
The optimal value is K A = 0:0361. Here we need only 4 time points. On the other hand,
if we employ many xed time points, namely at qfi = 0:5 + (i  1)0:5; i = 1; 2; :::; 39 and
optimize KA with respect to the weights 
f
i only, we arrive at the solution
qf9;28;35;37 = (4:5; 14:0; 17:5; 18:5); 
f
9;28;35;37 = (0:33; 0:48; 0:04; 0:15):
That means, an optimal design in this case needs only 4 support points. However, the
optimal value is K Af = 0:0373, which is clearly worse than K

A .
Chapter 5
Theory of Dual Control
In this chapter we formulate the Dual Control problem. The theory rests on the Dy-
namic Programming principle for the stochastic case and is presented in conjunction
with the discrete Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation (HJBE) as described in Chapter 2.
In general the theoretical solution for Dual Control based on HJBE is too complicated
to be implemented in practice due to the curse of dimensionality and nested condi-
tional expectations. Therefore we develop approximation strategies, including Certainty
Equivalence control, open-loop feedback control, Dual Control and their variants in the
framework of NMPC. At the end of the chapter, we propose a new formulation for the
problem of sequential experimental design and solve it with the aid of Dual Control.
5.1 Introduction
In all practical optimal control problems (OCPs), there are uncertainties in the process
to be controlled. Typically some parameters are unknown and available only inexactly
in the form of estimates with certain probability distributions. Consider, e.g., driving a
car from A to B as fast as possible or with minimum fuel consumption. Most technical
parameters of the car may be at hand but there are typically some parameters we do
not know, for instance, the braking coecient, the acceleration coecient. The values
of these parameters can have a signicant eect on optimal solutions.
Feedback control is a well-known strategy to cope with uncertainties. In the frame-
work of Nonlinear Model Predictive Control (NMPC), we estimate the parameters and
the states through an estimation procedure, see Rawlings and Mayne [71]. To gain in-
formative data for reliable estimates, Optimal Experimental Design (OED) should be
carried out. Thus there are two objectives we must take into consideration. The rst
objective is to control the process in an optimal way specied by the objective function.
We call this the performance control task. The second objective is to gain information
about the process for reliable estimates. We call it the information gain task. The
interplay between the two tasks is often not obvious. Sometimes they are conicting,
sometimes they support each other. Dual Control stands for strategies which assess their
relationship and strike a balance in a reasonable way.
The concept of Dual Control was coined by Feldbaum [26]. He introduced Dual
Control in the context of signal processing. It is worth mentioning that Dual Control was
among the groundbreaking ideas of the control community, listed in the 25 seminal papers
of that eld, see Basar [9]. Further analysis and clarication have been carried out, for
example in Astrom [4], Wittenmark [86], Filatov and Unbehauen [27]. The problem of
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Dual Control is traditionally solved by stochastic dynamic programming. However, this
approach has experienced impediments in practical applications due to complications in
computing conditional probability distributions and the curse of dimensionality. This
has motivated the study of suitable approximations. One idea is to make use of the two
fundamental properties of Dual Control (see La et al. [53]): performance control and
information gain. While trying to optimize the objective function, the control should
take the inaccuracy of the current estimates into account and make eorts to improve the
quality of future estimates. Improved estimates help to maintain feasibility and enhance
the overall performance.
In the literature, the problem of Dual Control is often tackled heuristically. The
objective function is penalized by some scalarization of the covariance matrix with some
weights, see Wittenmark [86], Filatov and Unbehauen [27]. OED has not been thor-
oughly explored. Numerical methods have not been developed adequately, especially
for nonlinear processes modeled by systems of dierential equations. Moreover, the
combination of NMPC and Dual Control has not been investigated comprehensively.
Recent studies explored the use of OED. For example, Heirung et al. [37] proposed
an approximation method for linear input-output models, Lucia and Paulen [58] pre-
sented an approach to Dual Control for robust NMPC based on scenario trees, in which
parameters are supposed to assume a nite number of values. Our goal is to oer a more
rigorous and viable treatment which will be introduced in Chapter 6. We approximate
the variance of the optimal nominal objective value by a quadratic term of the covariance
matrix of the corresponding OED problem and the derivatives of the optimal nominal
objective value with respect to the unknown parameters and the initial states. This quan-
tity can be interpreted as a predictive variance. Using a weighted sum of the original
objective function and the predictive variance as a modied objective function, we can
improve the quality of future estimates. Moreover, we provide the statistical background
for our approach and probabilistic bounds for the controller performance with respect to
the original objective, which are missing in the literature. The potential of our approach
is illustrated by numerical examples. We remark that the computational eort for dual
NMPC is demanding. The weighted covariance matrix which involves the derivatives of
the states with respect to the parameters and initial states must be computed at each
NMPC step. We will present in Chapter 6 ecient real-time numerical methods. They
are decisive for the success of dual NMPC in practice.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, we give an introduction to the
theory of Dual Control, including the formulation, a solution based on stochastic dynamic
programming and challenges in computation. Section 5.3 presents some approximation
methods to tackle those challenges. Section 5.4 introduces the problem of Dual Control
for NMPC. We present new approaches to attack this problem in Section 5.5. We
conclude this chapter with a formulation of sequential OED and solve it with the help
of Dual Control.
5.2 Formulation of the Dual Control problem
In this section, we formulate the problem of Dual Control, present its solution via
stochastic dynamic programming and analyze its behavior and applicability. We use
the following conventions: Wherever upper-case letters denote random vectors (RVs),
corresponding lower-case ones will denote their realizations. The reader can review Sec-
tion 1.7 for the denition of conditional expectations.
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We consider a discrete-time system with measurements of the form(
xk+1 = fk(xk; uk); k = 0; 1; 2; :::;
yk = k(xk) + "k; k = 1; 2; :::;
(5.1)
where xk 2 Rnx are states, uk 2 U  Rnu are controls. Often states xk come from
sampling a continuous-time system at times t0; t1; ::: The functions fk : RnxRnu ! Rnx
are state transition functions. The functions k : Rnx ! Rny are measurement functions.
Furthermore yk 2 Rny are noisy measurements and "k are random measurement noise.
The initial value X0 is a random vector with a known probability distribution. Note that
some components of the states xk can stay constant over k, which represent constant
parameters. Also the set U, often assumed to be closed, is used to impose control
constraints. In this work we pursue a soft-constraint strategy to treat problems with
state constraints, i.e., using penalty functions.
In practice, it is natural to use information obtained during operating the process to
determine control actions. To this end we introduce notations that express information
up to and including time t  1,
Yt = (X0; u0; Y1; u1; Y2; :::; ut 1; Yt); Y0 = X0:
Let N  1. As common in stochastic control (Astrom [4]), by a control policy we
understand a sequence U = (U0; U1; :::; UN 1) such that Ut is a function of Yt, i.e.,
Ut = t(Yt) where t : Rnyt ! U with nyt the dimension of Yt. The goal is to nd in
the set of all control policies a control policy U that solves
min
U
EJN (X0; U) (5.2)
with JN (x0; u) = FN (xN )+
PN 1
k=0 Lk(xk; uk) subject to (5.1) and where the expectation
is taken with respect to X0 and "k, k = 0; 1; :::; N   1. Here Lk : Rnx  Rnu ! R are
stage cost functions and FN : Rn ! R is a terminal cost function.
From now on, let us denote uki = (ui; ui+1; :::; uk) for integers i  k. We set
V (yt; t) = min
uN 1t
E
"
FN (XN ) +
N 1X
k=t
Lk(Xk; uk)
 Yt = yt# ; t = 1; 2; :::; N   1:
The following lemma shows that V (Yt; t) plays the same role as the value function in
the deterministic case.
Lemma 5.1. (Astrom [4, p. 270]) Let yt denote realizations of Yt. The recursive
equation for V (Yt; t) is given by
V (yN ; N) = E

FN (XN )
 YN = yN ;
V (yt; t) = min
ut
E

Lt(Xt; ut) + V (Yt+1; t+ 1)
 Yt = yt ; t = N   1; :::; 0: (5.3)
Furthermore, the optimal cost of (5.2) is EV (Y0; 0).
Remark 5.1. The curse of dimensionality is well-known in dynamic programming for
deterministic OCPs. If we are to apply equation (5.3), the problem of dimensionality is
even more dreadful. The dimension of Yt rapidly grows as t increases. The computation
of conditional expectations is practically impossible, especially for nonlinear systems and
complicated probability distributions. Optimal solutions according to Lemma 5.1 are
rarely known, except for few cases such as Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG), which
is presented in Section 5.4.
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5.3 Certainty Equivalence, open-loop feedback and Dual
Control
To overcome the diculties with dimension, we search for a way to concisely summarize
all information in Yt and to approximate conditional expectations. Instead of using Yt,
we can use the best estimate of the states given Yt,
X^t = E[Xt j Yt]:
This greatly reduces the dimension of the problem since the dimension of X^t is constant
with respect to t. For linear systems, a Kalman lter allows us to compute this estimate
recursively and eciently. Consider the function
V(x^t; t) = min
uN 1t
E
"
FN (XN ) +
N 1X
k=t
Lk(Xk; uk)
 X^t = x^t# :
Similar to the value function V (Yt; t), it fullls a recursive formula
V(x^t; t) = min
ut
E
h
Lt(Xt; ut) + V(X^t+1; t+ 1)
 X^t = x^ti ; t = N   1; :::; 0: (5.4)
A fundamental question is whether V (Yt; t) = V(x^t; t). This is true for the LQG in
which X^t is a sucient statistic given Yt, see Astrom [4]. In general it does not hold.
Remark 5.2. One can realize from (5.4) that the control action ut at time t depends
on the accuracy of the current estimates X^t and inuences future estimates, expressed
in V(X^t+1; t+ 1).
With the use of V(x^t; t), the problem of dimension has been mitigated signicantly.
However the computation of conditional expectations is still overwhelming. Only for
the linear case such as LQG can it be done exactly and practically. Otherwise, further
approximations must be employed. The simplest one is to implement a single open loop
control in which all RVs are replaced by their nominal values. More sophisticated strate-
gies include certainty equivalence control, open-loop feedback control and Dual Control.
We describe these schemes in the following, compare Bertsekas [10, Chapter 6].
Certainty equivalence (CE) control (nominal control) Set t = 0.
1. Compute X^t = E[XtjYt].
2. Find a control sequence fut ; ut+1; :::; uN 1g that solves the deterministic problem
min
ut;:::;uN 1
JceN (x^t; u) = FN (xN ) +
N 1X
k=t
Lk(xk; uk)
in which all RVs are replaced by their nominal values.
3. Apply the control t (Yt) = ut to the system.
If t < N   1, take measurements yt+1. Set Yt+1 = fYt; ut ; yt+1g, t = t+ 1 and go
to 1. If t = N , stop.
Nominal control does not take the inaccuracy of the estimates and the possibility of
improving future estimates into account. This may badly aect the current control
action. See Section 5.5 for more details. Beyond that, nominal control does not care
about the quality of the estimates at next steps. The estimates after new measurements
come may not be suciently improved. This likely further degrades the performance.
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Open-loop feedback. The open-loop feedback diers from the certainty equivalence
control in that the objective function in Step 2 is the expected value with respect to the
RVs involved.
min
ut;:::;uN 1
JofN (x^t; u) = E
"
FN (XN ) +
N 1X
k=t
Lk(Xk; uk)
Yt = yt# :
This strategy takes care of the uncertainties in x^t but the computation of conditional
expectations is formidable.
Dual Control. Dual Control, also called active control, refers to strategies that take
care of two goals: optimizing the objective function and probing to get information to
improve the estimates in the future. There are several novel approaches to Dual Control
that will be presented in depth in Chapter 6. For the completion of the exposition, we
present here a Dual Control scheme that we pursue in this thesis.
Choose   0, 0 < Nd 6= N . Set t = 0, Y0 = fx0g.
1. Compute x^t = E[xtjYt].
2. Find a control sequence fut ; ut+1; :::; uN 1g that solves the deterministic problem
min
ut;:::;uN 1
JdN (x^t; u) = JN (x^t; u) + 
q
xTt C
t(u; xt)xt: (5.5)
where xt =
@Jce*N
@x^t
(x^t) with J
ce*
N (x^t) is the optimal value of the J
ce
N (x^t; u) and
Ct(u; xt) = (M
t) 1 with
M t =
t+NdX
k=1

@
@
(xk)

@
@
(xk)
T
:
3. Apply the control t (Yt) = ut to the system.
If t < N   1, take measurements yt+1. Set Yt+1 = fYt; ut ; yt+1g, t = t+ 1 and go
to Step 1. If t = N   1, stop.
It will be pointed out in Chapter 6 that the second term in (5.5) can be interpreted as
the variance of the objective function caused by the uncertainty in the parameters and
the initial states. Moreover, we will explore the statistical meaning of the weight  and
provide guidelines to choose it appropriately.
Those schemes above represent NMPC for a xed time horizon, i.e., batch NMPC.
Similar procedures can be applied to the receding horizon control.
5.4 Linear Quadratic Gaussian
Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) constitutes a fundamental result in the control theory,
for which we have an explicit representation of the optimal solutions as well as a clear
explanation of all terms making up the optimal objective value. The dynamic is linear
with additive Gaussian noise(
xt+1 = Atxt +Btut + wt;
yt = Ctxt + vt; t = 0; 1; 2; :::
(5.6)
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where At 2 Rnxnx , Bt 2 Rnxnu , Ct 2 Rnynx and
X0  N (x0; P0); wt  N (0;Wt); vt  N (0; Vt):
It is also assumed that wt, vt are independent of X0, and for t > s  0, wt and ws,
vt and vs are independent. The objective is to minimize the expectation of a quadratic
function
min
u
J(u; x) = E
"
XTNQNXN +
N 1X
t=1
 
XTt QtXt + u
T
t Rtut
#
;
subject to (5.6) where Qt  0; Rt  0 for i = 1; 2; :::; N   1 and QN  0. The reader
can review Chapter 2 for the deterministic counterpart. The optimal solutions x^t and
ut can be summarized as follows (Astrom [4]):
1. A Kalman lter
Kt = PtC
T
t (CtPtC
T
t + Vt)
 1;
Pt+1 =Wt +AtPtA
T
t  Kt(CtPtCTt + Vt)KTt ;
P0 = Cov(x0):
2. A Linear Quadratic Regulator
Lt = (B
T
t St+1Bt +Rt)
 1BTt St+1At;
St = Qt +A
T
t St+1At   LTt (BTt St+1Bt +Rt)Lt;
SN = QN :
3. The regulated system
x^t+1 = Atx^t +Btut +Kt(yt   Ctx^t);
u^t =  Ltx^t;
x^0 = EX0
Derivation of the LGQ. We rst prove the following lemmas on the expectation of
the quadratic function of random variables.
Lemma 5.2. (Astrom [4], p. 262) Let Z be a random vector with EZ = z 2 Rnz ,
CovZ = P and Q 2 Rnznz . Then the following equality is valid
E
 
ZTQZ

= zTQz +Trace(QP ):
Proof. The proof is straightforward. In fact, we have
E
 
ZTQZ

= E(Z   z)TQ(Z   z) + E ZTQz+ E zTQZ  zTQz
= E(Z   z)TQ(Z   z) + zTQz
= zTQz + ETrace

Q(Z   z)(Z   z)T

= zTQz +Trace

QE(Z   z)(Z   z)T

= zTQz +Trace(QP ):
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Lemma 5.3. In addition to the hypothesis of Lemma 5.2, we assume that Y is a random
vector such that Z   Z^ and Z^ are independent, where Z^ = EZ  Y . Then it holds that
E
h
ZTQZ
 Z^i = Z^TQZ^ +Trace(QCov(Z   Z^)):
Proof. Using ZTQZ = (Z   Z^)TQ(Z   Z^) + 2Z^TQZ   Z^TQZ^, we get
E
h
ZTQZ
 Z^i = Eh(Z   Z^)TQ(Z   Z^)  Z^i+ 2EhZ^TQZ  Z^i  EhZ^TQZ^  Z^i
= E

(Z   Z^)TQ(Z   Z^)

+ 2Z^QE

Z
 Z^]  Z^TQZ^; (5.7)
because (Z   Z^)TQ(Z   Z^) and Z^ are independent. On the other hand,
E

Z
 Z^] = EZ  E[Z j Y ] = EZ  Y ] = Z^;
and according to Lemma 5.2
E

(Z   Z^)TQ(Z   Z^)

= Trace(QCov(Z   Z^))
since E(Z   Z^) = 0. Inserting these expressions into (5.7) yields the desired conclusion.
We set
V(x^t; t) = min
ut;ut+1;:::;uN 1
E
"
XTNQNXN +
N 1X
t=1
XTt QtXt + u
T
t Rtut
 X^t = x^t# :
For linear systems with Gaussian distributions, X^t = E[XtjYt 1] is a sucient statistic
given Yt 1 and moreover, Xt   X^t and X^t are independent (Astrom [4]). Therefore
V (yt; t) = V(x^t; t). For t = N and PN = Cov(XN   X^N ), we apply Lemma 5.3 to obtain
V(x^N ; N) = E
h
XTNQNXN
 X^N = x^Ni = x^TNQN x^N +Trace(QNPN ): (5.8)
We will show by induction that V(x^; t) has a quadratic form
V(x^; t) = x^TStx^+ st;
with symmetric positive denite matrices St and scalars st. This is true for t = N with
SN = QN ; sN = Trace(QNPN )
in view of (5.8). The recursive equation for V(x^t; t) according to Lemma 5.1 reads as
V(x^t; t) = min
ut
E
h
XTt QtXt + u
T
t Rtut + V(X^t+1; t+ 1)
 X^t = x^ti : (5.9)
We have due to Lemma 5.3
E
h
XTt QtXt
 X^t = x^ti = x^Tt Qtx^t +Trace(QtPt);
and from the well-known Kalman lter
X^t+1 = AtX^t +Btut +Kt(Yt   CtX^t);
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EX^t+1 = AtX^t +Btut;
Pt+1 = Cov X^t+1 = Kt(CtPtC
T
t + Vt)K
T
t :
Substituting these expressions into (5.9) we get
V(x^t; t) = min
ut
E
h
XTt QtXt + u
T
t Rtut
+ (AtX^t +Btut)
TSt+1(AtX^t +Btut) + st+1
 X^t = x^ti
= min
ut
n
x^Tt Qtx^t +Trace(QtPt) + u
T
t Rtut
+ (Atx^t +Btut)
TSt+1(Atx^t +Btut)
+ Trace
 
St+1Kt
 
CtPtC
T
t + Vt

KTt

+ st+1
o
= min
ut
n
utt(B
T
t St+1Bt +Rt)ut + 2u
T
t B
T
t St+1Atx^t + x^
T
t (Qt +A
T
t St+1At)x^
+Trace(QtPt) + Trace
 
St+1Kt
 
CtPtC
T
t + Vt

KTt

+ st+1
o
= x^Tt

Qt +A
T
t St+1At  HT (Rt +BTt St+1Bt) 1H

x^t
+Trace(QtPt) + Trace
 
St+1Kt(CtPtC
T
t + Vt)K
T
t

+ st+1
with H = BTt St+1At as the minimization of a quadratic function, see Section 2.3. The
minimum is attained by
u^t =  (BTt St+1Bt +Rt) 1BTt St+1Atx^t:
Setting
Lt = (B
T
t St+1Bt +Rt)
 1BTt St+1At;
we can write ut =  Ltx^t and
V(x^t; t) =x^Tt

Qt +A
T
t St+1At   LTt (Rt +BTt St+1Bt)Lt

x^t
+Trace(QtPt) + Trace
 
St+1Kt(CtPtC
T
t + Vt)K
T
t

+ st+1:
Identifying with V(x^t; t) = x^Tt Stx^t + st we obtain
St = Qt +A
T
t St+1At   LTt (BTt St+1Bt +Rt)Lt
= Qt + (At  BtLt)TSt+1(At  BtLt) + 2LTt BTt St+1At   2LTt BTt St+1BtLt   LTt RtLt
= Qt + (At  BtLt)TSt+1(At  BtLt)
+ 2LTt B
T
t St+1At   2LTt (BTt St+1Bt +Rt)Lt + LTt RtLt
= Qt + (At  BtLt)TSt+1(At  BtLt) + LTt RtLt
and
st = Trace(QtPt) + Trace
 
St+1Kt(CtPtC
T
t + Vt)K
T
t

+ st+1:
Using the formula of st and evaluating forward the equations V(x^t; t) = x^Tt Stx^t+ st, one
can get the optimal value in the form
V(x^0; 0) =x^T0 S0x^0 +
N 1X
t=0
Trace(QtPt)
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+
N 1X
t=0
Trace
 
St+1Kt(CtPtC
T
t + Vt)K
T
t

+Trace(QNPN ): (5.10)
In order to explore the structure of the value function V(x^0; 0), we will rewrite it. In the
following arguments, we frequently use the fact that Trace(AB) = Trace(BA) for two
matrices A 2 Rnm and B 2 Rmn. Recall that
Pt+1 =Wt +AtPtA
T
t  Kt(CtPtCTt + Vt)KTt ;
St = Qt +A
T
t St+1At   LTt (BTt St+1Bt +Rt)Lt:
Consequently,
Pt+1St+1   PtSt =WtSt+1 +
 
AtPtA
T
t St+1   PtATt St+1At

+ PtL
T
t (B
T
t St+1Bt +Rt)Lt   PtQt  Kt(CtPtCTt + Vt)KTt St+1:
Taking the trace of both sides yields
Trace(Pt+1St+1)  Trace(PtSt) =Trace(WtSt+1) + Trace
 
PtL
T
t (B
T
t St+1Bt +Rt)Lt

  Trace(PtQt)  Trace
 
Kt(CtPtC
T
t + Vt)K
T
t St+1

:
Hence
Trace(PNSN )  Trace(P0S0) =
N 1X
t=0

Trace(Pt+1St+1)  Trace(PtSt)

=
N 1X
t=0
Trace(WtSt+1) +
N 1X
t=0
Trace
 
PtL
T
t (B
T
t St+1Bt +Rt)Lt

 
N 1X
t=0
Trace(PtQt) 
N 1X
t=0
Trace
 
Kt(CtPtC
T
t + Vt)K
T
t St+1

:
Note that SN = QN . It follows that
Trace(QNPN ) +
N 1X
t=0
Trace(QtPt) +
N 1X
t=0
Trace
 
St+1Kt(CtPtC
T
t + Vt)K
T
t

= Trace(P0S0) +
N 1X
t=0
Trace(WtSt+1) +
N 1X
t=0
Trace
 
PtL
T
t (B
T
t St+1Bt +Rt)Lt

:
Comparing to (5.10), we deduce that
V(x^0; 0)
= x^T0 S0x^0 +Trace(P0S0) +
N 1X
t=0
Trace(WtSt+1) +
N 1X
t=0
Trace
 
PtL
T
t (B
T
t St+1Bt +Rt)Lt

= x^T0 S0x^0 +Trace(P0S0) +
N 1X
t=0
Trace(WtSt+1) +
N 1X
t=0
Trace
 
PtL
T
t B
T
t St+1At

: (5.11)
This completes our derivation of LGQ. For more details, see Astrom [4], Chapter 8.
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Remark 5.3. We now take a closer look at the structure of the optimal value (5.11)
and analyze the contributions of various terms. The rst term is the nominal cost. The
second term represents the expense caused by the uncertainty in the initial values x0.
The third term expresses the eect of uncertainties because of disturbances wt. Finally,
with the presence of Pt+1, which is the covariance of the state estimates, the fourth term
is the contribution of the quality of the estimates on the whole course of time. Therefore,
we can reduce the overall cost by improving the quality of the estimates, e.g., reducing the
covariances in a suitable sense. This inspires the study of Dual Control, which takes into
account the uncertainty both at present and in future when determining control actions.
5.5 Dual Control for NMPC
NMPC is a feedback strategy. At each NMPC step, current states and parameters
are estimated by an estimation procedure, such as moving horizon estimation (MHE),
extended Kalman lter (EKF), see e.g., Rawlings and Mayne [71]. These estimates and
ideally their accuracy, e.g., described by the covariance matrix, are given to the next
OCP. Nominal NMPC makes use of only the estimates and not their quality. This may
badly aect the performance control, at least for the moment, and may even result in
infeasibility. Beyond that, nominal control does not take into account the quality of the
estimates in the following steps. The estimates after the arrival of new measurements
may not be suciently improved. At the same time, by using OED, we can increase the
accuracy of the future estimates. In a larger perspective, the question is to determine
which information is available, and how to utilize it for our purpose, see also Bar-Shalom
and Tse [8] for a relevant discussion.
The above arguments lead us to the concept of dual NMPC: A Dual Control problem
which takes the accuracy of current and future estimates into consideration is formulated
and solved at each NMPC step; an estimation procedure gives the estimates with sig-
nicantly improved accuracy to the next OCP. Here arise interesting questions such as:
What is the required accuracy of the estimates in order to have a reliable performance;
and when does nominal NMPC anyway yields controls that are favorable for the estima-
tion problem. The answers to those questions may depend on particular applications.
The examples in Chapter 8 shall illustrate these issues.
As previously mentioned, the exact Dual Control solution according to Lemma 5.1
is not computable in general. Therefore, approximations must be employed, for which
several approaches will be presented in Chapter 6. Recent studies on Dual Control
explore the use of OED, e.g., Lucia and Paulen [58] for robust NMPC, Heirung et
al. [37] for input-output systems, and La et al. [53, 54] using a sensitivity approach,
demonstrating the advantages of using dual NMPC. A real-time implementation of such
strategies, especially for nonlinear systems, is numerically challenging. Hence there is a
need for advanced numerical methods in order to make dual NMPC applicable. With
increasing computational power and advanced algorithms, e.g., Korkel [46], Bock et al.
[12], this is can be eciently tackled. In this work, we go a rst step in this direction
by a prototype implementation in MATLAB which allows us to test the functionality of
our approaches on various problems from classics to sophisticated applications in vehicle
control and chemical engineering.
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5.6 Dual Control and a formulation of sequential Optimal
Experimental Design
In the nonlinear case, the computed optimal design often depends on the value of the
parameters. This can be seen through the following example.
Example 5.1. Find an optimal design with respect to the A-criterion based on one
measurement (x) = x at t = 1 for estimating the scalar parameter p in the following
model
_x(t) =  pux(t); t 2 [0; 1]; x(0) = x0
with x(t) 2 R is the scalar state, u 2 R a constant control on [0; 1]. Obviously x(t) =
x0e
 put. The information matrix is scalar and has the form
M(p; u) =

@x
@p
(1)
2
= x20u
2e 2up:
For xed p, the OED problem is to nd u in order to maximize M(p; u). By dieren-
tiating, one can easily obtain the optimal control is u = 1=p. Thus the optimal design
depends on the value of the parameter.
The OED is solved for a particular estimate of the parameter that is dierent from
the true value. Hence one of the fundamental questions of nonlinear OED is how to take
the uncertainty in the estimates into account when designing experiments.
One approach is to model parameters as random variables with some a priori dis-
tribution. For example, suppose that p has the probability density function (p). The
objective function for OED could be the average performance
J(p; u) = EK (C(p; u)) =
Z
Rnp
K (Cp)(p)dp: (5.12)
The case (p) = (p p0), where  is the Dirac delta measure, corresponds to the nominal
case, i.e., the parameter is assumed to be known with a deterministic value p0. The prior
distribution (p) often comes from expert knowledge or from previous experiments. This
is plausible since estimates based on measurements with random errors are also random.
The average performance index (5.12) fails to include the possibility to reestimate
the parameters when new measurements arrive. In practice, it is benecial to do OED
sequentially. Roughly speaking, we do OED for the a priori estimate p0 of the parameters.
After computing the control action u0, applying it to the process, we take measurements
at t1. Using available measurements, we obtain a new estimate, denoted by p1. New
control actions are computed by solving an OED problem with respect to p1. It is
expected that p1 is more accurate than p0, hence the performance of OED will be
improved. The process is repeated until no measurement is allowed. (cf. Korkel [47],
Pronzato and Pazman [68])
In this manner, the problem of sequential OED, also called online OED is closely
related to the Dual Control problem. However there are some diculties. First the
objective function now changes into K (C(p; u)) which is not additive in the sense of
being a sum of expressions containing uk. Secondly we cannot obtain an LQG because the
system is often nonlinear in the parameters and the objective function is not quadratic.
Furthermore, so far we have the Dynamic Programming equation (5.3) only for additive
objective functions. To overcome these diculties, we shall reformulate the sequential
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design problem in such a way that the Dynamic Programming principle is applicable.
For the sake of a unied presentation, constant parameters p are considered as states by
setting pk+1 = pk with p0 = p. The problem of sequential OED is treated with respect
to the initial value x0.
Concretely we consider system (5.1) where we explicitly assume that "k  N (0; I).
We would like to design an optimal experiment to estimate the uncertain initial value
x0. The information matrix corresponding to N measurements takes the form
MN (x0; u) =
NX
k=1

dk
dx0
(xk)
T dk
dx0
(xk)

:
The goal of OED is to nd the control sequence to minimize a scalar function K1(MN ).
We augment the system (5.1) by introducing additional variables z1k; z
2
k 2 Rnxnx (cf.
Korkel [49])
z1k+1 =
@k+1
@xk+1
(xk+1)

@xk+1
@xk
(xk)

z1k;
z2k+1 = z
2
k + (z
1
k)
T z1k; t = 0; 1; :::; N   1
with the initial conditions z10 = Inx ; z20 = 0. Note that z1k+1 is just
dk+1
dx0
but is expressed
in the form that depends only on (xk; z
1
k; z
2
k). The objective function can now be written
in the form JN (u) = K1(z
2
N ) which is a special additive function. The recursive equation
for the value function of this augmented problem according to Lemma 5.3 reads as
V (yN ; N) = E

K1(z
2
N )
 YN = yN	 ;
V (yt; t) = min
uk
E

Vk+1(Yt+1)
 Yt = yt	 ; t = N   1; N   2; :::; 0:
In practice, experiments may be carried out in a long or innite time duration. We can
apply the dual NMPC strategy with receding horizon. The computational expense is
highly demanding due to the fact that K1(MN (x0; u)) contains sensitivities of the states
with respect to the parameters, and even second derivatives for algorithms which use
gradients of the objective function.
Chapter 6
Dual Control for NMPC from an
OED Point of View
In Chapter 5, we pointed out the two fundamental properties of Dual Control: per-
formance control and information gain. We shall devise in this chapter strategies that
eectively explore these properties on the one hand and are computationally tractable
on the other hand.
We rst investigate the propagation of uncertainties along time in two scenarios: with
and without measurements. This is carried out by approximating the expectation and
the covariance of the states as well as of the objective value. The linear case admits an
explicit representation of solutions, while approximations are needed for the nonlinear
case. After that, we will present the penalization approach and the two stage-approach.
Other approaches in literature are also discussed and analyzed.
The system under consideration reads as
_x(t) = f(t; x(t); u(t); w(t)); t 2 [t0; tf ]; (6.1)
x(t0) = x0;
X(t0) = X0; EX0 = m0; CovX0 = 0;
EW (t) = 0; Cov(W (t);W (s)) = w(t)(t  s); for s  t;
Cov(X0;W (t)) = 0 for t  t0:
Here x(t) 2 Rnx are states, u(t) 2 U  Rnu are controls and w(t) 2 Rnx are random
disturbances. Furthermore we write X(t), W (t) for random vectors together with their
realizations x(t) and w(t), respectively. The initial values X0 is a random vector with
known expectation x0 and known covariance 0. The expectation and covariance of
W (t) are also known. Here () denotes the Dirac delta function. Especially we assume
that X0 andW (t) are uncorrelated. Note that we have not made any assumptions on the
type of distributions. For the time being, we are interested in the two common statistics
of random vectors: the expectation and the covariance. First we treat an OCP with the
objective function of the Mayer type
min(x(tf )) (6.2)
subject to (6.1) for a scalar function  : Rnx ! R.
As in Chapter 5, wherever a random vector is denoted by a capital letter, its real-
ization will be denoted by the corresponding small one.
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6.1 Propagation of uncertainties for linear systems with-
out measurements
For simplicity as well as for motivation, we consider the linear system
_x(t) = A(t)x(t) +B(t)u(t) +D(t)w(t): (6.3)
where A(t) 2 Rnxnx , B(t) 2 Rnxnu and D(t) 2 Rnxnx are deterministic. Suppose
that the control u() is given. Set m(t) = EX(t) and
(t) = Cov(X(t)) = E[X(t) m(t)][X(t) m(t)]T :
Lemma 6.1. (Bryson and Ho [14]) The expectation and the covariance of X(t) evolve
as follows (
_m(t) = A(t)m(t) +B(t)u(t); t 2 [t0; tf ];
m(t0) = EX0
(6.4)
and (
_(t) = A(t)(t) + (t)AT (t) +D(t)wD
T (t); t 2 [t0; tf ];
(t0) = 0:
(6.5)
Proof. Let F (t; s) denote the fundamental matrix of (6.3), i.e., F (t; s) = exp
R t
s A(s)ds,
which is deterministic and satises
d
dt
F (t; s) = A(t)F (t; s)
and F (t; t) = Inx-the identity matrix of size nx. It is well-known that X(t) admits the
representation
X(t) = F (t; t0)X0 +
Z t
t0
F (t; s)[B(s)u(s) +D(s)W (s)]ds:
Therefore, the mean of X(t) is
m(t) = F (t; t0)x0 +
Z t
t0
F (t; s)B(s)u(s)ds+
Z t
t0
F (t; s)D(s)EW (s)ds
= F (t; t0)x0 +
Z t
t0
F (t; s)B(s)u(s)ds
since EW (s) = 0. Taking the derivatives with respect to t yields
_m(t) =
d
dt
F (t; t0)x0 +
Z t
t0
d
dt
F (t; s)B(s)u(s)ds+ F (t; t)B(t)u(t)
=A(t)F (t; t0)x0 +A(t)
Z t
t0
F (t; s)B(s)u(s)ds+B(t)u(t)
=A(t)

F (t; t0)x0 +
Z t
t0
F (t; s)B(s)u(s)ds

+B(t)u(t)
=A(t)m(t) +B(t)u(t):
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This proves (6.4). We now derive the equation for the covariance. It follows from
X(t) m(t) = F (t; t0)(X0   x0) +
Z t
t0
F (t; s)D(s)W (s)ds
that
(t) =E [X(t) m(t)] [X(t) m(t)]T
=F (t; t0)E

(X0   x0)(X0   x0)T

F T (t; t0)
+ E
Z t
t0
F (t; s)D(s)W (s)ds
Z t
t0
W T (s)DT (s)F T (t; s)ds
+
Z t
t0
F (t; t0)E

(X0   x0)W T (s)

D(s)F T (t; s)ds
+
Z t
t0
F (t; s)D(s)E

W (s)(X0   x0)T

F T (t; t0)ds
=F (t; t0)0F
T (t; t0) + E
Z t
t0
F (t; s)D(s)W (s)ds
Z t
t0
W T (s)DT (s)F T (t; s)ds:
We have used E

(X0   x0)W T (s)

= 0 since X0 and W (s) are independent. Taking the
derivatives of the both sides we obtain
_(t) =
d
dt
F (t; t0)0F
T (t; t0) + F (t; t0)0
d
dt
F T (t; t0)
+ E
Z t
t0
d
dt
F (t; s)D(s)W (s)ds
Z t
t0
W T (s)DT (s)F T (t; s)ds
+ E
Z t
t0
F (t; s)D(s)W (s)ds
Z t
t0
W T (s)DT (s)
d
dt
F T (t; s)ds
+ EF (t; t)D(t)W (t)
Z t
t0
W T (s)DT (s)F T (t; s)ds
+ E
Z t
t0
F (t; s)D(s)W (s)ds
T
W (t)DT (t)F T (t; t)
=A(t)

F (t; t0)0F
T (t; t0) + E
Z t
t0
F (t; s)D(s)W (s)ds
Z t
t0
W T (s)DT (s)F T (t; s)ds

+

F (t; t0)0F
T (t; t0) + E
Z t
t0
F (t; s)D(s)W (s)ds
Z t
t0
W T (s)DT (s)F T (t; s)ds

AT (t)
+D(t)
Z t
t0
E[W (t)W T (s)]DT (s)F T (t; s)ds+
Z t
t0
F (t; s)D(s)E[W (s)W T (t)]dsDT (t):
The two terms on the last line can be computed by means of integrals with the Dirac
delta function. In fact, we haveZ b
a
g(s)(b  s)ds = g(b)
2
for any function g(s) and real numbers a < b. Therefore
D(t)
Z t
t0
E[W (t)W T (s)]DT (s)F T (t; s)ds = D(t)
Z t
t0
w(t)(t  s)(s)DT (s)F T (t; s)ds
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=
1
2
D(t)w(t)D
T (t)F T (t; t) =
1
2
D(t)w(t)D
T (t)
Similarly Z t
t0
F (t; s)D(s)E[W (s)W T (t)]dsDT (t) =
1
2
D(t)w(t)D
T (t)
All together, we obtain
_(t) = A(t)(t) + (t)AT (t) +D(t)w(t)D
T (t):
The proof is complete.
It is worth noting that the covariance of X(t) is independent of its expectation and
the control u(). Now our interest is to use some scalarization of this covariance matrix.
To this end, we rst prove a simple lemma.
Lemma 6.2. Suppose that Y (tf ) = a
TX(tf ) where a 2 Rnx is a given deterministic
vector. Then the variance of Y (tf ) can be computed via
Cov Y (tf ) = 
T (t0)0(t0) +
Z tf
t0
T (t)D(t)w(t)D
T (t)(t)dt; (6.6)
where (t) satises
_(t) =  AT (t)(t); t 2 (t0; tf ); (tf ) = a: (6.7)
Proof. Let  : [t0; tf ]! Rnx be dened as in (6.7). We have
Cov Y (tf ) = Cov(a
TX(tf )) = a
T Cov(X(tf ))a = (tf )
T(tf )(tf ):
In this form, using (6.5) we deduce that
Cov Y (tf ) =
T (t0)(t0)(t0) +
Z tf
t0
d
dt
 
T (t)(t)(t)

dt
=T (t0)0(t0) +
Z tf
t0
_T (t)(t)(t)dt+
Z tf
t0
T (t)(t) _(t)dt
+
Z tf
t0
T (t) _(t)(t)dt
=T (t0)0(t0) +
Z tf
t0
_T (t)(t)(t)dt+
Z tf
t0
T (t)(t) _(t)dt
+
Z tf
t0
T (t)

A(t)(t) + (t)AT (t) +D(t)w(t)D
T (t)

(t)dt
=T (t0)0(t0) +
Z tf
t0
T (t)D(t)w(t)D
T (t)(t)dt
+
Z tf
t0
h
_(t) +AT (t)(t)
iT
(t)(t)dt+
Z tf
t0
T (t)(t)
h
_(t) +AT (t)(t)
i
dt:
Because _(t) =  AT (t)(t); t 2 [t0; tf ], the formula for Cov Y (tf ) reduces to (6.6).
This completes the proof.
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To approximate the variance of the objective function (x(tf )) of (6.2), one can use
a linear approximation of (x(tf )) around m(tf ) = EX(tf ),
(X(tf ))  a(X(tf )) = (m(tf )) + @
@x
(m(tf ))(X(tf ) m(tf ));
and obtain
Cov(X(tf ))  Cov Y (tf ) (6.8)
where Y (tf ) =
@
@x (m(tf ))X(tf ). Then (t) according to (6.7) satises
_(t) =  AT (t)(t); t 2 (t0; tf ); (tf ) =

@
@x
T
(m(tf ))
which is exactly the adjoint variables that fulll the PMP.
For objective functions containing both a Mayer term and a Lagrange term such as
J(x0; u) = (x(tf )) +
Z tf
t0
L(t; x(t); u(t))dt;
one can introduce auxiliary variables to arrive at the Mayer case and then employ the
above approximation. In fact, set z(t) = (x(t); xa(t)) with xa(t) satises
_xa(t) = L(t; x(t); u(t)); xa(t0) = 0:
The new objective function is of Mayer type like (6.2)
Jz(x0; u) = (x(tf )) + xa(tf ):
6.2 Propagation of uncertainties for linear systems with
measurements
In addition to (6.3) we consider measurements of the form
y(t) = C(t)x(t) + v(t);
where v(t)  N (0; R(t)), R(t)  0. We shall use the PMP to derive the Kalman-Bucy
lter. For this purpose, we consider an optimal linear unbiased estimator of the form
_^x(t) = A(t)x^(t) +B(t)u(t) +K(t) [y(t)  C(t)x^(t)] :
with the initial condition X^(t0) = X0. Here K(t) are gain matrices that need to be
determined. The error estimate e(t) = x(t)  x^(t) satises
_e(t) = A(t)(x(t)  x^(t)) K(t)[C(t)x(t) + v(t)  C(t)x^(t)]
= [A(t) K(t)C(t)](x(t)  x^(t)) K(t)v(t)
= [A(t) K(t)C(t)]e(t) K(t)v(t);
and e(t0) = 0. It follows that
d
dt
Ee(t) = [A(t) K(t)C(t)]Ee(t) +K(t)Ev(t) = [A(t) K(t)C(t)]Ee(t):
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This is a linear system with the initial condition Ee(t0) = 0. Therefore Ee(t) = 0
for t  t0. Similar to the proof of Lemma 6.1, we have that, the error covariance
(t) = Ee(t)eT (t), which is also the covariance of the state estimates, fullls
_(t) = [A(t) K(t)C(t)](t) + (t)[A(t) K(t)C(t)]T +K(t)R(t)KT (t): (6.9)
The gain matrix K(t) is now chosen to minimize the expectation of the squares error
min
K(t)
EeT (t)e(t) = TraceE(e(t)eT (t)) = Trace(t):
subject to (6.9). Considering K(t) as a control function, we will use the PMP to nd an
optimal K(t). The Hamiltonian of this optimal control problem is
H(;K; t;) =
X
i;j
ijFij = Trace(F)
where F is the right hand side of (6.9). The adjoint variables (t) satisfy
_(t) =  @H
@
=  T (t)[A(t) K(t)C(t)]  [A(t) K(t)C(t)]T(t)
with the nal time conditions (tf ) = In. One can easily see that (t) is positive denite.
Applying the PMP, we obtain
0 =
@H
@K
=  (t)(t)CT (t)  T (t)(t)CT
+ (t)K(t)R(t) + T (t)K(t)R(t):
It follows from the positive symmetric property of (t) that
 2(t)(t)CT (t) + 2(t)K(t)R(t) = 0:
Therefore
K(t) = (t)CT (t)R 1(t):
The ODE (6.9) for the error covariance can be rewritten as
_(t) = A(t)(t) + (t)AT (t)  (t)CT (t)R 1(t)C(t)(t)
with the initial conditions (0) = CovX0. In summary, we have proved
Lemma 6.3. (Bryson and Ho [14]) The optimal linear unbiased estimate x^(t) of x(t) is
determined by
_^x(t) = A(t)x^(t) +B(t)u(t) +K(t)(y(t)  C(t)x^(t)); x^(0) = EX0;
_(t) = A(t)(t) + (t)AT (t)  (t)CT (t)R 1(t)C(t)(t); (0) = CovX0;
with the gain matrix K(t) = (t)CT (t)R 1(t).
Remark 6.1. For nonlinear systems (6.1), we perform a linearization around some
reference trajectory, say x(t); u(t) and w0(t) = 0. System (6.1) is approximated by the
linear system (6.3) with
A(t) =
@f
@x
(t; x(t); u(t); 0); B(t) =
@f
@u
(t; x(t); u(t); 0); D(t) =
@f
@w
(t; x(t); u(t); 0):
The variance of (x(tf )) is approximated as in (6.8) accordingly.
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In the remainder of this chapter, we present several practical approaches to Dual
Control for nonlinear models. They rest on approximations of nonlinearity and co-
variance matrix. One of the conventional methods is to linearize the nonlinear system
and apply Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG). Other sophisticated methods are based
on OED. The reader can review Chapter 4 for an introduction to OED and especially
Section 4.5 for OED with controls.
6.3 Nonlinear Systems and Linear Quadratic Gaussian
Consider a nonlinear, deterministic system
_x = g(t; x(t); u(t)); t 2 (t0; tf ) (6.10)
with the initial condition x(0) = x0. The desired control u(t) and the desired trajectory
x(t) are chosen. The goal is to design a control policy so that (6.10) tracks these reference
solutions. To this end, we introduce the variables x(t) and u(t) which represent the
correction to the reference solutions. Set
A(t) =
@g
@x
(t; x(t); u(t)); B(t) =
@g
@u
(t; x(t); u(t)):
If present, the measurement function (xt) is also linearized with C(t) =
@
@x(x(t)). The
weighting matrices Q(t)  0; R(t)  0 are selected. We then solve the LQG problem
min
u
J(u) = (x(tf )) +
Z tf
t0

(x(t))TQ(t)x(t) + (u(t))TR(t)u(t)

dt
subject to
 _x(t) = A(t)x(t) +B(t)u(t) + w(t);
together with the measurements
y(t) = C(t)x(t) + v(t):
Consequently, we obtain an optimal control law u(t) =  L(t)x(t). The actual
controls that are applied to the real system are u(t) = u(t) + u(t).
In order to implement this scheme in practice, we need eective methods to compute
the derivatives of f() and () with respect to states and control. To handle this problem
one can use automatic dierentiation techniques (Walther and Griewank [85]). Consider
the case when x(t); u(t) are constant, i.e., x(t)  x0 2 Rnx , u(t)  u0 2 Rnu . We then
obtain a time-invariant system for which these derivatives are evaluated only at (x0; u0).
The computational eort is thus drastically reduced.
Random vectors w(t); v(t) might be chosen based on linearization errors. The choice
of the weighting matrices may depend on particular situations. For more details on the
practical use of LQG, consult Athans [5].
6.4 New approaches to Dual Control
In this section, we propose novel approaches to attack the Dual Control problem. Based
on the sensitivities of the optimal objective value with respect to parameters and ini-
tial states, we approximate its variance and try to reduce it. In connection with the
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soft-constraint strategy, reduction of the variance can increase the probability of state
constraint fulllment.
For numerical treatments of OCPs, we pursue a direct approach. This means, we
rst discretize controls and states, transform the problem into nonlinear programs, then
use state-of-the-art numerical methods to solve the discretized problem. Suppose that
the OCP in consideration reads as
J(x0; u) = (x(tf )) +
Z tf
t0
L(t; x(t); u(t))dt; (6.11)
subject to
_x(t) = f(t; x(t); u(t)); t  0; x(t0) = x0: (6.12)
We can also have a measurement function  : Rnx ! Rny together with noisy measure-
ments y(t) 2 Rny given by
y(t) = (x(t)) + "(t)
where "(t) is measurement noise, assumed to be white noise.
Let   0 and u() be given. Denote by x(t; ; x0; u()) the solution of (6.12) with
x() = x0. Consider a sampling grid t0 < t1 < t2 < ::: < tN = tf . As explained in
Section 1.1, the continuous time OCP (6.11){(6.12) can be transformed into a discrete
time OCP of the form
min
u0;:::;uN 1
FN (xN ) +
N 1X
k=0
Lk(xk; uk) (6.13)
subject to
xk+1 = fk(xk; uk); k = 0; 1; 2; :::; N   1 (6.14)
with x0 given. In addition, measurements at sampling points have the form
yk = (xk) + "k; k = 1; 2; :::; N   1
where "k = "(tk). We assume without loss of generality that "k  N (0; I).
For this reason, and also in agreement with Chapter 5, Dual Control methods will
be presented in discrete time form. Recall that u`i with integers i; ` denotes (ui; :::; u`).
For readability we recall basic facts about OED. Let i  0 be xed. Let i  0 be
xed. Suppose that ui+N 1i is given and the states xi are to be estimated. Furthermore,
there is prior information about xi in form of an initial estimate x
0
i together with a prior
covariance matrix i, assumed to be positive denite. The least-squares (LS) method
for parameter estimation based on measurements yk; k = i+ 1; i+ 2; :::; i+N reads as
min
xi
1
2
(xi   x0i )T 1i (xi   x0i ) +
1
2
i+NX
k=i+1
kyk   (xk)k2 : (6.15)
subject to (6.14). The information matrix is dened to be
M(xi; u
i+N 1
i ) = 
 1
i +
i+NX
k=i+1

d
dxi
(xk)
T  d
dxi
(xk)

: (6.16)
Since i is positive denite, so is M(xi; u
i+N 1
i ). We dene the covariance matrix by
(xi; u
i+N 1
i ) =M
 1(xi; ui+N 1i ):
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OED aims to minimize some scalar function K ((xi; u
i+N 1
i )) of the covariance matrix
by choosing the control u suitably, see La et al. [55],
min
ui+N 1i
K ((xi; u
i+N 1
i )): (6.17)
Popular criteria include the A-criterion: K () = 1nxTrace(); the D-criterion: K () =
(det())
1
nx . In the following, we pay special attention to the G-criterion in square root
form: K () =
p
gTg with a given vector g 2 Rn.
Let 0  i < ` be xed. Associated with (6.14), the following OCP is considered
min
u
J(xi; u
`
i ; i; `) = F`(x`) +
X`
k=i
Lk(xk; uk): (P (xi; i; `))
Assume that for each xi, OCP (P (xi; i; `)) is solvable with the optimal value J
(xi; i; `).
For brevity, we write J(xi; u
`
i) = J(xi; u
`
i ; i; `) and J
(xi) = J(xi; i; `) when i; ` are
already specied. Regarding the uncertainty in xi, we would like to strike a balance
between the objective of OCP (P (xi; i; `)) and the objective of OED (6.17). To this end,
we compute the sensitivities of the optimal value with respect to the initial states
xi = rxiJ(xi):
We consider Xi as a random vector with mean xi and covariance i. Using a Taylor
expansion of J(Xi) around xi, we obtain,
J(Xi)  J(xi) = xTi (Xi   xi) +R(kXi   xik);
where the remainder R(r) = o(r). It follows that
VarJ(Xi) =E

J(Xi)  J(xi)
2
= E

xTi (Xi   xi)(Xi   xi)T xi

+ 2E

xTi (Xi   xi)R(kXi   xik)

+ ER(kXi   xik)2
=xTi E

(Xi   xi)(Xi   xi)T

xi + o(E kXi   xik2)
=xTi ixi + o(E kXi   xik2)  xTi ixi:
The third equality holds because of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for expectations and
the Lebesgue dominated convergence for passing the limit through the integral sign. Note
that i is the initial covariance of Xi. In the framework of NMPC, we apply the rst
Nc elements of the computed control sequence. After measurements and estimation,
a new covariance matrix (xi; u
i+Nc 1
i ) for xi can be obtained. We are interested in
the variance of the optimal objective value with respect to the new estimates, which
can be interpreted as a predictive variance. The predictive standard deviation is then
approximated by p
Var J(Xi) 
q
xTi (xi; u
i+Nc 1
i )xi:
Our idea is to reduce the predictive standard deviation, which in turn reduces the covari-
ance of the estimated parameters. This is closely related to the G-criterion with g = xi.
In addition, if xTi (xi; u
i+Nc 1
i )xi is suciently small, i.e., the objective value is insen-
sitive to the uncertainty of the initial states, we can safely ignore the predictive standard
deviation.
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6.4.1 Penalization approach
We can now balance the two objectives of Dual Control: The rst objective is to minimize
the nominal cost function. The second objective is to reduce the predictive standard
deviation caused by the uncertain initial states. Guided by bi-objective optimization, we
consider the following weighted sum as a modied objective function
Jd(xi; u
`
i) = J(xi; u
`
i) + 
q
xTi (xi; u
`
i)xi
where  is a nonnegative constant. Using the analysis above, we can give a statistical
background for this approach and bounds for the actual controller performance with
respect to the original objective together with a guideline to choose  appropriately
based on the distribution of J(Xi; u
`
i). For instance, assume that J(Xi; u
`
i) is a Gaussian
random variable. As
q
xTi (xi; u
`
i)xi is an approximation of the standard deviation of
J(Xi; u
`
i), the weight  corresponds to a quantile of its distribution. To each 0 <  < 1,
we choose  so that Jd(xi; u
`
i) accounts for a condence interval with condence level
. Statistically, this means that if we are to draw many random values of xi from the
distribution of Xi, then
J(xi; u
`
i)  Jd(xi; u`i) with probability  (6.18)
for any feasible u`i , where xi denotes the true value of xi (consult e.g., Rice [73] for the
meaning of a condence interval). Suppose that the OCP with the objective function
Jd(xi; u
`
i) has a solution u
`d
i with the optimal value J

d (xi). Similarly OCP (P (xi; i; `)
has a solution u`i with the optimal value J
(xi). Choosing u`i = u
`d
i in (6.18) yields
J(xi; u
`d
i )  Jd(xi; u`di ) = Jd (xi) with probability :
Further it follows from the optimality of u`i that
J(xi) = J(xi; u`i )  J(xi; u`di )  Jd (xi) with probability :
In other words, the interval [J(xi); Jd (xi)] is a condence interval with condence level
 for the realized controller performance J(xi; u
`d
i ). In a special case,  = 0:95 leads
to the choice  = 1:96. Thus, Jd (xi) provides a reliable upper bound for J(xi; u
`d
i ).
Moreover increasing the values of  will increase the reliability but may worsen this
upper bound. We remark that the distribution of J(Xi; u
`
i) might be more complicated
than Gaussian, hence a suitable choice of  needs to be investigated carefully in the
general case.
Penalization dual NMPC algorithm Choose integers 0 < Nc  Nd  N , tolerance
tol > 0, weight  > 0. The estimate x0 is given together with an invertible prior
covariance matrix 0. Set i = 0.
1. Solve OCP P (xi; i; i+N) to get the nominal optimal value J
(xi) and nominal
optimal control sequence u = (ui ; :::; u

i+N 1). Compute the sensitivity
xi = rxiJ(xi):
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2. (Dual OCP) If xTi ixi  tol, set u = (ui ; :::; ui+N 1). Go to 3.
If xTi ixi > tol, nd a control sequence u = (u

i ; :::; u

i+N 1) that solves the
following OCP
min
ui+N 1i
J(xi; u
i+N 1
i ) + 
q
xTi (xi; u
i+Nd 1
i )xi; (6.19)
subject to (6.14) starting from k = i. Here (xi; u
i+Nd 1
i ) is computed based on
only Nd new measurements, (xi; u
i+Nd 1
i ) =M
 1(xi; ui+Nd 1i ) with
M(xi; u
i+Nd 1
i ) = 
 1
i +
i+NdX
k=i+1

d
dxi
(xk)

d
dxi
(xk)
T
: (6.20)
3. Apply ui+Nc 1i = (u

i ; :::; u

i+Nc 1) to the system.
4. (MHE) Take new measurements yi+1; yi+2; :::; yi+Nc and estimate the states x^i by
solving a least-squares problem of the form
min
x^i
1
2
(x^i   xi)T 1i (x^i   xi) +
1
2
i+NcX
k=i+1
kyk   (x^k)k2 (6.21)
subject to (6.14), i.e., x^k+1 = fk(x^k; u

k) for k = i; :::; i+Nc   1. Approximate the
covariance of x^i+Nc by
^i+Nc =

dxi+Nc
dxi
T
(x^i; u
i+Nc 1
i )
dxi+Nc
dxi
:
Set i = i+Nc, xi = x^i, i = ^i.
Stop, if the nal time is met, else go to 1.
Henceforth, we call N the prediction horizon, Nc the control horizon and Nd the dual
horizon. The reason for choosing Nc  Nd  N can be claried as follows. At each
NMPC step, Nc measurements are to be obtained. The number of measurements Nd
used for OED, which are supposed to be taken, should be greater than or equal to the
actual taken measurements Nc but not greater than the prediction horizon N .
Remark 6.2. There are variants for MHE depending on the allowed sample sizes and
on the way to weight the a priori covariance matrix i, see e.g., Kuhl et al. [50].
6.4.2 Two-stage approach
This approach is dierent from the penalization approach in that, instead of weight ,
we choose an objective investment 0 <  < 1, usually small and instead of OCP (6.19)
in Step 2, we solve the following OCP
min
ui+N 1i
xTi (xi; u
i+N 1
i )xi; (6.22)
subject to (6.14) and
J(ui+N 1i ; xi)  (1 + sign(J(xi)))J(xi) (6.23)
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or
J(ui+N 1i ; xi)  J(xi) + : (6.24)
When jJ(xi)j is much smaller than 1, the choice of constraint (6.24) may be more
appropriate. Otherwise, (6.23) is preferable. Moreover, it is expected that constraint
(6.23) and (6.24) are active in the solution of the corresponding OCP.
Remark 6.3. The above algorithms can be naturally extended for batch NMPC.
6.5 Other approaches
A naive path to Dual Control is to deal with OED and optimal control separately. This
means that for the rst several steps, we minimize a positive scalar function of the
covariance matrix, i.e.,
min
ui+N 1i
K ((xi; u
i+N 1
i )):
We call this approach naive Dual Control because it spends all the eort at the beginning
to handle the uncertainties in the unknown parameters and states. It might be expected
to be robust in the sense that the estimates get accurate quickly, ensuring constraints
with high probability. However, this approach completely ignores the performance con-
trol, and hence, is likely to worsen the overall performance. A slight modication is to
solve
min
ui+N 1i
J(xi; u
i+N 1
i ) + K ((xi; u
i+N 1
i ))
with some positive constant . A big  expresses our willingness to sacrice the original
objective in exchange for more information. The choice of  is critically important.
An obvious shortcoming of approaches which use the conventional criteria from OED
is that they pay no attention to the eect of unknown parameters on the objective
function. They aim at achieving estimates with excessively high accuracy that might
not be necessary for the time being or even when some of the parameters have no eect on
the objective function for a long period. The eort to improve the accuracy of estimates
is used at the wrong time and the information gain task is misused. This may degrade
the overall performance.
The above mentioned drawback can be avoided by making use of sensitivity analysis.
This helps to determine when and how strongly uncertain parameters aect the objective
function. For this purpose, we compute the derivatives of the optimal objective value
with respect to the parameters. This is the underpinning for our approaches presented
in Section 6.4.
Chapter 7
Partial Stability for Nonlinear
Model Predictive Control
While the theory of stability for nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC) has been
under extensive study, partial stability is apparently overlooked. In this chapter we apply
the concept of partial stability in order to extend several results for the stability analysis
of NMPC and investigate the behavior of NMPC for dynamic systems with uncertain
parameters. Partial stability for NMPC is established without using terminal costs nor
terminal constraints. Numerical examples are provided to illustrate the obtained results.
7.1 Introduction
Nonlinear Model Predictive Control (NMPC) has become the predominant advanced
control methodology in recent years. Together with numerical methods, stability analy-
sis for NMPC is widely studied. Stability criteria have been devised for various NMPC
scenarios, including innite horizon control, receding horizon control with zero termi-
nal constraints, Mayne and Michalska [60],[61]; quadratic terminal costs with regional
terminal constraints, Chen and Allgower [17]; general terminal costs which are control
Lyapunov functions, Fontes [29], Jadbabaie and Hauser [41]. See also Findeisen et al.
[28], Rawlings and Mayne [71], Grune and Pannek [36] for comprehensive overviews.
Very recent studies concern stability of NMPC without constraints, e.g., Jadbabaie et
al. [42], Reble and Allgower [72], Grune [35]. For stability analysis, we consider the
following NMPC setup. The dynamic system is given by:
_x(t) = f(t; x(t); u(t)); t  0; (7.1)
where x(t) 2 X  Rn, u(t) 2 U  Rnu ; with 0 2 U; 0 2 X and f(t; 0; 0) = 0 for all
t. Choose T > 0 as a prediction horizon. For each t; x0, consider the following optimal
control problem (OCP)
min
x();u()
Z t+T
t
L(x(); u())d;
s.t. _x() = f(; x(); u());   t;
x(t) = x0;
u() 2 U; x() 2 X; 8  t:
(PT (t; x
0))
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Control and state bounds can be enforced via the sets U and X, which we assume to be
closed. The function L : Rn  Rnu ! R+ is often assumed to satisfy
L(0; 0) = 0; L(x; u)  (kxk) 8 x 2 X;u 2 U; (7.2)
with some  2 K1 to be dened in Section 7.2.
For each t; x0, suppose that (PT (t; x
0)) has a unique solution with the optimal con-
trols and states uT;t;x0(), x

T;t;x0() and the optimal value VT (t; x
0). Take a sampling
time Ts < T and the grid tk = kTs, k = 0; 1; 2; ::: We consider the following NMPC
scheme with sampling.
0. Set k = 0.
1. Estimate state x^(tk).
2. Solve (PT (tk; x^(tk))).
3. Apply u(t) = uT;tk;x^(tk)(t), t 2 [tk; tk+1) to the process.
4. Set k = k + 1 and go to 1.
For nominal stability analysis of NMPC schemes, it is assumed that the estimates x^(tk)
coincide with the true values. Our setup does not impose any terminal costs or terminal
constraints needed in [60, 61, 17, 28]. In fact, it is the state-of-the-art setup which is re-
cently studied in [34, 72, 35]. However, assumption (7.2) which relies on the coerciveness
of L with respect to the complete x may be too restrictive, e.g., for economic NMPC,
which becomes more and more popular, Diehl et al. [20], Grune [35]. While there is
rich literature on nominal stability, the problem of partial stability for NMPC seems to
be overlooked. In this chapter, we will use partial stability to weaken assumption (7.2).
Moreover, for systems with uncertain parameters and disturbances, the estimates of un-
certain parameters may not converge to the true values. It is often the case that, when
the states enter a certain region, they provide less and less information to estimate the
parameters. One of our goals is to apply the theory of partial stability to the stability
analysis for NMPC in such cases. Also when controlling systems under disturbances, we
must ensure that the states are (asymptotically) stable provided that the disturbances
lie within some suitable region. This is related to the problem of robust control and we
will present a treatment of this problem in the framework of partial stability.
The problem of partial stability has been investigated in the theory of dierential
equations. It was initiated by Lyapunov in 1893 but extensively studied only later in the
1960s. Vorotnikov [84] presents a comprehensive study about this subject. Besides the
traditional framework of stability analysis for linear as well as nonlinear systems, Vorot-
nikov [84] also considers problems of stabilization in connection with optimal control
problems.
The chapter is organized as follows. The concepts and main results for partial sta-
bility for dierential equations are presented in Sections 7.2. We then extend these
results to NMPC in Section 7.3, establishing partial stability without terminal costs
nor terminal constraints. In Section 7.4 we discuss the behavior of NMPC for dynamic
systems with uncertain parameters and provide an illustrative numerical example. We
complement the chapter with an appendix for the analytic investigation of the system
considered in Section 7.4.
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For convenience, we introduce the notation that we use throughout this chapter:
By @ : Rn ! Rm we denote a continuous function, which we call the partiality-
mapping of a vector x 2 Rn, e.g., the mapping of x onto its last m components
@x = (xn m+1; xn m+2; :::; xn)T : In addition, R+ denotes the set of all nonnegative
real numbers.
7.2 Partial stability for dierential equations
We consider the following initial value problem (IVP)
_x(t) = (t; x(t));
x(t0) = x
0;
(7.3)
where  : R+  D ! Rn is continuous and locally Lipschitz continuous with respect
to x. Here, D = Rn m  D@ with an open connected subset D@  Rm that contains
the origin 0 2 Rm. The solution of the IVP (7.3) is denoted by x(t;x0; t0) or x(t) if
the initial conditions are already specied. Without loss of generality, we assume that
x = x(t; 0; 0) = 0 for all t  0, i.e., (t; 0) = 0.
Denition 7.1 (Partial stability, Vorotnikov [84]). The solution x = 0 of (7.3) is said
to be @-stable if for each t0  0; " > 0, there exists (t0; ") > 0 such that for all x0 withx0 < (t0; "), we have @x(t;x0; t0) < " for all t  t0:
Denition 7.2 (Vorotnikov [84]). The solution x = 0 of (7.3) is said to be @- asymp-
totically stable if it is @-stable and for each t0, there exists 0(t0) > 0 such that for any
x0 with
x0 < 0(t0), we have
lim
t!1@x(t;x
0; t0) = 0:
We use the direct Lyapunov method to investigate the partial stability of (7.3).
Consider a continuous function V : R+ D ! R+. For t  0; x 2 D, we set
_V (t; x0) = lim inf
h!0+
V (t+ h; x(t+ h;x0; t))  V (t; x0)
h
:
The following lemma is essential for the stability proof.
Lemma 7.1 (LaSalle [56]). If V is continuous in R+ D and with respect to x locally
Lipschitz continuous, then for any t > t0 we have
V (t; x(t;x0; t0))  V (t0; x0) 
Z t
t0
_V (; x( ;x0; t0))d: (7.4)
We now introduce some important classes of functions which make the investigation
of the stability of IVP (7.3) convenient. Dene for R > 0
KR =

 : [0; R)! R+; (0) = 0;  is continuous, strictly increasing	;
with the additional requirement of limr!1 (r) = 1 if R = 1. For each  2 KR,
there exists the inverse of , denoted by  1 : [0; )! [0; R) with  = limr!R  (r) 2
R+ [ f+1g.
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Lemma 7.2. Assume that there exist a continuous function V : [0;1)D ! R+ which
is locally Lipschitz continuous with respect to x and satisfying V (t; 0) = 0 for all t  0,
a constant R > 0, and functions ;  2 KR such that for all t  0, x 2 D, it holds that
(k@xk)  V (t; x) and _V (t; x)   (k@xk):
Then the solution x = 0 of (7.3) is @-asymptotically stable.
Proof. We rst prove that x = 0 is @-stable. Given t0; ", there exists (t0; ") < " such
that V (t0; x
0) < (") for all
x0  (t0; "). The " can be chosen so that x 2 D for all
k@xk  ". Take any x0 with x0 < (t0; "). If it was not true that @x(t;x0; t0) < "
for all t > t0, we could nd t1 > t0 such that for all t0   < t1@x( ;x0; t0) < " and @x(t1;x0; t0) = ": (7.5)
Denote x(t;x0; t0) by x(t). It follows from (7.4) that
V (t1; x(t1))  V (t0; x0) 
Z t1
t0
_V (; x())d
  
Z t1
t0
(k@x()k)d  0: (7.6)
Hence
(k@x(t1)k)  V (t1; x(t1))  V (t0; x0) < ("):
Since  is strictly increasing, k@x(t1)k < ", which is a contradiction to (7.5). Therefore,@x(t;x0; t0) < " for all t > t0 and x = 0 is thus @-stable.
Choose r > 0 so that @x0 2 D@ for all
@x0  r. Because x is @-stable, there
exists 0(t0) = (t0; r) > 0 such that if
x0 < 0(t0), then @x(t;x0; t0) < r for all
t  t0. Since V (t; x(t))  0, we deduce from (7.6) thatZ t
t0
(k@x()k)d  V (t0; x0) for all t  t0:
Consequently, limt!1 (k@x(t)k) = 0. Hence,
lim
t!1@x(t) = 0;
which completes the proof.
The following example, due to LaSalle, see Ballieu and Peier [7] shows that the
asymptotic stability and partial asymptotic stability are not equivalent.
Example 7.1. Consider the following system which models the pendulum with friction(
_x1(t) = x2(t)
_x2(t) =  (2 + et)x2(t)  x1(t):
(7.7)
We set
V (t; x) =
1
2
 
x21 + x
2
2

:
The derivative of V (t; x) along (7.7) is
_V (t; x) = x1x2 + x2( (2 + et)x2   x1) =  (2 + et)x22   2x22:
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Therefore, (7.7) is stable with respect to the whole states. It is also x2  asymptotically
stable due to Lemma 7.2. However, (7.7) is not asymptotically stable with respect to
x1. In fact, let a 6= 0 be an arbitrary real number. The functions
x1(t) = a(1 + e
 t); x2(t) =  ae t
satisfy (7.7) with the initial conditions
x1(0) = 2a; x2(0) =  a:
Clearly
lim
t!+1x1(t) = a:
Hence (7.7) is not asymptotically stable. At the end of the chapter we will show that
the convergence of x1(t) and x2(t) as t!1 is of exponential rate.
7.3 Partial stability for NMPC
By applying partial stability, we can weaken assumption (7.2). In fact, we assume that
L only satises
L(0; 0) = 0; L(x; u)  (k@xk) 8 x 2 X;u 2 U; (7.8)
with some  2 K1. For nonautonomous systems, to ensure that VT (t; x0)  T (
@x0),
we suppose:
(H) There exists an T 2 K1 such that for any t; x0 and u(), x() satisfying (7.1) with
x(t) = x0, we have Z t+T
t
(k@x()k)d  T (
@x0):
It is valid for a wide class of systems, as demonstrated in the following proposition.
Proposition 7.1. (H) holds if f is uniformly bounded and ln((r)) is uniformly contin-
uous in (0;1).
Proof. Take M > 0 such that kf(t; x; u)k < M for all t; x; u. Since ln((r)) is uniformly
continuous for r > 0, there exists  > 0 such that j ln((r1))   ln((r2))j < ln(2) for
r1; r2 > 0; jr1 r2j < . It follows that ln((r1)=(r2)) >   ln(2). Hence, (r1)=(r2) > 12
for r1; r2 > 0; jr1   r2j < .
Choose t0 = min


M ; T
	
. For any t; x0 and t    t+ t0, it is easy to see that@xT;t;x0()  @x0 < M j   tj Mt0  :
Hence (k@xT;t;x0()k)  12(k@x0k) for all t    t+ t0. Consequently
VT (t; x
0) =
Z t+T
t
L(xT;t;x0(); u

T;t;x0())d

Z t+T
t

@xT;t;x0() d

Z t+t0
t

@xT;t;x0() d  12 t0(@x0):
Taking T (r) =
1
2 t
0(r) yields the desired conclusion.
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Lemma 7.3. Suppose that 0  T1  T2. Then for any t  0; x0 2 X we have
VT2(t; x
0)  VT1(t; x0).
Proof. The control uT2;t;x0() for  2 [t; t+ T1] is feasible for (PT1(t; x0)). Hence
VT2(t; x
0) =
Z t+T2
t
L(xT2;t;x0(); u

T2;t;x0
())d

Z t+T1
t
L(xT2;t;x0(); u

T2;t;x0
())d  VT1(t; x0):
Let us denote by x(), u() the solution produced by the NMPC scheme with the
initial states x(0). We dene ~Lk() = L(x

T;tk;x(tk)
(); uT;tk;x(tk)()) for  2 [tk; tk + T ]
and ~L : [0;1)! R+ piecewise by
~L() = L(xT;tk;x(tk)(); u

T;tk;x(tk)
()) for  2 [tk; tk+1):
Here is the main result of the chapter:
Theorem 7.1. If (H) is satised, VT is continuous and there exists  2 (0; 1] such that
for k = 0; 1; 2; : : : , it holds that
VT (tk+1; x(tk+1))  VT (tk; x(tk))  
Z tk+1
tk
~L()d: (7.9)
Then the closed-loop system produced by the NMPC scheme is @-asymptotically stable.
Proof. We dene the function
V (t) = VT (tk; x(tk))  
Z t
tk
~L()d
piecewise for t 2 [tk; tk+1). By the Bellman dynamic programming principle (DP),
VT t+tk(t; x(t)) = VT (tk; x(tk)) 
Z t
tk
~L()d:
Hence V (t)  VT t+tk(t; x(t)). Since T   t + tk  T   tk+1 + tk = T   Ts, Lemma 7.3
gives VT t+tk(t; x(t))  VT Ts(t; x(t)). We then deduce from (7.8) and (H) that
V (t)  VT Ts(t; x(t))  T Ts(k@x(t)k):
Suppose that 0 < 1 and `  k such that 0 2 [t`; t`+1), 1 2 [tk; tk+1). We have by
denition
V (1) = VT (tk; x(tk))  
Z 1
tk
~L()d;
V (0) = VT (t`; x(t`))  
Z 0
t`
~L()d:
Therefore
V (1)  V (0) =VT (tk; x(tk))  VT (t`; x(t`)) + 
Z 0
t`
~L()d   
Z 1
tk
~L()d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=
k 1X
i=`
[VT (ti+1; x(ti+1))  VT (ti; x(ti))]
+ 
Z 0
t`
~L()d   
Z 1
tk
~L()d
  
k 1X
i=`
Z ti+1
ti
~L()d + 
Z 0
t`
~L()d   
Z 1
tk
~L()d
=  
Z 1
0
~L()d:
Together with (7.8), it gives
V (1)  V (0)   
Z 1
0
(k@x()k)d  0: (7.10)
Now we prove that x = 0 is @-stable. Given 0; " > 0, one can choose ` and ` < " so
that t`  0 < t`+1 and
VT (t`+1; x
0) < T Ts("); 8
x0  `: (7.11)
This is because VT (t; 0) = 0 and VT is continuous. Since x(t; 0; x
0) is continuous in
(t; x0), there exists  > 0 such that
kx(t)k  `; 8
x0  ; 0  t  t`+1
where x(t) = x(t; 0; x
0). For any
x0  , by the choice of , k@x(t)k  kx(t)k  ` < "
on [0; t`+1]. For t > t`+1, we have
T Ts(k@x(t)k)  V (t)  V (t`+1))
= VT (t`+1; x(t`+1)) < T Ts("):
in view of (7.10) and (7.11). Because T Ts is strictly increasing, this implies that
k@x(t)k < " for all t  0. Furthermore, since V (t)  0, we deduce from (7.10) thatZ t
0
(k@x()k)d  V (0); 8t  0:
Consequently, limt!1 (k@x(t)k) = 0. Hence
lim
t!1@x(t) = 0;
which completes the proof.
The following lemma provides a means to verify (7.9), cf. [72] where continuity of B
is redundantly assumed.
Lemma 7.4. If there exists a non-decreasing, bounded function B : R+ ! R+ such that
VT (t; x
0)  B(T )L(x0); (7.12)
for any x0 2 X, t; T  0, where L(x0) = min
u2U
L(x0; u), then with a suitable choice of T ,
condition (7.9) is fullled.
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Proof. Take k  0. Let h 2 [Ts; T ] and dene the control u^h(t) on [tk+1; tk+1 + T ] as
follows,
u^h(t) =
(
uT;tk;x(tk)(t) if t 2 [tk+1; tk + h);
uT;tk+h;xkh(t) if t 2 [tk + h; tk+1 + T ]:
where xkh = x

T;tk;x(tk)
(tk + h). Also denote by x^h(t) the corresponding states. We
have u^h(t) 2 U. On [tk+1; tk + h], x^h(t) = xT;tk;x(tk)(t) 2 X and on [tk + h; tk+1 + T ],
x^h(t) = x

T;tk+h;xkh
(t) 2 X. Hence u^h(t) is feasible. For t 2 [tk + h; tk+1 + T ], set
L^(t) = L(xT;tk+h;xkh(t); u

T;tk+h;xkh
(t)). If we evaluate the objective function at u^h(t),
x^h(t), then due to the optimality of VT (tk+1; x(tk+1)), it holds that,
VT (tk+1; x(tk+1)) 
Z tk+h
tk+1
~Lk()d +
Z tk+1+T
tk+h
L^()d
=
Z tk+h
tk+1
~Lk()d + VT h+Ts(tk + h; x

k(tk + h))

Z tk+h
tk+1
~Lk()d +B(T   h+ Ts)L(xk(tk + h));
by virtue of (7.12) where xk(t) = x

T;tk;x(tk)
(t). As a result
VT (tk+1; x(tk+1)) 
Z tk+T
tk+1
~Lk()d +B(T ) min
h2[Ts;T ]
L(xk(tk + h))

Z tk+T
tk+1
~Lk()d +
B(T )
T   Ts
Z tk+T
tk+1
L(xk())d: (7.13)
The last inequality is a consequence of the mean value theorem for integrals. Now let
h 2 [0; Ts]. By the DP
VT h(tk + h; x(tk + h)) =
Z tk+T
tk+h
~Lk()d:
Therefore Z tk+T
tk+1
~Lk()d 
Z tk+T
tk+h
~Lk()d = VT h(tk + h; x(tk + h))
 B(T )L(x(tk + h)):
Again by the mean value theorem for integralsZ tk+T
tk+1
~Lk()d  B(T ) min
h2[0;Ts]
L(x(tk + h))
 B(T ) 1
Ts
Z tk+1
tk
L(x())d: (7.14)
Note that L(xk())  ~Lk(). From (7.13)-(7.14) follows
VT (tk+1; x(tk+1)) 
Z tk+T
tk+1
~Lk()d +
B(T )2
Ts(T   Ts)
Z tk+1
tk
~L()d:
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On the other hand
VT (tk; x(tk)) =
Z tk+T
tk
~Lk()d
=
Z tk+T
tk+1
~Lk()d +
Z tk+1
tk
~L()d:
Hence,
V (tk+1; x(tk+1))  V (tk; x(tk))   

1  B(T )
2
Ts(T   Ts)
Z tk+1
tk
~L()d:
Recall that B(T ) is bounded. Fixing Ts, we can choose T > Ts so that 0 <  =
1  B(T )2Ts(T Ts) < 1. We then obtain
VT (tk+1; x(tk+1))  VT (tk; x(tk))   
Z tk+1
tk
~L()d:
This completes the proof.
7.4 NMPC with uncertain parameters
For some systems with unknown parameters, we can use an NMPC strategy together
with moving horizon estimation (MHE) to estimate parameters and states online. It
is often the case that, although the parameters do not converge to the true values,
asymptotic stability of the states can still be observed. This can be explained from the
view-point of partial stability. In fact, the parameters can be considered as extra states
of an augmented dynamic system by setting _p(t) = 0: It happens that when these extra
states lie in some suitable region, the states we are interested in enter the region of
attraction.
For an example, we consider the following system
_x1(t) = x2(t); t 2 [0; tf ];
_x2(t) =  (2 + et)x2(t)  x1(t) + p(t)x22(t) + u(t);
_p(t) = 0;
(7.15)
where u(t) is a control and p(t) is a constant parameter. Without p(t) and u(t), (7.15)
becomes linear and Ballieu and Peier [7] showed that it is @-asymptotically stable with
@x = x2 but not asymptotically stable. In contrast to that, the presence of px
2
2(t) and
u(t) makes the analysis of (7.15) much more dicult.
Proposition 7.2. Suppose that p is given and u(t) is bounded. For any solution x(t) of
(7.15) with kx(0)k suciently small, x2(t) converges to 0 exponentially and x1(t) tends
to a certain limit as t ! 1. As a consequence, (7.15) is @-asymptotically stable for
@x = x2.
We give the proof of Proposition 7.2 at the end of this chapter. A natural question
arises: How will the system behave if we try to control the states to the origin? To
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answer it, we consider the following OCP
min
u();x()
Z tf
0
 
w1x
2
1(t) + w2x
2
2(t) + u
2(t)

dt
s.t. (7.15) holds,
  5  u(t)  5:
(7.16)
Here w = (w1;w2) > 0 are adjustable weights.
We rst simulate the system with the parameter p  1. The initial values are
x(0) = (1; 2)T . The nal time is tf = 10. Figure 7.1 shows the behavior of (7.15) under
varying weights. With increasing weights on x1, the control gradually forces x1 to the
origin. At the same time, x2 automatically tends to 0 regardless whether we want to
control it or not, see Figure 7.1 with w = (10; 0). This is due to the inherent asymptotic
stability of x2.
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Figure 7.1: With increasing weights on x1, the control better steers x1 towards 0. Even
when we do not put weight on x2, it still converges to 0.
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Figure 7.2: Parameter estimates are plotted with symmetric error bars of two times
standard deviation. As x2 tends to 0 rapidly, less information is gained to estimate p
leading to less improvement on the accuracy of the estimates.
Now consider the case when the parameter p is unknown. We employ NMPC with
moving horizon estimation (MHE) following the setup: w = (1; 1); the initial guess is
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p0 = 1:3 with a prior variance of P0 = 0:04; prediction horizon T = 10 with the sampling
time Ts = 0:5. We carry out 10 NMPC steps. At each step, Nc = 2 control elements are
applied to the system.
Numerical simulation indicates that, because of the rapid convergence of x2 to 0, the
parameter has less and less eect to the system (Figure 7.2). It causes severe inaccuracy
in the estimates, however, without aggravating the overall performance. The optimal
cost computed in the perfect case when p is xed at the true value is 10:0975 while the
cost with NMPC-MHE is 10:1546, i.e., only 0:5% worse.
Summary. We prove a stability result for NMPC based on partial stability, which
requires less restrictive assumptions than comparable conventional stability proofs. We
then investigate the stability of NMPC with MHE for the control of dynamic systems
with uncertain parameters. We observe that, for some specic systems, due to the
inherent partial stability, little information for estimating some parameters is gained.
The estimates are poor but the overall performance is almost unaected.
Proof of Proposition 7.2
We now give a detailed investigation of system (7.15). First, we consider its linearization
around 0 (
_z1(t) = z2(t); t 2 [0; tf ]
_z2(t) =  (2 + et)z2(t)  z1(t) + u(t):
(7.17)
Without u(t) it reads as
_z(t) =

0 1
 1 ( 2  et)

z(t) (7.18)
One solution of (7.18) is
z1(t) = 1 + e
 t; z2(t) =  e t:
Using the Liouville-Ostrogradski formula, we can nd a solution y(t) = (y1(t); y2(t)) so
that z(t) and y(t) form basic solutions of (7.18). Those are
y1(t) = (1 + e
 t)
Z t
0
exp ( e )
(1 + e )2
d ;
y2(t) =
exp ( et)
et(1 + et)
  e t
Z t
0
exp ( e )
(1 + e )2
d:
Obviously for these basic solutions, z1(t); y1(t) are convergent as t ! +1 and there
exists a constant C > 0 such that
jz2(t)j; jy2(t)j  Ce t: (7.19)
The inverse of the corresponding fundamental matrix is
 1(t) = exp (et + 2t)

y2(t)  y1(t)
 z2(t) z1(t)

:
In the following, we denote several constants by C, although the actual values may be
dierent.
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Proposition 7.3. For any solution z(t) of (7.17), there exist C > 0; 0 <  < 1; such
that jz2(t)j  Ce t for all t  0. Furthermore, z1(t) converges as t!1.
Proof. The solution z(t) admits a representation via the fundamental matrix
z(t) = (t) 1(0)z(0) + (t)
Z t
0
 1()

0
u()

d:
We rst prove that z2(t)! 0 as t! +1. In fact
z2(t) =[z2(t) y2(t)]
 1(0)z(0)  z2(t)
Z t
0
y1()u() exp (e
 + 2)d
+ y2(t)
Z t
0
x1()u() exp (e
 + 2)d: (7.20)
The rst term of (7.20) tends to 0 as t ! 1 because of (7.19). The sum of the other
terms is
e t
Z t
0
y1()u() exp (e
 + 2)d
  e t
Z t
0
z1()u() exp (e
 + 2)d
Z t
0
exp ( e )
(1 + e )2
d
+
exp ( et)
et(1 + et)
Z t
0
z1()u() exp (e
 + 2)d: (7.21)
The third term of (7.21) which is positive has the limit
lim
t!1
R t
0 z1()u() exp (e
 + 2)d
exp (et + 2t)
= lim
t!1
z1(t)u(t) exp (e
t + 2t)
(2 + et) exp (et + 2t)
= 0;
by virtue of the L'Ho^pital rule. Similarly, the sum of the rst two terms of (7.21) also
tends to 0 as t!1. Thus limt!1 z2(t) = 0. As a consequence, z2(t) is bounded. There
exists B > 0 such that jz2(t)j  B for t  0. Therefore
jz1(t)j  jz1(0)j+Bt:
It follows from the second equation in (7.17) that
z2(t) = e
( et 2t)

C  
Z t
0
(z1() + u())e
(e+2)d

:
For any 0 <  < 1, applying the L'Ho^pital rule, we have
lim
t!1 e
tz2(t) = lim
t!1
C   R t0 (z1() + u()) exp (e + 2)d
exp (et + (2  )t)
= lim
t!1
 (z1(t) + u(t)) exp (et + 2t)
(et + 2  ) exp (et + (2  )t)
= lim
t!1
 (z1(t) + u(t))
exp [(1  )t] = 0:
It follows immediately that there exists
lim
t!1 z1(t) = z1(0) +
Z 1
0
z2()d:
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We are now ready to prove Proposition 7.2.
Proof. Set
K(t; s) =  z2(t)e(es+2s)y1(s) + y2(t)e(es+2s)z1(s):
Suppose (x1(t); x2(t)) is a solution of (7.15). Then we have the representation
x2(t) = [z2(t) y2(t)]
 1(0)x0 +
Z t
0
K(t; s)(px22(s) + u(s))ds: (7.22)
In view of Proposition 7.3,
z2(t) = [z2(t) y2(t)]
 1(0)z(0) +
Z t
0
K(t; s)u(s)ds:
Therefore Z t
0
K(t; s)u(s)ds
  Ce t: (7.23)
We show that there exist C > 0; 0 <    such that
jK(t; s)j  Ce (t s) for all 0  s  t: (7.24)
In fact,
K(t; s) = e t exp (es + 2s)(1 + e s)
Z s
0
exp ( e )
(1 + e )2
d
+
hexp ( et)
et(1 + et)
  1
et
Z t
0
exp ( e )
(1 + e )2
d
i
exp (es + 2s)(1 + e s)
= e t exp (es + 2s)(1 + e s)
hexp ( et)
1 + et
 
Z t
s
exp ( e )
(1 + e )2
d
i
:
Choose 0 <  < 1  e 1,   . We prove that
jK(t; s)j  2e (t s) for all 0  s  t:
This is equivalent to
exp (es + 2s)(1 + e s)
exp ( et)
1 + et
 
Z t
s
exp ( e )
(1 + e )2
d

 2e(1 )t+s for all 0  s  t:
which can be proved by elementary dierentiation, considering s xed and t varying.
We are now in a position to prove the convergence of x2(t) to 0 as t ! 1. From
(7.19), (7.22)-(7.24)
jx2(t)j  Ce t + C
Z t
0
e (t s)jx2(s)j2ds: (7.25)
Choose  > 0 such that C < . For any jx2(0)j < , there exists t1 > 0 such that
jx2(t)j   for all 0  t  t1:
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It follows from (7.25) that
jx2(t)jet  C +
Z t
0
Cesjx2(s)jds; for all 0  t  t1:
The Gronwall-Bellman inequality gives us
jx2(t)jet  C exp (
Z t
0
Cds)
or
jx2(t)j  Ce ( C)t; for all 0  t  t1:
As a consequence, by choosing x2(0) suciently small, one can choose t1 to be 1. The
last inequality then holds for all t  0. Thus, x2(t) converges to 0 exponentially. The
claim that x1(t) converges to a nite limit exponentially as t ! 1 is proved as in
Proposition 7.3 .
Chapter 8
Applications
In this chapter we present a collection of examples to illustrate the performance of
dual NMPC as well as various aspects of controlling uncertain systems. The rocket car
example and the moon lander example are classics in optimal control theory that admit
analytic solutions. They clearly exhibit the two extremes of the interplay between the
performance control task and the information gain task. That is for a parameter, the
two tasks are completely contradicting and for the other parameter, the two tasks work
identically. The more sophisticated example of a batch bio-reactor displays unstable
behavior of nominal control in the estimation procedure, in which nominal control can
lead to divergence of parameter estimates. Finally, in the example of a tractor passing
the corner, measurement noise is observed to provide excitation, helping to estimate
important parameters. This leads to a satisfactory performance of nominal control.
8.1 A rocket car: Conict and agreement between infor-
mation gain and performance control
Consider an object that can accelerate and brake. We aim to steer it on a straight line
from point A to point B in minimal time. The model can be described as(
_x1(t) = x2(t);
_x2(t) = au1(t)  bu2(t);
(8.1)
where x1 is the position and x2 is the velocity. The controls include the acceleration u1
and the brake u2 and are subject to constraints
0  u1  2; 0  u2  2: (8.2)
There are two uncertain parameters a and b which represent the acceleration and brak-
ing coecients, respectively. A nal time T is called feasible if there exist piecewise
continuous functions u1(t); u2(t) : [0; T ]! [0; 2] such that
x(0) = 0; y(0) = 0; x(T ) = 1; y(T ) = 0:
The goal is to solve in the set of all feasible nal times and corresponding control functions
the problem
min
u;T
T:
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Analytic solution. Using the Pontryagin Minimum Principle, one can show that
optimal controls are of bang-bang type, see Example 2.2. Denoting by T  the optimal
nal time and tc the time at which the object stops accelerating and starts braking, i.e.,
u1(t) = 2; u2(t) = 0 on [0; t

c ];
u1(t) = 0; u2(t) = 2 on (t

c ; T
];
we can nd that
T  =
r
a+ b
ab
; tc =
bT 
a+ b
:
For a = 2; b = 2, we have T  = 1 and tc = 0:5.
Transformation into an OCP with xed nal time. Suppose that q is an optimal
nal time, which is unknown. Set
 = t=q;  2 [0; 1]:
Introducing an auxiliary state x3(), we formulate the original problem as the following
OCP
min
q;u1;u2
x3(1); (8.3)
subject to
_x1() = qx2();
_x2() = q(u1()  bu2());
_x3() = q;  2 [0; 1]
with conditions
x1(0) = 0; x2(0) = 0; x1(1) = 1; x2(1) = 0;
0  u1(); u2()  2;  2 [0; 1];
q > 0:
Numerical results. For numerical computation, we rst use a conventional transfor-
mation to transform the OCP at hand into OCP (8.3). Suppose that the true parameters
are a = 2; b = 2. The perfect controls are obtained by solving a single OCP with the
true values of the parameters and states. Perfect optimal controls are of bang-bang type,
see Figure 8.1. The optimal time is computed to be T  = 1 and the switching time is
tc = 0:5, which verify the analytic optimal solution given earlier.
Consider now the case of unknown a; b. Our initial guesses are a0 = 3; b0 = 3. Their
a priori variances are both 1. We set up NMPC as follows. We discretize the interval
[0; 1] by N = 36 grid points and use a control horizon of Nc = 3, i.e., 12 NMPC iterations
are carried out in each run. For the penalizing dual NMPC presented Section 6.4.1, we
use a dual horizon Nd = 6 and a weight  = 100. For the measurement function we
choose (x) = (x1; x2)
T with noise variance 0:001.
Figures 8.1{8.2 illustrate nominal NMPC solutions. With the braking coecient
b = 3, the switching time tc is bigger than t

c . During acceleration, u2  0, causing
non-identiability of b. This means that no improvement in estimating b is made during
this period. After that, the braking is active and the estimate of b gets more precise.
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However, because the object is now too close to B and the velocity is high, the object
fails to reach the target exactly. Violation of the end-point constraints is as high as 30%.
Dual NMPC, see Figures 8.3{8.2 does a better job. It rst tells the controller to
exercise maximal acceleration and a little braking. The parameter estimates are good
enough at the optimal switching time leading to acceptable feasibility at the end-point.
The nal constraints are satised at 99:4%. Optimality with respect to the case without
uncertainty is certainly lost to some degree due the interweaving of acceleration and
braking at the beginning. The nal time computed by dual control is TD = 1:22 (greater
than T  = 1).
Remark 8.1. Through the rocket car example, we can realize the behavior of perfor-
mance control and information gain in estimating particular parameters. At the begin-
ning, the performance control task tries to accelerate maximally and it is exactly what
the information gain task does for estimating a. However by using no braking, the per-
formance control task gives no information for estimating b. Thus is completely against
the information gain task.
Remark 8.2. Our setting of solving OCPs with free nal time generally leads a nonuni-
form time grid. This is elucidated as follows. At the ith NMPC step, we solve OCP
(8.3) on the horizon Ni < N . If the optimal value is q

i , then the grid size at the moment
is qi =Ni, which changes as i varies. Moreover, due to numerical approximation, the
computed controls may not be truly bang-bang although the analytic ones are.
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Figure 8.1: Optimal controls (two plots below) for the rocket car are of bang-bang type.
Compared with the perfect case, nominal NMPC yields longer accelerating duration,
leading to intolerable violation of constraints (two plots above)
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Figure 8.2: Parameter estimates are plotted with error bars which are symmetric and 2
times standard deviation long. Nominal NMPC gives no improvement in the estimates
of b at the beginning while dual NMPC actively reduces their variances. At the same
time, the estimates of a are ne in both cases.
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Figure 8.3: Dual NMPC for the rocket car problem uses braking earlier in order to
estimate the braking coecient on time, helping to ensure feasibility.
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8.2 A moon lander problem
The model reads as (see Evans [25])
_h(t) = v(t);
_v(t) =  g + u(t)
m(t)
; (8.4)
_m(t) =  pu(t):
The involved quantities are explained in Table 8.1. The mass is never negative and the
Notation Description Unit
h Altitude (distance of the lander to the moon surface) m
v Velocity m 1s
m Mass of the lander (decreases as fuel is burned) kg
u Thrust of the rocket N
p Coecient of the thrust m 1s
g Gravitation of the moon, known to be 1:625 ms 2
Table 8.1: Description of variables in the moon lander problem
lander must not penetrate the ground. Therefore we impose the constraints m(t) 
0; h(t)  0. Also the thrust is bounded
0  u(t)  20: (8.5)
Suppose that we start at
h(0) = 1000; v(0) = 0; m(0) = 1000: (8.6)
A nal time T is called feasible if there exists a control function u(t) satisfying constraints
(8.5) such that m(t)  0; h(t)  0 for all t 2 [0; T ] and h(T ) = 0; v(T ) = 0, i.e., the
lander lands softly on the moon surface. We aim at minimizing the amount of the fuel
used, that is to maximize the mass once the object has landed. In other words, the
objective is
min
T;u
 m(T )
with feasible T and u. The parameter p is unknown and needs to be estimated during
operation.
Preliminary analysis. This is a problem with free nal time. By using the Pontryagin
Minimum Principle (PMP), we can show that the optimal control is a bang-bang control
(see Example 2.3, Chapter 2). First the control exerts no thrust, letting the lander move
downwards solely under gravitation. At a suitable time, maximal thrust is applied in
order to brake and land the object on the surface on time. The time to begin thrusting,
which depends on p, is of fundamental importance.
A serious problem occurs when we do not know the coecient p beforehand. If the
estimate of p is smaller than the true value, we would brake too early. The lander would
be above the surface while the velocity approaches 0. If there is enough fuel left, we still
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have a chance to smoothly land on the surface but optimality is surely lost. On the other
hand, if the estimate of p is larger than the true value, we would brake too late. The
lander hits the surface with a nonzero velocity. Both types of infeasibility are dangerous
and may cause crashes in practice. While trying to optimize the objective function, it is
of vital importance to obtain a good estimate of p on time in order to operate feasibly.
NMPC setup. Suppose that the true parameter and its initial guess together with
the a priori variance are ptrue = 1:0; p0 = 1:3; 
2
0 = 1; respectively. The measurements
consist of the altitude and the velocity,
y(t) = (h(t); v(t)) + "(t);
where "(t)  N (0; 0:01) for all t. To illustrate the performance of dual NMPC, we use a
penalty method to the OCP instead of dealing with the end-point constraints directly.
Henceforth, we consider the following OCP
min
u;T
J(u; T ) =  m(T ) + 5[h2(T ) + v2(T )]: (8.7)
subject to system (8.4) with initial conditions (8.6) and control constraints (8.5). The
function J(u; T ) is called total objective.
First we transform the problem into a problem on the xed time interval [0; 1] and
discretize the control u(t) by piecewise constant functions. We then apply the batch
NMPC strategy with N = 40; Nc = 4. That means for each simulation, 10 NMPC
iterations are carried out. For dual control, only Nd = 8 future measurements are used
for the OED problem.
Numerical results. By the perfect solution we mean the one obtained by solving a
single OCP (8.7) subject to (8.4){(8.5) with the true parameter ktrue. For the perfect
case, the optimal time Tp = 18:95 and the optimal mass mp = 830:54. Moreover,
h(Tp) = 0:0074, v(Tp) =  0:1389, i.e., the violation of end time constraints is tolerable.
Note that because of numerical approximation, the computed control u is not truly
bang-bang as the analytic one, see the rst column of Figure 8.4.
The nominal NMPC solution (the rst column of Figure 8.4) has a structure similar to
the perfect one. The lander rst uses no thrust, leading to no improvement in estimating
the thrust coecient p. Since k0 > ktrue, compared with the perfect solution, nominal
NMPC applies the thrust a little late and with less magnitude. Unfortunately, this
small discrepancy has a huge impact on the performance, resulting in infeasibility. The
nominal NMPC solutions read as Tn = 18:22 with hn(Tn) =  36:50; vn(Tn) =  15:88.
This likely leads to a crash of the lander. It is worth noting that once the thrust is used,
the accuracy of the estimate is quickly improved (see the last row of Figure 8.4).
We now consider the performance of penalization dual NMPC (the right column of
Figure 8.4), as described in Section 6.4.1. We choose  ranging from 0:1 to 2. One can
observe that, the variance of the estimates of p decreases rapidly. Table 8.2 presents
some statistics of numerical results. We compute means and corresponding standard
deviations of 30 NMPC runs for each approach. By violation, we mean the dierence of
nal states (h(T ); v(T )) from the desired values (0; 0) in 1-norm. One can observe that
dual NMPC performs better than nominal NMPC. In addition, its performance depends
on the choice of the weight  which needs to be investigated carefully.
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Figure 8.4: Compared to the perfect case, nominal NMPC uses thrust u a little late
and with smaller magnitude, causing unacceptable infeasibility and a bad overall per-
formance. Dual NMPC uses thrust u at suitable level at the beginning and ensures
acceptable infeasibility. In the two plots at the bottom, parameter estimates are plot-
ted with symmetric error bars of two times standard deviation. Dual NMPC is able to
estimate the parameter on time while nominal NMPC is not.
Type of NMPC Total objective m(T) T Violation
Perfect  830:46 830:55 18:96 0:14
Nominal 1368 495:01 859:40 2:84 17:60 0:12 21:20 2:11
Dual ( = 0:1)  570:2 581:50 817:09 10:56 21:02 0:81 4:35 5:71
Dual ( = 1)  682:80 249:32 802:72 9:09 22:70 0:83 2:91 4:05
Dual ( = 2)  766:09 64:10 795:72 7:51 23:46 0:09 1:57 1:99
Table 8.2: Statistics on the performance of various control scenarios: Dual NMPC is
observed to perform better than nominal NMPC in ensuring feasibility and a good
total objective. With increasing weights , dual NMPC yields better satisfaction of the
constraints but might degrade the performance.
Remark 8.3. (Interplay between performance control and information gain) In the
example above, performance control and information gain are totally conicting at the
beginning. The former keeps the thrust at zero while the latter applies the thrust max-
imally. Nominal NMPC exercises only performance control leading to infeasibility. In
contrast to that, dual NMPC takes action to balance the two tasks suitably.
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8.3 A batch bioreactor
The model (Srinivasan et al. [81]) reads as
_X(t) = (S(t))X(t)  u(t)
V (t)
X(t);
_S(t) =  (S(t))X(t)
Yx
  vX(t)
Yp
+
u(t)
V (t)
(Sin   S(t)); (8.8)
_P (t) = vX(t)  u(t)
V (t)
P (t);
_V (t) = u(t)
where (S) = mS
Km+S+(S2=Ki)
. The states and inputs are explained in Table 8.3.
Notation Description Unit
X Concentration of biomass g=l
S Concentration of substrate g=l
P Concentration of the product g=l
V Volume l
Sin Inlet substrate concentration g=l
u Flow rate of S l=h
Table 8.3: Description of variables in a batch bioreactor
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Figure 8.5: With increasing values of the smoothing parameter , the function f(x)
better approximates the function maxf0; xg. The choice  = 10 yields a satisfactory
approximation.
The parameter Yx is uncertain. The other constants are known with values Yp =
1:2; m = 0:1;Km = 0:05;Ki = 5; v = 0:004; Sin = 200: The control u is subject to con-
straints 0  u(t)  1. The biomass X(t) must not exceed 3:7. We pursue a penalization
strategy to enforce this constraint. To this end, we nd an approximation of the function
max

0; x  3:7	. First we approximate the absolute value function by
jxj = 1

log
h
exp(x) + exp( x)
i
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where  > 0 is a smoothing parameter. Then the function f(x) =
1
2 (x+ jxj) can be
used to approximate the function maxf0; xg. Figure 8.5 shows that the choice  = 10
yields a satisfactory approximation. We then augment the system with an auxiliary
variable Xa(t) by
_Xa(t) = f(X   3:7);
where  = 10. The goal is to minimize the function J with
J =  P (tf ) + Xa(tf )
subject to (8.8) and control constraint 0  u(t)  1 for 0  t  tf , where tf =
120;  = 0:0085. That is, we aim to maximize the product P at the end time tf and
suppress the violation of constraint X(t)  3:7 for all t0  t  tf . The initial values are
X(0) = 1:0; S(0) = 0:5; P (0) = 0:0; V (0) = 150.
The NMPC setting is as follows: Suppose that the true value of Yx is 5:0. The initial
guess of Yx is Y
0
x = 6:0. As a measurement function we choose  = X. The noise
variance is 2 = 0:001. We use the sampling time t = 2h and carry out 12 NMPC
steps with the prediction horizon N = 30 and control horizon Nc = 5.
To assess the performance of NMPC methods, we rst consider the perfect case
when the true parameter and states are known. Our simulation, see the right column of
Figure 8.6, indicates that state constraint X(t)  3:7 is nicely satised. The objective
value is J(tf ) =  1:2301 with P (tf ) = 1:2417.
Nominal NMPC (the left column of Figure 8.6) appears to be volatile. It results in
divergence of parameter and state estimates with shrinking variances (to be discussed
below). Consequently, the performance of nominal NMPC is seriously worsened with
Jn(tf ) =  1:0231; Pn(tf ) = 1:0321, i.e., 16:9% worse than the perfect case.
In contrast to that, dual NMPC (the right column of Figure 8.6) exhibits robustness,
keeping the estimate close to the true values. We use penalization dual NMPC with
 = 125 in (6.19) andNd = 10 in (6.16). The control exhibits excitation at the beginning.
Enough information is gained to improve the estimates of the parameter. After step 5,
the estimates of Yx become reliable. This ensures good fulllment of constraints and a
good overall performance with Jd(tf ) =  1:2094; Pd(tf ) = 1:2183, i.e., only 1:9% worse
compared to the perfect case.
In this example, MHE in nominal NMPC behaves somewhat abnormally. We have
examined the estimation process carefully and discovered that, with more than 30 mea-
surements, the parameter estimation problem as formulated by (6.21) has local minima.
For example, problem (6.21) at step 5, i.e., i = 25, has a local minimum at Yx = 6:94. If
the initial guess of Yx is slightly greater than 6:0, the computed estimate is attracted by
this local minimum. Because the estimates of Yx are wrong, the estimates of S somehow
try to compensate that, see the equation of _S(t) in (8.8). If we use the current estimated
parameter and states and their covariance for regularization, as presented in (6.21),
which are now far from the true values, MHE eventually results in divergence. This
divergence behavior resembles a drawback of Kalman-lter-like approaches: Covariance
matrices get unreasonably small when the estimates are far from the true values, see
Grewal and Andrews [33], Chapter 8.
The analysis above leads us to a modied estimation strategy. Instead of regu-
larization as in (6.21) for MHE, we solve least-squares problems using the full set of
measurements, i.e.,
min
x^0
1
2
i+NcX
k=0
ky(tk)  (x^(tk))k2 ;
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Figure 8.6: Nominal NMPC (left-hand side) leads to poor estimates of states and pa-
rameters. The objective value is signicantly degraded. Dual NMPC (right-hand side)
yields a control u which excites the process to estimate the parameter, ensuring con-
straint satisfaction and a good overall objective value. Note the excitation of dual control
in the interval t 2 [0; 60] in comparison with nominal control. On the two plots at the
bottom, parameter estimates are plotted with symmetric error bars of two times stan-
dard deviation. Dual NMPC is able to estimate the parameter on time while nominal
NMPC results in divergence of parameter estimates. Here by exact states we mean
states computed by solving the IVP with true parameters and true initial values and
given control.
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when i  2. Parameter estimates, see Figure 8.7, in steps 6 and 7 move away but then
converge to the true value. Despite that, nominal NMPC still noticeably underperforms
dual NMPC with J(tf ) =  1:0390, i.e., 15:5% worse than the perfect case.
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Figure 8.7: Without regularization for MHE, after moving away at some steps, parameter
estimates produced by nominal NMPC converge to the true value. Nevertheless, the
estimates of the parameter and states are improved so late that the performance is poor.
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Figure 8.8: Starting with the initial guess of Y 0x = 5:5, nominal NMPC is able to
estimate parameter Yx with sucient accuracy and yields an acceptable performance
and satisfaction of the state constraint.
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Figure 8.9: With the measurement function  = (X;S), nominal NMPC yields good
estimates for parameter and states, leading to good performance as well as constraint
satisfaction. The computed objective function is Jn(tf ) =  1:2292, i.e, within 1:0%
deviation from the perfect case
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On the other hand, if we start with the estimate of Y 0x = 5:5, nominal control gives
an acceptable performance, see Figure 8.8. The parameter estimates converge to the
true value. It reveals that the performance of nominal NMPC may be sensitive to the
initial guesses and dual NMPC can overcome this weakness.
We would like to emphasize that the measurement  = X is not suciently infor-
mative, causing diculties for nominal NMPC to estimate S and Yx. With the choice
 = (X;S), our simulation shows that nominal NMPC performs well with precise esti-
mates of the parameter and states, see Figure 8.9.
Remark 8.4. In this example, we consider controls as the only degree of freedom for the
OED problem. However, the OED problem for dual control can be formulated to include
the choice of measurement components, see Chapter 4 or La et al. [55]. For instance, in
Example 8.3, we could use only one sensor and choose to measure X and S at NMPC
steps alternately. This leads to a more sophisticated method and is the subject of future
research.
8.4 A tractor passing a corner: Errors in measurements
make controls active
We consider a realistic example of a tractor passing a corner. The model is similar to
models considered in Ljung [57] and Frasch et al. [31].
_x1 =x4 cosx3   x5 sinx3;
_x2 =x4 sinx3 + x5 cosx3;
_x3 =x6;
_x4 =x5x6 +
1
m
(
Cx(u1 + u2) cosu5   CAx24
  2Cy

u5   x5 + dax6
x4

sinu5 + Cx(u3 + u4)
)
;
_x5 =  x4x6 + 1
m
(
Cx(u1 + u2) sinu5
+ 2Cy

u5   x5 + dax6
x4

cosu5 + 2Cy
dbx6   x5
x4
)
;
_x6 =
1
(0:5(da + db))2m
(
daCx(u1 + u2) sinu5
+ 2Cy

u5   x5 + dax6
x4

cosu5   2dbCy dbx6   x5
x4
)
:
The notations are explained in the Tables 8.4{8.6. Note that COG stands for center of
gravity. The tractor is controlled to follow the set-points as depicted in Figure 8.10.
Preliminary analysis. The lateral tire stiness Cy is a key parameter. If the estimate
of Cy is larger than the true value when the tractor is near the corner, the computed
control actions will cause the tractor to move outwards. In case Cy is underestimated, the
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State Description Unit
x1 Global X-Position m
x2 Global Y-Position m
x3 Global vehicle orientation rad
x4 Longitudinal velocity m/s
x5 Lateral velocity m/s
x6 Yaw rate rad/s
Table 8.4: Description of the states in the vehicle example
Parameter Description Value Unit
m Vehicle mass 1500 kg
CA Air resistance 0.5 m
 1
da front axle to COG 1.5 m
db rear axle to COG 1.5 m
Cx Longitudinal tire stiness Unknown N
Cy Lateral tire stiness Unknown N/rad
Table 8.5: Description of the parameters in the vehicle example
Input Description Value Unit
u1 Slip of front left To be computed {
u2 Slip of front right To be computed {
u3 Slip of rear left 0 {
u4 Slip of rear right 0 {
u5 Steering angle To be computed rad
Table 8.6: Description of the inputs in the vehicle example
tractor will move deeply inwards. With this reasoning we deduce that it is advantageous
to have a good estimate of the lateral tire stiness before entering the corner.
Moreover the steering angle directly aects the identiability of the lateral tire sti-
ness. The information gain task should make the tractor wiggle around the desired
path. But this is opposed to the performance control task which aims to track the path.
Therefore it is decisive to strike a balance between the two tasks.
NMPC setup. We suppose that u1 and u2 are the same and call them both by slip
of front tire. Thus there are two controls u1; u5. Additionally, we consider constraints
on them given by
0  u1  0:1;  1  u5  1:
Assume that the true parameters are Cx = 200; Cy = 25. For the measurement function
we consider
(x) = (x1; x2)
T
and white noise with variance 0:01.
The tractor starts at (X0; Y0) = ( 20; 0) with initial conditions ( 20; 0; 0; 10; 0; 0).
We carry out 6 NMPC steps with a prediction horizon of N = 10 and a control horizon
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of 3. The covariance matrix used in dual control is computed based on Nd = 6 future
measurements. The desired path is constructed by Z = (X; Y ) which represents the
set-points in Figure 8.10: Xi =  20 + 2i; i = 0; 1; :::; 8, X9 = 2 and Xi = 0; i  10;
Y i = 0; i = 0; 1; :::; 8; Y

9 = 2 and Y

i = 4 + 2(i  10); i  10. The objective function for
the NMPC step t is
J =
1
2
NX
k=1
(Xt+k  Xt+k)2 + (Yt+k   Y t+k)2:
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Figure 8.10: To keep the tractor on the horizontal line at the beginning, nominal NMPC
exercises almost no steering. Little information is then gained to estimate the lateral
tire stiness. The tractor makes a zigzag turn at the corner.
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Figure 8.11: Parameter estimates are plotted with error bars which are symmetric and 2
times standard deviation long. The estimates of Cy in nominal NMPC (the upper plot)
are not improved at the beginning while they quickly become accurate in dual NMPC
(the lower plot).
Numerical results. Nominal NMPC (Figures 8.10{8.11), instructs the tractor to
tightly follow the path at the beginning. It exercises too little steering, causing lack
of information for estimating the lateral tire stiness Cy. As a result, the estimate of Cy
is inaccurate by the time the tractor enters the corner. The tractor tends to move out of
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Figure 8.12: Dual NMPC creates a wiggle movement at the beginning, helping to esti-
mate the lateral tire stiness on time. The tractor makes a smooth turn through the
corner.
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Figure 8.13: Nominal NMPC yields a satisfactory performance when starting far from
the corner. This is because the measurement errors make the control active, forcing the
tractor to slightly deviate from the desired path. The estimates of the parameter are
gradually improved and get accurate on time.
the path wildly. After that, the estimates of Cy quickly become better and the tractor
returns to the desired path quite smoothly. At the same time, there is no problem with
estimating the longitudinal tire stiness. Its estimates attain an acceptable accuracy
after only 2 NMPC steps.
Dual NMPC (Figures 8.11{8.12) is observed to do a better job. It rst makes a little
steering around the track, although rather small but this action proves to be valuable
because it helps to quickly reduce the uncertainty on the estimate of the lateral tire
stiness. The performance index, i.e., deviation from the path of dual NMPC is 1.20,
and the nominal NMPC is 1.53, on average of 60 runs.
Consider now the case when we start far from the corner. At each NMPC step, we
estimate the states, including x1; x2. The estimates are often not precise. So even if the
true (x1; x2) does lie in the path, their estimates do not. The controller will try to steer
the tractor towards the path. This introduces the wiggling eect and contributes to
the estimation of the lateral tire stiness. Our numerical results (Figures 8.13) indicate
that in case we start at (X0; Y0) = ( 60; 0), the lateral tire stiness Cy is identied on
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time, resulting in a good performance. On the other hand, if there were perfect state
estimates and the tractor was on the horizontal part of the path, then there would be
no improvement on the estimates of Cy. So interestingly, measurement noise acts as an
excitation helping to increase the accuracy of parameter estimates.
All computations are done in MATLAB with the MEX Interface of SolvIND (Al-
bersmeyer [1], Albersmeyer and Bock [3]), a software package developed at the group
Simulation and Optimization, IWR, University of Heidelberg. SolvIND provides ODE
solvers and sensitivities of solutions with respect to parameters and initial conditions
using ADOL-C (Walther and Griewank [85]). The derivatives computed by SolvIND are
given to fmicon and lsqnonlin from MATLAB to solve OCPs and estimation problems.
Random noise in measurements is generated by the function randn.
Conclusions and Outlook
In this work, we developed dual control methods for controlling uncertain processes. The
core idea is to strike a balance between the goal of optimizing the cost function and the
goal of estimating uncertain parameters. Using Optimal Experimental Design (OED),
we proposed novel approaches in the framework of Nonlinear Model Predictive Control
(NMPC). Our methods are superior to conventional control methods in ensuring feasi-
bility, optimizing economic objectives and enhancing robustness. This is illustrated by
a collection of examples from vehicle control and chemical engineering. We also inves-
tigated the asymptotic behavior of the least squares methods for parameter estimation
and suggested a sequential least squares strategy to deal with possibly ill-posed estima-
tion problems. In addition, we made contributions to the stability analysis of NMPC
by extending partial stability results of ordinary dierential equations for NMPC. As
continuation of the dissertation research, we would like to investigate the following issues.
Optimal choice of weight 
Through the numerical examples in Chapter 8, we have seen the eect of weight  on
the performance of Dual Control. Small values of  prioritize the performance control
task and lead to a similar result as nominal control. Big values of  overemphasize the
information gain task and may worsen the overall performance. It is therefore important
to choose the weight  in an optimal way.
In Chapter 6, we interpreted the penalty term as an approximation of the variance
of the nominal objective value. One can choose  based on condence intervals. For
example, if the nominal objective value is well approximated by a normal distribution,
then for a condence level of 95%, one can choose  = 1:96. However, those are still
approximations because in most cases the nominal objective value has a complicated
distribution. Hence the issue of choosing a suitable  in the general case needs to be
investigated. Last but not least, depending on the magnitude of the control objective
and the OED objective,  can be chosen adaptively along NMPC steps.
Dual Control for stochastic models
Our vision is to study dual control methods for stochastic models, which are becoming
more and more popular. In this framework, noise and disturbances can be presented
in a rigorous manner. Using tools from stochastic optimization and stochastic control,
we can lay a theoretical foundation and develop more powerful and more ecient dual
control methods.
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Dual Control in the framework of scenario trees
The scenario tree approach has an advantage of enhancing robustness and could ensure
feasibility with high probability. It is promising for controlling uncertain processes and
has received intensive research in recent years, see for example, Engell [23], Heitsch and
Romisch [38].
The scenario tree approach makes the assumption that the uncertain parameters
assume a nite number of values with some probability distribution. Essentially, it is
a stochastic approach in which the distributions of uncertainties are treated in discrete
form with a small number of realizations. The branches of the scenario tree correspond
to the evolution of uncertainties. This results in an exponential growth in the number
of uncertain values and horizon control. As a consequence, we encounter large nonlinear
optimization problems that need to be handled eciently. If the range of uncertainty
is small, the number of scenarios considered can be reduced, leading to saving in the
computational eorts. As we have seen, Dual Control aims to get informative data
for reliable estimates, i.e., estimates with small condence regions. In this connection,
the scenario tree approach could be combined with Dual Control to yield more ecient
control methods.
Application areas
Our ultimate goal is to develop and apply dual control methods to real-life problems,
particularly in biology and medical treatment. This would be challenging but is also
promising. For instance, in medical treatments, there are stringent guidelines on cost
eciency, safety requirements and eectiveness of treatments. In this regard, Dual
Control is believed to oer ecient solutions in making a suitable balance among those
factors.
Appendix A
In this Appendix, we present results on envelope theorems and transversality conditions.
They are useful for understanding the Pontryagin Minimum Principle and the Hamilton-
Jacobi-Bellman Equations introduced in Chapter 2.
A.1 An envelope theorem
Let  be a scalar function
 : U  P ! R;
where U is a set, not necessary equipped with any topological or algebraic structure,
and P 2 Rnp is the set of parameters. For each p 2 P , dene
V (p) = inf
u2U
(u; p); U(p) = fu 2 U : (u; p) = V (p)g:
We assume that solutions exist. However, we do not assume the uniqueness of solutions.
Our goal is to characterize the derivative of V (p).
Theorem A.1. (Milgrom and Segal [62]) Assume that for each u 2 U , there exists the
partial derivative @@p (x; p). Then for any p 2 P , up 2 U(p) and h 2 Rnp such that
p+ th 2 P for all t 2 R suciently small, the following inequalities hold
lim
t!0+
V (p+ th)  V (p)
t
 @
@p
(up; p)h  lim
t!0 
V (p+ th)  V (p)
t
:
If V (p) is dierentiable at p then
@V
@p
(p) =
@
@p
(up; p):
Proof. From the denition of V and Up we have
V (p) = (up; p); V (p+ th)  (up; p+ th):
It follows that
V (p+ th)  V (p)  (up; p+ th)  (up; p):
As a result, for t1 > 0 and t2 < 0 small enough,
V (p+ t1h)  V (p)
t1
 (up; p+ t1h)  (up; p)
t1
;
and
V (p+ t2h)  V (p)
t2
 (up; p+ t2h)  (up; p)
t2
:
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Letting t1 ! 0+ and t2 ! 0 , we obtain
lim
t!0+
V (p+ th)  V (p)
t
 @
@p
(up; p)h  lim
t!0 
V (p+ th)  V (p)
t
: (A.9)
If V (p) is dierentiable at p then
lim
t!0+
V (p+ th)  V (p)
t
= lim
t!0 
V (p+ th)  V (p)
t
=
@V
@p
(p)h:
It follows from (A.9) that
@V
@p
(p)h =
@
@p
(up; p)h:
This holds for any h. Therefore
@V
@p
(p) =
@
@p
(up; p). The proof is complete.
A.2 A lemma on transversality conditions
The following lemma is fundamental for the derivation of the Lagrange multipliers. In
particular, it is applied to establish the boundary conditions for the adjoint variables
in PMP. To state and prove the lemma, we need some preliminary knowledge from
dierential geometry, for example dierential manifold, tangent spaces.
Suppose that m  n and h : Rn  ! Rm is a dierentiable function. Set
M =

x 2 Rn  h(x) = 0	:
For x 2M , the tangent space of M at x is dened by
@xM =
n
d 2 Rn j there exist " > 0 and a dierentiable function
' : ( "; ")!M; '(0) = x; '0(0) = d
o
:
It is easy to see that
@xM  fd 2 Rn j @h
@x
(x)d = 0g:
For each regular point x of M , i.e.,
@h
@x
(x) has full rank m, the above relation holds with
equality sign due to the implicit function theorem, i.e.,
@xM = fd 2 Rn j @h
@x
(x)d = 0g: (A.10)
Now let f; g : Rn  ! R be continuously dierentiable. Clearly if f(x) = g(x) in an open
neighborhood of x0 then
@f
@x
(x0) =
@g
@x
(x0):
We would like to investigate a similar assertion for the case when f(x) = g(x) only holds
in M .
Lemma A.1. (Zeidler [88]) If f(x) = g(x) for all x 2M , then for x0 which is a regular
point of M , there exists  2 Rm, depending on x0 such that
@f
@x
(x0) =
@g
@x
(x0) +
@h
@x
(x0):
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Proof. For any d 2 @x0M , there exist " > 0 and '(t) : ( "; ")  !M such that
'(0) = x0; '
0(0) = d:
Since '(t) 2M , by the hypothesis
f('(t))  g('(t)) = 0; t 2 ( "; "):
Dierentiating both side with respect to t at x0 yields
@f
@x
(x0)  @g
@x
(x0)

d = 0:
Hence 
@f
@x
(x0)  @g
@x
(x0)

2 (@x0M)?;
where (@x0M)
? denotes the orthogonal complement of @x0M in Rn. Since x0 is a regular
point of M , from (A.10) we have
(@x0M)
? = span

@h
@x
(x0)

:
As a consequence, there exists  2 Rm such that
@f
@x
(x0)  @g
@x
(x0) =
@h
@x
(x0):
This completes the proof.
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Appendix B
This Appendix provides some basic facts about the problem of parameter and state
estimation for the linear case. They include the Gauss-Markov theorem, conditional
expectation as the optimal estimator with respect to the least-squares criterion, the
equivalence of linear and nonlinear estimates in the Gaussian case. Our presentation
also tries to connect the estimation problem with some closely related problems from
the inverse and ill-posed realms, see Chapter 4, Vogel [83].
B.1 Best linear unbiased estimator and the Gauss-Markov
theorem
The model under consideration reads as
y = Ax+ "; (B.11)
where A 2 Rmn is a deterministic matrix, " 2 Rm are random noise, y 2 Rm are noisy
measurements; x 2 Rn is the parameter to be estimated which is deterministic. Suppose
that " has mean zero and covariance R  0. No assumption on the distribution type of
" is required. Our task is to estimate x from the measurements y. In order to assess
how good an estimate is, we specify some criteria on the error estimate e = x^  x. For
this purpose, consider functions L : Rn ! R+, such as,
L(z) = kzk2 ; L(z) = jzj1; L(z) = exp(kzk):
In this section we conne ourselves to the mean squares error criterion,
x^ = min
Z
E kZ   xk2 :
Denition B.1. (Vogel [83]) An estimate x^ of x is called unbiased if E(x^) = x.
By an estimator, we understand a Borel function f : Rm ! Rn, which gives for given
data y a unique estimate f(y) of x.
We assume that m  n and A has full rank, i.e., rank(A) = n. This implies that
the matrix ATDA is invertible for and positive denite matrix D 2 Rmm. In case the
estimator is linear in y, i.e., f has the form of a matrix B 2 Rnm, we have the explicit
solution, given by the Gauss-Markov theorem.
Theorem B.2. (Vogel [83]) The best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) is given by
x^ = B^y; B^ = (ATR 1A) 1ATR 1:
Moreover, for any linear unbiased estimate z of x we have
Cov(z)  Cov(x^):
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Proof. Suppose that B 2 Rnm represents an unbiased estimator. Because of unbiased-
ness,
E(BY ) = E(BAx+ "  x) = (BA  In)x = 0
since E" = 0. That holds for any x 2 Rn, hence BA = In. Obviously, B^A = In. Set
H = B   B^, then HA = 0. We have
E kBy   xk2 =E
(B^ +H)(Ax+ ")  x2 = E(B^ +H)"2
=E"T (B^ +H)T (B^ +H)"
=E"T B^T B^"+ E"THTH"+ 2E"THT B^"
=E
B^y   x2 + E"THTH"+ 2E"THT B^":
On the other hand,
E"THT B^" =E(TraceHT B^""T ) = TraceHT B^E(""T ) = Trace(HT B^R)
=Trace(HT (ATR 1A) 1AT ) = Trace(ATR 1A) 1ATHT = 0
since HA = 0. Therefore
E kBy   xk2 = E
B^y   x2 + E"THTH"  EB^y   x2 :
This proves the optimality of B^. Moreover, the equality holds if and only if E"THTH" =
0. It follows that TraceHTHR = 0. Since HTH  0 and R  0, one can easily deduce
that H = 0. The second part of the theorem can be proved similarly. In fact, with
z = By, we have
Cov z =E(By   x)(By   x)T = E(B^ +H)""T (B^ +H)T
=(B^ +H)R(B^ +H)T = B^RB^T +HRB^T + B^RHT +HRHT
=Cov(B^y) +HRB^T + B^RHT +HRHT :
Again B^RHT = 0 and HRB^T = 0. Thus
Cov z = Cov(B^y) +HRHT  Cov(B^y):
This completes the proof.
Remark B.5. The BLUE coincides with the weighted LSQ solution which solves
min
z
1
2
(y  Az)TR 1(y  Az):
B.2 Linear Minimum Variance Estimator and Tikhonov
regularization method
If we consider x in (B.11) as random with some statistical properties, we then deal with
a fully stochastic problem. It is motivated from the fact that x are states of a dynamics
system which are uncertain and some a priori information about x is available. After
obtaining measurements y, we want to estimate x. The view-point that x is random also
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has its origin in the theory of ill-posed problems. The problem with BLUE is that the
matrix ATR 1A may be of large condition, leading to numerical instability. The a priori
information in x helps to reduce its condition number. To emphasize that x is random,
we change it to upper case and rewrite (B.11) as follows
Y = AX + ": (B.12)
The linear minimum variance estimator of X is dened by X^ = B^Y where B^ solves the
following problem
min
B2Rnm
E(kBY  Xk2):
Theorem B.3. (Vogel [83]) Suppose X;Y are jointly distributed and
FXX = E(XXT ); FXY = E(XY T ); FY Y = E(Y Y T ):
Then B^ = FXY F
 1
Y Y .
Proof. The proof can be carried out straightforwardly. In fact, for any matrix B 2 Rnm,
set H = B   B^. We have
E kBY  Xk2 = E
B^Y  X +HY 2
= E
B^Y  X2 + E kHY k2 + E(HY )T (B^Y  X):
On the other hand,
E(HY )T (B^Y  X) = E(Y THT B^Y )  E(Y THTX)
= ETrace(HT B^Y Y T )  ETrace(HTXY T )
= Trace(HT B^EY Y T )  Trace(HTEXY T )
= Trace(HT B^FY Y )  Trace(HTFXY ) = 0
because B^FY Y = FXY by the choice of B^. It follows that
E kBY  Xk2 = E
B^Y  X2 + E kHY k2  EB^Y  X2 :
This completes the proof.
Note that we dene FZV = E(ZV T ) for random vectors Z and V instead of E(Z  
EZ)(V   EV )T . In practice, the expected value of X is hardly known at the beginning.
Therefore, it is dicult to determine whether the estimate is biased or not. One pos-
sibility is to use some initial guess, namely x0 and consider it as the expected value of
X. If so, we can point out that the solution corresponds to the Kalman lter in case of
Gaussian distribution. In fact, suppose that
~Y = A ~X + ";
where ~X  N (x0; P0), "  N (0; R) and ~X and " are independent. After setting
X = ~X   x0; Y = ~Y  Ax0
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we have
FXX = P0; FXY = P0A
T ; FY Y = AP0A
T +R:
The formula for the optimal estimate is
X^ = P0A
T (AP0A
T +R) 1Y;
or in terms of the original variables
~^X = x0 + P0A
T (AP0A
T +R) 1( ~Y  Ax0):
which agrees with the Kalman update.
B.3 Conditional distribution and optimality of the linear
estimator
We consider estimators which are Borel functions of data, f : Rm ! Rn, z = f(y).
In case of linear estimators, f corresponds to some matrix B 2 Rnm. Because the
solution of the linear case is computationally favorable, we could naturally ask, whether
we can get better estimate by enlarging the set of admissible estimates. We will see
later that in case of Gaussian distributions, the optimal nonlinear estimate coincides
with the linear solution. However, in general this does not hold. We rst characterize
the optimal estimators in case of general distributions, then will give their explicit form
for the Gaussian case.
Denote the class of Borel functions from Rm into Rn by B. The estimation problem
can be stated as
min
f2B
E
  kf(Y ) Xk2 : (B.13)
Lemma B.2. Suppose f^ is a solution of (B.13). Then for any g 2 B, it holds that
E

(f^(Y ) X)T g(Y ) = 0:
Proof. Consider the function ' : R! R dened by
'(t) =
1
2
E
(f^ + tg)(Y ) X2 :
From the hypothesis, '(t) assumes a minimum at t = 0. Hence d'dt (0) = 0. On the other
hand
'(t) =
1
2
E
f^(Y ) X2 + 1
2
t2E kg(Y )k2 + tE
h
(f^(Y ) X)T g(Y )
i
:
It follows that
d'
dt
= tE kg(Y )k2 + E
h
(f^(Y ) X)T g(Y )
i
:
Consequently
E
h
(f^(Y ) X)T g(Y )
i
=
d'
dt
(0) = 0:
The proof is complete.
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Due to Lemma (B.2), if two random vectors f^(Y ) and g^(Y ) both solve (B.13) then
f^(Y ) = g^(Y ) almost everywhere. This also implies that f^ = g^ almost everywhere in Rm.
The conditional expectation of X given Y can be dened as a random vector g(Y )
where g : Rm ! Rn is a Borel function which solves (B.13), denoted by EXjY , see
Durrett [22]. With this setup, we have claimed that the solution of the estimation
problem is the conditional expectation of X given Y .
If there is no restriction on f , it is impossible to determine the optimal solution of
(B.13). However for the Gaussian case, we can obtain the optimal estimator explicitly.
It turns out that in case of Gaussian distributions, the optimal linear estimator is also
optimal in the set of all linear and nonlinear estimators. To show this, we need the
following lemma. Recall that the covariance matrices of random vectors Z and V by
CovZ = E(Z   EZ)(Z   EZ)T ; Cov(Z; V ) = E(Z   EZ)(V   EV )T :
Lemma B.3. (Kalman [44]) Suppose that Z and Y are random vectors with values in
Rm, Rn, respectively, which are jointly Gaussian and uncorrelated, i.e.,
Cov(Z; Y ) = 0;
then Z and Y are independent.
By independence of random vectors, we mean that their joint density function is
equal to the product of their marginal density functions, f(Z;Y )(z; y) = fZ(z)fY (y).
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that EZ = 0;EY = 0. Then E(ZY T ) =
E(Y ZT ) = 0. Since (Z; Y ) is jointly Gaussian distributed, its density function has the
form
fZY (z; y) =
1p
(2)m+n detZY
exp

 1
2
(z y)T 1ZY

z
y

:
where
ZY =

Z 0
0 Y

; Z = CovZ; Y = Cov Y:
We can rewrite fZY (z; y) so that z and y are separated. In fact
fZY (z; y) =
1p
(2)n detZ
exp

 1
2
zT 1Z z

 1p
(2)m detY
exp

 1
2
yT 1Y y

It follows straightforwardly that Z and Y are normally distributed with the density
functions fZ(z) and fY (y) satisfying fZY (z; y) = fZ(z)fY (y). Consequently, Z and Y
are independent.
We are now in the position to show that under the assumption of a Gaussian distri-
bution, the optimal linear estimator provides the optimal solution to (B.13).
Lemma B.4. (Kalman [44]) Suppose that in (B.13) X and Y are jointly Gaussian and
Cov Y is nonsingular. Set B = Cov(X;Y )(Cov Y ) 1 and Z = BY  X. Then Z   EZ
is an optimal solution of (B.13).
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Proof. Obviously Z and Y are jointly Gaussian. We have
Cov(Z; Y ) = E(BY  X   E(BY  X))(Y   EY )T
= BE(Y   EY )(Y   EY )T   E(X   EX)(Y   EY )T
= B Cov(Y )  Cov(X;Y ) = 0
due to the choice of B. It follows from Lemma B.3 that Z and Y are independent. For
any g 2 B, g(Y ) is (Y )-measurable, see e.g. Chung [18]. Therefore,
E(Z   EZ)T g(Y ) = E(Z   EZ)TEg(Y ) = 0;
since E(Z   EZ) = 0. Lemma B.2 now yields the desired conclusion.
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